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Abstract 
R1smg levels of obesity m the past decade have been pnmanly attnbuted to an mcreasmg sedentary pop­
ulation Whilst a large maJonty of adults report usmg physical act1V1ty to lose weight, many md1v1duals 
have difficulty sustammg exercise Particularly for those who are not able to exercise usmg their lower 
body (due to mJury, cardiac impairment, neurological disorder, paraplegia, or amputat10n), there exist 
limited means for cardiovascular exercise Trad1t10nal upper body exerc1Se occurs largely m the form of 
arm ergometry, which tends to qmckly fatigue users by repeatedly act1vatmg a small muscle mass without 
allowmg adequate time for recovery before reactivation Moreover, to perform exercise more effectively, 
mcreasmg the energy expenditure rate for a given exert10n level may be extremely beneficial Thus the 
aim of this work is to develop a new upper body cardiovascular exercise machme that mcreases energy 
expenditure above that observed m current machmes for a given ratmg of perceived exert10n (RPE) 
MaJor determmants of energy expenditure and RPE were first 1dent1fied and used to explam metabolic 
rate differences between card10vascular exercise modes Vanous factors such as exercismg muscle mass, 
recrmtment patterns, contraction velocity, and contraction type were found to s1gmficantly affect energy 
expenditure rate RPE was determmed to be JOmtly mfluenced by both phys1olog1cal and psychological 
factors Phys10log1cal determmants were separated mto two categories local factors relatmg to aches, 
cramps, prun, and fatigue m exerctsmg muscles and central factors relatmg to oxygen uptake, respiratory 
rate, heart rate, and ventilatory rate durmg exercise 
A comprehensive table of upper body Jomt movements, associated muscle masses, ranges of movement, 
and peak torques was then created to better understand the vanous types of hmb movements and 
characteristic properties associated with activated muscle The table was used to generate a range of 
new exercise sequences designed to mcrease muscle activation, range of motion, and to achieve a duty 
cycle whereby active phases for a specific muscle are followed by relaxation phases 
Smee exercise machmes traditionally used durrng testmg have been hm1ted to commercially available 
eqmpment, 1t has historically been difficult to study new types of exercise movements Thus m order to 
assess the energy expenditure rate associated with the new exercise sequences, an exercise test machme 
was constructed that allowed a wide range of smgle-arm movements to be performed with adjustable 
resistance m each axis of movement The exercise test machme was used to test four new smgle-arm 
exercises Results mdtcated that these exercises produced similar or greater energy expenditure rates 
than those currently achieved m smgle-arm ergometry 
Usmg mformat10n gathered from expenmentatmn and pnor research, a new technology (Spirotramer) 
was developed for upper body exercise The Spirotramer enables a umque four-loop movement pattern 
to be traced that aims to reduce upper body muscle fatigue by alternatmg the direction, and thus t1mmg 
of muscle activation Imt1al pilot tests have shown the viab1hty of the Spirotramer for cardiovascular 
arm exercise Results have md1cated a more even d1stnbutlon of upper body muscle pam and fatigue 
durmg prolonged exercrne than standard arm crank Although m1tial physiological measurements such 
as heart rate and localised pam ratmgs were higher compared to arm crank at a given RPE, much of 
this may be due to the need for contmued design ophm1sation before further testmg occurs 
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Introduction 
Phys1cal actlVlty 1s cons1dered essential for mamtammg a healthy hfestyle m people of all ages and 
cond1tlons The benefits of physiCal act1v1ty are numerous, spannmg areas of phys1cal, soc1al, and mental 
health However, m the past few decades, s1gnals of dechne m phys1cal actlVlty have been marked by 
s1gmficant mcreases m obes1ty levels worldw1de at near-ep1dem1c proportwns (Beaglehole et al , 2002) 
The rap1dly nsmg obese populatiOn m England echoes a general trend, not necessanly restncted to 
developed countnes, as hfestyles and eatmg hab1ts become mcreasmg unhealthy 
R1smg levels of obes1ty are pnmanly attnbuted to poor eatmg hab1ts and an mcreasmgly sedentary 
hfestyle (House of Commons, 2001) Though exerc1se has consistently proven benefic1al m combatmg 
we1ght gam and treatmg obes1ty, time spent engaged w1th physiCal actlVlty has steadlly decreased The 
nse m sedentary behavwur IS attnbuted to the reductwn of phys1cal actlVlty w1thm the occupatwnal, 
transportatwn, domestic, and recreatwnal domams (Beaglehole et al, 2002) A study by Sport England 
m 1999 showed that the percentage of adolescents spendmg two or more hours per week m curncular 
school sport had decreased from 46 percent m 1994 to 33 percent m 1999 (Brookmg, 2000) At the same 
time, the prevalence of television, gammg syst€ms, and mternet use m letsure time has greatly mcreased 
sedentary behav1our (House of Commons, 2001) In the Umted States, only 24 percent of the populatiOn 
was reported to partake m the recommended amount of phys1cal actlVlty for 30 mmutes a day, 5 or more 
days a week as recommended by the U S surgeon general, w1th one quarter of those surveyed reportmg 
no le1sure-t1me phys1cal actlVlty at all (Crespo & Arbesman, 2003) 
Stud1es have found that about two th1rds (67 percent of men and 62 percent of women) of overwe1ght 
adults reported usmg physiCal act1v1ty to lose we1ght (Crespo & Arbesman, 2003) Wh1le md1v1duals are 
generally aware of the benefits of exerc1se, adherence to fitness reg1mes IS low w1th the dropout rate of 
45 percent m adult fitness programs (Frankhn, 1988) -The most commonly reported reasons for lack of 
physical activtty are time constramts, InJury, perceptiOn of excessive exertiOn demands, and an mabthty 
to carry out a fitness program (Kmg et al , 19'92) 
A more prevalent problem may be that exercise regtmes are often not performed at strenuous enough 
levels to ehc1t substantial metabolic changes m users We1ght loss can only be ach1eved through negative 
energy balance, whereby the amount of energy taken m 1s less than the amount of energy expended 
m phys1cal actlVlty and exerc1se (Alexander, 2002) If exerc1se duratwn remams constant, the rate of 
calonc expendtture for specific exercises becomes stgmficant However, stmply mcreasmg the mtenstty 
of exercise may substantially mcrease the discomfort level of exercise for many users, affectmg exercise 
1 
2 
sustamab1hty Indeed, subJects are more hkely to mamtam a low to moderate exerc1se mtens1ty than a 
h1gh exerc1se mtens1ty (Pate et al, 1995) 
Many of the most common methods of exercise have mcluded cardiovascular exercise machmes Whtle 
manufacturers have presented consumers wtth an overwhelmmg array of exerctse-related products, there 
has been little development m the area of upper body card10vascular machmes EX1stmg eqmpment, 
such as the arm crank ergometer, provxdes an exercise movement that ts largely umduect10nal and hmtts 
muscle activatiOn to a small exerctsmg mass Smce arm crank ergometry IS the pnmary (and m may cases, 
only) means of exercise for mdtvtduals wtth leg mJury, paraplegia, amputatiOn, cardtac Impairment or 
neurological dtsorders, the development of a more effective means of cardiOvascular exercise IS desirable 
The abthty to tram dtverse muscle groups without expenencmg premature fattgue ts Important because 
1t allows users to undertake a more funct10nal exerc1se reg1me Most tasks of dally hvmg and almost all 
sports reqmre vaned muscle groups and complex movement patterns 
The opttmtsatwn of the type, mtensity, duratiOn, and frequency of exercise allows It to be sustamed 
as at least a tolerable, If not an enJoyable expenence Exercise regimes that are not only effective but 
percmved as comfortable may promote long-term adherence, resultmg m substantial health benefits 
Aims and Objectives 
The a1m of th1s PhD 1s to develop a new upper body exerc1se machme to 1mprove energy expend1ture 
rate wh!lst reducmg perce1ved exert1on above that exh1b1ted by ex1stmg eqmpment Development of 
such a machme 1s fac1htated by the followmg obJectives 
• An m-depth understandmg of the mutual mfluences of energy expend1ture, exerc1se mtens1ty, and 
exercise modes 
• A detmled mvest1gat10n of ratmgs of perce1ved exert1on (RPE), exammmg aspects of the exert1onal 
ratmgs scale relatmg to ImplementatiOn and factors of dtfferentiatwn 
• Collation of data concermng muscle activatiOn, JOint rotatiOns, and torque generation levels 
• Sequencmg of vanous upper hmb exerc1ses and the development of an algonthrn to select exerc1ses 
for use durmg expenmental testmg 
• Design and development of an exerctse test ng used to perform a range of exercises at different 
resistance levels 
• Expenmental testmg to determme energy expenditure rates of selected exercise sequences at fixed 
exercise mtensittes 
• Destgn and development of a new upper body exercise machme mtegratmg relevant physiological 
prmc1ples and key flndmgs observed throughout expenmentat10n 
• Expenmental companson of the new exercise machme and standard arm ergometry 
3 
Depth and breadth of research 
A number of key Issues are explored Withm the literature survey In particular, the notwn of energy 
expenditure 1s exammed as 1t relates to oxygen consumption Current maJor cardtovascular exercise 
modes are defined with regards to eqmpment, methods of use, and specificatiOns Rates of energy 
expenditure at a gtven exercise mtenstty have been shown to vary substantially between exerctse machmes 
Thus the review seeks to determme which factors mfluence energy expenditure and percmved exertwn 
durmg cychc cardiovascular exercise In additiOn, a compilatiOn of the properties associated with hmb 
movement mcludmg exerctsmg muscle mass, peak torque, range of motiOn, and optimal contractiOn rate 
IS benefictal m assessmg the potential vtabthty of key motions m exercise regimes The data associated 
wtth spectfic hmb movements are used as selectwn cntena to coordmate vanous movement sequences to 
be exammed durmg expenmentatwn on a novel test ng 
Exercise mtensity IS often assessed usmg ratmgs of perceived exertwn (RPE), a subJective ratmg 
that accounts for a multitude of sensations ansmg from the body durmg physical work or exercise An 
analysiS of methods and findmgs relatmg to RPE mds m the ImplementatiOn of RPE m future research 
testmg Sigmficant areas of exploratiOn mclude development of the ratmgs system, methodologies m Im-
plementatiOn, and determmants of RPE. Generalised factors relatmg to gender, age, trammg, modahttes 
of exercise, obesity, and muscle mass are analysed with respect to RPE to gmn a clear understandmg of 
factors mfluencmg perceived exertion 
Design of the test ng and new exercise machme occur through a senes of Iterative stages The 
development of a consistent design methodology ensures that performance reqmrements and core func-
twnahties are met throughout the development stage Included w1thm the methodology are the processes 
of product design specificatwn, concept generatwn, concept selectwn, and embodiment design Usmg 
this design methodology, an embodiment of the exercise test ng IS constructed that addresses the per-
formance reqmrements needed for exercise testmg The mechamcal configuratiOn and control system 
are documented and Imtial expenmentatwn IS undertaken to demonstrate the viabihty of the ng as a 
trammg device 
The constructiOn of the test ng and procurement of a gas analysis system enable expenmentatwn 
on the measurement of energy expenditure rate durmg the performance of hmb movement sequences 
at fixed exercise mtensihes Indicatwn of s1gmficant differences m energy expenditure rates between 
exercise sequences may further understandmg of movements that generate a high energy-expenditure 
rate 
The design methodology previously established durmg test ng design IS also used durmg development 
of the new upper body exercise machme The design reqmres mterdiSCiplmary mtegrat1on of relevant 
physwlogical prmciples and key findmgs observed durmg expenmentatwn Stages of product design 
specificatwn, concept generatiOn, concept selectwn, and embodiment design are earned out to produce 
a final working prototype 
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The prototype 1s used for a companson study versus a standard arm ergometer The study exammes 
localised pam ratmgs of the upper body, overall RPE, and heart rate durmg contmuous mcremental-
staged exerctse 
The purpose of the research undertaken 1s to define factors that affect both energy expend1ture and 
ratmgs of perceived exertion m mdoor cychc cardwvascular exercise machmes The new upper body 
exercise machme ts designed to address Issues of exercise sustamabthty, comfort, and effectiveness, m 
hopes of mcreasmg the fitness level and overall health of users 
Chapter 1 
Literature • review 
In thts research, the development of a new exercise machme atms to mcrease energy expenditure beyond 
that of eXIstmg machmes with regards to percemed exertiOn The development process IS aided by a 
comprehensive revtew of factors that are known to mfluence energy expenditure, differences m exerctse 
modes, and ratmgs of perceived exertion In particular, emphasis IS placed on a physiological, rather 
than psychological analysis of why differences m energy expenditure rates exist between exercise modes 
at the same exerctse tntenstty An exammat10n of JOint movements and muscle usage IS presented to give 
mstght mto the Impact of the vaned hmb motwns used m exercise In the final sectiOn, an overview 
of RPE IS given Areas of mterest mclude applicatiOns of the scale, determmants of RPE, factors of 
differentiatiOn, and validity and reliability of the scale dunng exercise tests A list of physiological terms 
used throughout the chapter IS found m Appendix A 
1.1 Energy expenditure and exercise modes 
In any form of exercise, contractmg muscle groups are used to generate motwn Acttvttles such as 
runnmg or sw1mmmg reqmre muscles to accelerate the body In we1ghtliftmg, muscles work to move a 
mass agamst gravity. Contmuous muscle actlvatwn generates a range of reactwns throughout the body 
mvolvmg the heart, blood vessels, nervous system, lungs, and other organ systems Muscles reqmre an 
energy source for force generation The energy mput needed to dnve muscular contractions IS denved 
from the conversiOn of chemical energy m food For sustamed exercise longer than 10 seconds, the 
pnnc1pal process used to supply energy to the body is aerobic respiratiOn (Freudennch, 1 998) 
1.1.1 Defining aspects of energy expenditure 
Fuel for aerobic respiration IS denved from a vanety of sources Glycogen supplies are used from those 
stored m muscle cells, liver, and food m the mtestme Besides glucose, fatty acids and ammo acids can 
also be combmed with oxygen to release energy Smce the consumptiOn of substrate must take place m 
the presence of oxygen, mcreased energy expenditure durmg exercise reqmres an Increase m the oxygen 
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uptake of the body 
Measurmg oxygen uptake and carbon dzoxtde productzon 
Dunng exercise, chemical reactiOns m cells consume energy substrate m the presence of oxygen and 
produce carbon diOxide and energy as by products 
SUBSTRATE + OXYGEN = CARBON DIOXIDE + WATER + ENERGY 
Quant1fymg the consumptiOn of 0 2 and productiOn of C02 provides an md1rect means to measure 
energy expenditure The body pnmanly uses carbohydrate and fat as energy sub;trates Durmg pure 
carbohydrate and fat catabolism (breakdown), the energy avrulable relative to oxygen consumptiOn IS 
21 4 kJ /litre 0 2 and 19 8 kJ /litre 02, respectively (Robergs & Krav1tz, 2003) The contnbutwn from 
each substrate can be determmed from the respiratory exchange ratio (RER), the ratio of carbon dioxide 
productwn to oxygen consumptiOn Metabolically, the breakdown of carbohydrate produces a greater 
amount of carbon diOXIde than that of fat Thus, the lower the ratio of carbon dwx1de produced relative 
to oxygen consumption, the greater the ratio of fat to carbohydrate catabolism 
Estimates of energy expenditure are often u;ed m assessmg energy needs and levels of physical actiVIty 
Energy expenditure levels m recreatiOnal activity, often expressed m terms of kilo Joules or ktlocalones 
per hour, or volume of oxygen consumed per mmute (V02), cover an array of values from near restmg 
to the utilisatiOn of the full capacity of aerobic and anaerobic processes To compensate for the relative 
effect of body Size, energy expenditure values can be stated per umt body mass Of particular interest 
to current research are estimates of energy expenditure dunng use of cardiOvascular exercise eqmpment 
While It IS evident that energy expenditure depends m part on the type of actiVIty and the degree of 
enthusiasm or mtens1ty that IS adopted, a more m-depth analysis of the determmmg factors of energy 
expenditure IS desired. 
1.1.2 Current exercise modes: equipment, methods, and specifications 
Vanatwns m energy expenditure can be linked to specific design attnbutes of mdlVldual machmes These 
attributes duectly affect activated muscle mass as well as muscle movement patterns The key lies Ill 
tdentlfymg aspects of current exercise modes that contnbute to mcreased energy expenditure as well as 
exerctse sustamabthty Before exammmg studtes of exercise modes, an IllustratiOn of common forms of 
cardwvascular exercise modes IS shown m Figure 11 With the exceptiOn of the arm crank ergometer, 
most forms of traditiOnal cardwvascular exercise are designed to activate the lower body 
Treadmzll 
The treadmill utilises a motor dnve belt that allows the pace of the workout to be set Performance 
aspects of the motor can be diVIded mto peak duty and contmuous duty Peak duty refers to the maXImum 
power a treadmill can generate for a short penod of time while contmuous duty relates to the power 
at whiCh a treadmill can contmually operate Treadmill speeds, rangmg from 0-20 kph, accommodate 
(a) treadmill 
"" ' ;.llr-/' 
JL 
(e) ski stmulator 
(b) cycle ergometer 
(f) step machme 
(c) rowmg machme 
(g) elhpttcal machme 
~L;-~ 
~.-'-
• ·:J'I ,L_ a 
C •I 'ji 
• (d) aerobtc nder 
(h) arm ergometer 
Figure 1.1: Tradttlonal mdoor cardwvascular exercise modes 
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a var1ety of users Factors of cons1derat10n m purchase mclude quahty of shock absorption at 1mpact, 
length and w1dth of belt surface, stab1hty of nde, mclme, and nmse level of machme For Amencans 
adolescents and adults, frequent users of the treadm1ll chmbed to a peak of 43 4 m!lhon, an mcrease of 
888 percent over the 1987 benchmark measurement of 4 4 m1lhon Treadm1lls are w1dely regarded as 
the most popular card10vascular exerc1se m the U S w1th more than $990 m1lhon wholesale spent on 
treadm1lls annually (SGMA, 2003a) 
Cycle Ergometer 
The cycle ergometer 1s one of the ongmal modes of exerc1se that has endured desp1te the arnval of newer 
fitness optwns m the market Cycle ergometers feature an adJustable fnct10n braked flywheel res1stance 
on less mexpenstve models or a magnetic brakmg reststance on more expensive machmcs Frequently, 
models utlhse computer programmmg, rangmg from s1mple odometer and speedometer functions to pre-
programmed workouts and data storage. Recumbent exerc1se cycles are also ava1lable for users who suffer 
from lower back pam or d1scomfort w1th trad1t10nal cycle saddles Behmd treadm1lls, the cycle ergometer 
1s the second most commonly used type of exerc1se eqmpment, Wlth 22 5 percent of home eqmpment 
users reportmg ownersh1p and use (SGMA, 1998) In the US alone, over $200 m1lhon (wholesale) 1s 
spent on cycle ergometers (SGMA, 2003b) 
Rowmg Machme 
The rowmg machme mimics traditional rowing mot10n v1a a central pulley and a smooth runnmg seat 
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mounted on rollers Populanty of the rowmg machme IS due m part to the ab1hty of users to exercise 
both the upper and lower extremity m a non-weight bearmg mode In numerous forms of the machme, 
pulley reststance IS generated though etther atr resistance or adJustable permanent magnets to create a 
rowmg motiOn Footplates may either be fixed or swivel, allowmg for a longer rowmg motiOn Some 
machmes may mclude a trammg computer that measures the time, number of strokes, speed of strokes, 
predicted energy consumptiOn, and total mileage durmg exercise While many rowers use the rowmg 
machme for trammg purposes, only 3 percent of general home eqmpment users report usmg the rowmg 
machme as a mode of exercise (SGMA, 1998) 
Aerob•c R•der 
The aerobtc nder engages users m non-wetght beanng exercise by ratsmg and lowermg the body through 
a smgle rotary JOint located between the seat and foot pedals Both pushmg and pullmg movements 
are performed by altenng the position of the gnp bar Due to the relative Simplicity m mechamcal 
components, httle noise IS generated Approximately 5 6 percent of home eqmpment owners use the 
aerobic nder m their exercise regime (SGMA, 1998) 
Cross-country skt szmulator 
The cross-country ski simulator uses either a rope and pulley system or swiVelling poles to Imitate the 
motiOn of cross-country sknng In place of skis, ski machmes feature long narrow boards that ghde on 
rollers Machmes are available with either mdependent or dependent leg motiOn Independent motiOn 
IS achteved vta unhnked skts and uses a more natural leg motiOn to stmulate actual sknng However, 
novices may find dependent models easier to use smce hnked skis ensure that when one foot shdes 
forward, the other automatically shdes back Though these particular machmes may prevent begmners 
from overextendmg their legs, they can also result m a stiffer shuflle movement Some ski Simulators 
may also feature separate resistance adJustment for the upper and lower body, mclme settmgs, and a 
vanety of possible machme configurations Fitness computers are often available that track elapsed time, 
distance, speed, resistance, and predicted energy expenditure Ski simulator sales exceed more than $120 
m1lhon wholesale annually m the U S , with more than 8 percent of home eqmpment users reportmg use 
(SGMA, 2003a) 
ChmbmgjStep Machme 
Step machmes Imitate the chmbmg motiOn of the body through either non-mechanised or mechamsed 
structures (Zawatsky, 2004) Non-mechamsed machmes may employ rur pistons, which have difficulty 
accommodatmg faster speeds Mcchamsed step machmes are more appropnate for aerobic activity 
Vanous models of stair machmes mclude the staircase ergometer, mdependent pedal stepper, and lmked 
pedal steppers The first released style, the stmrcase ergometer, 1s the most similar to chmbmg stairs 
More common to eqmpment users today are pedal steppers, whiCh may employ lmked or mdependent 
pedal actiOn Energy expenditure m stair chmbmg IS hnked to the degree to which large muscle groups 
are activated Thus adJustment of stnde or step length may be an Important factor m determmmg 
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mtens1ty of exercise Wholesale totals for step machmes m the U S reached $55 million m 2002 (SGMA, 
2003b) In additiOn, 6 7 percent of home eqmpment users reported use of a climbmg or step machme m 
exercise regimes (SGMA, 1998) 
Elhpt1cal Mach1nes 
Elliptical machmes represent a natural evolutiOn of the treadmill and step machme The popularity 
of the elliptical machme IS often attnbuted to Its ability to provide an Impact free, complete body 
workout Though many models still only provide lower body movement, machmes also eXIst that use 
the upper body m exercise Resistance adjustment systems vary widely between elliptical tramers 
Whtle cheaper mechamsms offer crude manual systems that often affect the quahty of motiOn, electromc 
or magnetic adJustment of resistance results 1n a much smoother and qmeter performance Very few 
elliptical tramers offer the chmce of pedal adJustment Pedal adjustment allows the user to alter the 
set of muscles exercised, addmg vanety to a typiCal workout Elliptical machmes generate $120 million 
wholesale m the U S annually (SGMA, 2003b) 
Arm eryometer 
The arm ergometer allows users to engage m cardiOvascular exercise usmg muscles of the upper body 
Much hke the cycle ergometer, handle gn ps mounted on crank shafts are dnven m a contmuous circular 
motiOn Resistance IS provtded by magnetic resistance to a rotatmg flywheel Indtvtduals who suffer 
from leg mjury or who are unable to exercise the lower extremity often utilise this particular mode of 
exercise to mamtam cardtovascular fitness Sales figures and usage levels for arm ergometry are currently 
not published 
1.1.3 Comparisons of energy expenditure between exercise modes 
Research concernmg the effectiveness of fitness eqmpment IS mcreasmgly relevant to the general popula-
tiOn as the number of home and mstitutwnal fitness eqmpment users contmues to nse by approximately 
3 percent annually (SGMA, 1998) Spurred by the enormous number of agmg adults concerned with 
health as well as the nsmg exposure of the obesity cnsis, much mterest IS focused upon exercise effec-
tiveness For many health-conscious eqmpment users, effectiveness IS best quantified through values of 
energy expenditure 
There currently eXIst numerous modes of Indoor endurance exercise machmes that are beneficial to 
1mprovmg the overall health of users Even 1f differences m calonc expenditure between modes are small, 
the accumulated difference over a sustamed duratiOn of exercise may result m s1gmficantly vaned health 
benefits Thus exercise modes may be effectively Identified and ranked accordmg to their respective rate 
of energy expenditure Furthermore, It IS des1r able to determme mfluentJal factors m metabolic demand 
as related to exercise mode and the effect of such factors on physiological functiOns durmg exercise G1ven 
the vanat10n m energy expendtture amongst exercise machmes, It corresponds that levels of preferred 
exercise mtens1ty are also mf!uenced by modality U nderstandmg the factors affectmg cardiOvascular 
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and perceived exertwn responses has large tmphcatwns on areas of exercise prescnptwn and exercise 
sustamab1hty 
The companson of two exercise modes has been an area of much study amongst mvesttgators Ta-
ble 1 1 g1ves a partial hst of prev10us stud1es concermng d1fferent exerc1se modes Wh!le these stud1es 
are certamly mstghtful m thetr own nght, the companson of only two modes of exerctse obscures a more 
duect companson between greater numbers of exercise forms Thus dtfficulty anses m formmg conclusive 
statements from such a large body of dual-companson stud1es due to d1ffermg subject types, eqmpment, 
and test speclficat10ns Compansons of four or more modes of exerc1se have been pubhshed m recent 
years (see Table 1 1) Though these stud1es have also d1ffered m subject profile, expenment methodology, 
and analysts techmques, certam underlymg conclusiOns and trends concernmg energy expenditure and 
exerc1se modes can be extracted from th1s collective body of hterature 
Table 1.1: Sample ltst of previOUS studtes mvesttgatmg exercise modes 
Exercise modes studtes 
Rowmg machme vs cycle ergometer 
Treadmill vs cycle ergomPter 
Rowmg machme vs step machme 
Arm ergometer vs step machme 
Cycle ergometer vs Step machme 
Treadmill vs step machme 
Treadmill vs weighted treadmill 
Multi-mode studtes 
Reference 
Hagerman et al (1988) 
Mahler et al (1987) 
Hetzler et al (1991) 
Katsanos et al {2001) 
M1les et al {1980) 
Brahler and Blank {1995) 
Stamford et al {1978) 
Kamon and Pandolf (1972) 
Holland et al (1990) 
Hollmgsworth et al {1986) 
Graves et al (1987) 
Graves et al (1988) 
Gutm et al (1988) 
Martm et al (1985) 
M1ller and Stamford (1987) 
Stamford et al {1978) 
Krav1tz et al (1997) 
Moyna et al (2001) 
Thomas et al ( 1989) 
Thomas et al {1995) 
Zem et al {1996) 
Studws of multiple exerc1se modes show that substantml d1fferences m rate of energy expenditure 
extst between exercise modes at a gtven exercise mtenstty When exercise IS performed at a given ratmg 
of percc1vcd exertion (Moyna et al, 2001, Thomas et al, 1995, Zem et al, 1996), self-selected mtens1ty 
(Krav1tz et al, 1997) or percentage ofmax1mal oxygen uptake (Thomas et al, 1995), the treadmill ehc1ts a 
h1gher rate of energy expenditure compared to any other exere1se machme At fixed exerc1se mtens1t1es of 
RPE-11 (fa1rly hght), RPE-13 (somewhat hard), and RPE-15 (hard), h1gher rates of energy expenditure 
were observed for the cross-country sla simulator, rowmg ergometer, and stmrstepper compared to the 
cycle ergometer (Zem et al, 1996) Subjects exerc1smg at RPE-13 expended nearly 2950 kJ hr- 1 (700 
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kcal hr-i) on the treadmill while the same mdividual expended less than 2100 kJ hr-i (500 kcal hr-i) 
on the cycle ergometer at the same perceived exertion Also testmg at exerc~se mtensitles of RPE-11, 
RPE-13, and RPE-15, Moyna et al (2001) found a more pronounced difference m energy expenditure 
Men exercismg at RPE-13 expended an average of 4077 3 kJ hr-I on the treadmill and 2302 9 kJ hci 
on the cycle ergometer Rank of exercise modes correlated closely to that of Zem et al (1996) (see 
Figure 1 2) 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of energy expenditure rates for SIX modes of exercise (Reproduced from Zem, 
1996) 
However, m an earlier study, Thomas et al (1989) found no oxygen consumptiOn differences between 
modes when subJects exercised for 60 mmutes at a low mtens1ty correspondmg to 65 percent of the 
mruCimum heart rate Dunng prolonged low mtens1ty exercise at comparable relative heart rates, as 
opposed to comparable levels of perceived exertiOn, exercise mode may not have a Sigmficant effect on 
energy expenditure 
At fixed levels of V02, RPE, or self-selected mtensities, exercise mode has a large mfluence on the 
rate of energy expenditure Given that for each of the above studies, the subject populatiOn consisted 
of healthy male and female volunteers free from any disorder, It IS reasonable to assume that differences 
m metabolic rates can be attnbuted to factors duectly relatmg to aspects of mdividual exercise modes 
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1.1.4 Muscle mass 
The amount of active muscle mass used durmg exercise IS hypothesised to be a highly mfluent1al factor 
m metabolic demand Gleser et al (1974) found that addmg arm work to maximal leg work mcreased 
V02max by an average of 10 percent, an amount expected from the additiOnal working muscle mass 
The study concluded that V02max IS a function of the mass of muscle engaged m exercise Momtormg 
responses for one-arm curl, one-arm crankmg, one and two leg cychng at four different relative work 
loads (25, 50, 75, 100 percent of V02max), Lew1s et al (1983) also observed that active muscle mass and 
oxygen uptake were the mam determmants of oxygen uptake The mvestigators further explam that at a 
gtven relative work mtenstty, cardiac output and heart rate mcrease as a functiOn of oxygen uptake and 
thus nse to a greater extent m large muscle work Similarly, Sargeant & Dav1es (1973) noted that for 
both smgle and double arm work, and smgle and double leg work, V 02 and power output mcreased with 
amount of muscle mass utilised m the exercise In general, the dJstnbutwn of work over a larger muscle 
mass may reduce localised sensatiOns of stram m working muscles and jomts (Hoffman et al, 1996) 
Whilst mass of exerctsmg muscle mfluences metabohc demand, a stmple proportwnal relatwnsh1p 
between the amount of contractmg skeletal muscle and energy expenditure cannot be made If muscle 
mass was the pnmary factor mfluencmg energy expenditure, exercise modes such as the ski stmulator, 
rowmg machme, and aerobtc nder would yteld htgher energy expenditure rates compared to treadmill 
runmng Moreover, not all subJect types can attam a higher V02max when exerctsmg wtth mcreased 
muscle mass Highly conditiOned subjects with V02max values above 50 ml kg- 1mm- 1 may reach their 
maxrmal capacity for oxygen delivery with leg exercise only, while less well-conditiOned subjects may 
mcrease their capacity for oxygen delivery when active muscle mass IS mcreased through addition of 
arm exercise (Reybrouke et al , 1975) Thus It appears that low fitness mdlVlduals benefit more from 
mcorporatmg elements of upper body exercise to leg work than htgh fitness mdtvtduals 
More specifically, Bergh et al (1976) observed that subjects exerc1smg m arm and leg ergometry with 
arm work compnsmg 10-30 percent of the total rate of work had higher V 0 2max rates than maxrmal 
cycling When arm work mcreased to 40 percent of the total work rate, V02max was lower than that 
observed durmg cycling or for maXImal arm work The average sustamed exerctse time at thts relative 
work rate was shorter than m maXImal arm work There may be several posstble explanatiOns for this 
phenomenon Arm muscles workmg near theu maXImum capacity m companson to leg muscles may 
reduce blood flow and oxygen uptake m the legs m order to contnbute a larger part of the cardiac 
output to active arm muscles (Secher et al, 1977) Conversely, when both arms and legs work at near-
maximal capacity, the leg muscles are presumed to receive a larger share of the cardiac output (Bergh 
et al, 1976) If a greater blood flow IS routed to the legs, the arm work rate must not be so high as 
to reqmre more oxygen than allotted due to leg work Strenuous arm work may exhaust arm muscles 
before oxygen uptake reaches Its maxrmum potential At certam levels, oxygen uptake to larger muscle 
groups IS also reduced when simultaneously exerc1smg another muscle group due to a less-facilitated 
venous return, which may result m a relatively low stroke volume (Toner et al, 1983) Other authors 
have attnbuted the reduced oxygen uptake to a lower cardiac output (Toner et al, 1990), an mcreased 
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sympathetic neural dnve durmg upper body exercise (Vokac et al, 1975), and a larger static exercise 
component (Moyna et al , 2001) 
The above reasomng may explam the reduced rate of energy expenditure of exercise modes such as 
the aerobic nder, vertical chmber, and rowmg machme In exercise modes mvolvmg both upper and 
lower extremities, the contnbutwn to external work productiOn reqmred of the arms may be excessively 
large Moyna et al {2001) observed that arm fatigue was the major reason for termmatmg exerc"e 
on the aerobic nder Though the ratio of arm work to the total work was not determmed, reasomng 
suggests that arm work was greater than 40 percent of the total work rate Kravitz et al (1997) also 
noted that subjects participatmg m aerobic ndmg complamed of excessive arm and shoulder fatigue after 
20-mmute submaximal tnals Smce subjects determmed the amount of contnbutwn from each hmb, It 
was suggested that m addmg arm work to leg work, subjects may have (subconscwusly) decreased the 
contnbutwn of larger leg musculature to the exercise Consequently, the mcreased role of upper body 
led to the decrease m oxygen consumptiOn due to 1ts relatively low muscular endurance (Krav1tz et al, 
1997) 
1.1.5 Continuous ergometry: muscle pattern of exercise 
In cardwvascular exercise machmes that engage subjects m highly repetitive motwn, both the type of 
muscle activated and pattern of use mfluence metabohc demand Muscle pattern of use refers to the 
order and duratiOn of contractiOn as well as the degree to wh1ch eccentnc, concentnc, and 1sometnc 
contractwns are mvolved m exercise The effect of muscle pattern of use IS discussed usmg three different 
modes of exercise 
Cycle ergometry 
Numerous studies have consistently shown that at a given exercise mtensity, cychng yields a relatively 
low rate of energy expenditure with subjects complammg of early development of muscle fatigue m the 
lower extremities (Kamon & Pandolf, 1972, Miyamura & Honda, 1972) Muscular fatigue IS often caused 
by the contmual activation of certam leg muscles above the threshold at which oxygen can be supphed 
to replemsh energy stores Consequently, lactate concentratwn levels are typically high m cycle exercise 
(Miles et al, 1980) The early mcrease m muscle lactate concentratwn at such a low percentage of 
V02max IS attnbuted to the disproportwnately large share of the force productwn by the quadnceps 
and vastus laterahs muscles durmg exercise (Green & Patla, 1992) Further, surface electromyography 
(EMG) studies of muscle recrmtment patterns m cychng have shown that the gluteus maximus provides 
the largest contnbut10n to power output late m progressive exercise, mcreasmg Its EMG activatiOn 
level by a factor of 40 above Imtlal levels of activatwn (Green & Patla, 1992) As power output IS 
mcreased, demands for blood flow m the gluteus max1mus may nse such that blood flow for other 
activated musculature IS substantially decreased This may result m symptoms of mcreased acidosis 
dunng submruamaJ exercise (Hermansen et al, 1970) Furthermore, the recrmtment and activatwn 
patterns of muscles durmg cyclmg may explam discrepancies m rates of energy expenditure despite httle 
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difference in muscle mass recruitment. Muscle recruitment patterns appear to activate cert ain muscles at 
different stages in progressive cycling, with each muscle cont ributing variable amounts to total pedal force 
production depending on power output (Green & Patla, 1992). Energy expenditure rates for cycling may 
be much lower than exercise modes that activate musculature t hroughout the entire duration of exercise. 
Arm eryometnJ 
Differences in recruitment patterns during arm ergometry may explain lower levels of energy expenditure 
relative to other exercise modes. Davis et al. (1976) noted that during early stages of t he arm crank 
test, subjects complained of pain in the forearms continuing until exercise ended. The forearm muscle, a 
relatively small muscle mass, may have been activated almost exclusively at the start of exercise beyond 
its capacity to aerobically supply oxygen, resulting in an increase in lactate concentration. At higher 
work intensities, muscles of the shoulder girdle and t runk are successively recruited until maximal oxygen 
consumption is reached. Much like cycle ergometry, the imbalance in muscular recruitment during arm 
ergometry may contribute to a reduced rate of energy expenditure. 
Rowing machine 
Rowing ergometry involves muscles within the legs, vertebral column, trunk, and upper extremity in-
cluding the pectoral girdle and arms. A significant muscle mass is activated when rowing. However, the 
energy expenditure during rowing ergometry lags significantly behind treadmill running, cross-country 
skiing, and even step machines. Cunningham et al. (1975) suggest that the intense rhythmic contrac-
tions during each rowing stroke may interfere with venous return from the legs and abdominal region. 
Restriction of blood flow through calf muscle during the contraction (concentric) phase of exercise has 
been reported in rhythmic exercise. Other investigators have associated the reduced venous return with 
the sudden intense effort at the beginning of each stroke (Cunningham et al. , 1975; Mahler et al., 1987) . 
This motion imitates a Vasalva manoeuvre (the act of making an expiratory effort with a closed glot-
tis), which has been shown in previous studies to reduce venous return and cardiac output (Astrand & 
Rodahl, 1986). In particular, Mahler et al. (1987) suggests that rhythmic compression of the limbs and 
thorax during the initial phase of the rowing stroke may lead to an elevated pressure and subsequent 
reduction in venous return (Figure 1.3). 
Fig ure 1.3: Initial phase of the rowing stroke (note the compression of the lower limbs and the extension 
of the upper musculature) 
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T hese cardiovascular responses limit the delivery of oxygen to exercising muscles and may conse-
quently affect aerobic performance of users. Moreover, the diminished energy expenditure in rowing as 
compared to treadmill running may be attributed to a greater isometric component. Rowing is an in-
termittent activity initiated by a period of intense effort followed by a slightly longer non-working phase 
as the user comes forward to take the next stroke (Cunningham et al., 1975). Periodic occurrences of 
static effort as opposed to continuous dynamic effort may reduce rates of energy expenditure. 
1.1.6 Muscle contraction type and energy expenditure 
While rates of energy expenditure may be affected by variable muscle contribution, the degree to which 
eccentric, concentric, and isometric contractions are involved in exercise also plays a role in metabolic 
consumption. Concentric contractions occur during muscle shortening while eccentric contractions are 
associated with muscle lengthening under tension. Isometric muscle action generates tension without 
length change. 
Concentric exercises tend to consume considerably more oxygen than eccentric exercises (Astrand 
& Rodahl, 1986), indicating an increased energy metabolism under these conditions (Ryschon et al., 
1997) . However, these observations do not necessarily correlate with concentric muscle action being the 
preferred contraction type in exercise prescription and sustainability. In fact , Noble & Robertson (1996) 
suggest that effort sensation is greater during concentric muscle contraction because of the difference 
between the number of muscle fibres activated between eccentric and concentric contraction. That is, for 
the same level of tension, more fibres are activated during concentric than eccentric contractions. Other 
investigators have attributed the lower cost for eccentric action to the recruitment of more efficient fibres 
(I<ushmerick, 1983), the difference in efficiency of converting high-energy phosphate bonds into useable 
work, and the altered recruitment order of motor units (Enoka, 1996). A schematic of each muscle 
contraction type is shown in Figure 1.4. 
(a) isometric contraction (b) concentric contraction (c) eccentric contraction 
Figure 1.4: Schematic illustrations of (a) isometric, (b) concent ric, (c) eccentric muscle contractions. 
Reproduced from Bogie (2006) 
Maximal eccentric strength is approximately 20-60 percent greater than for maximal concent ric con-
traction strength (Hollander et al., 2003). Thus when performing concentric and eccent ric exercises at 
the same load levels, eccentric actions are performed at a lower relative intensity. Given t he higher 
metabolic efficiency in eccentric action, it follows that eccentric action requires approximately twice as 
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much tlme to reach exhaustiOn as concentnc actiVIty (Ryschon et al, 1997) These observatiOns confirm 
earlier studies of Tesch et al (1990) m which subJects performed three sets of 32 maximal contrac-
tions wtth knee extensor muscles Dechne m force was neghg~ble when the exercise mvolved eccentnc 
contractiOns but decreased by 34-4 7 percent m each set for concentnc contractiOns Thus the greater 
metabolic efficiency of eccentnc muscle actiOn IS well-established Comparmg 1sometnc exercise with dy-
namic contractiOns, Ryschon et al (1997) found that 1sometnc muscle actiOn had the highest metabolic 
efficiency, above both eccentnc and concentnc muscle actiOn However, studies have found that dynamic 
muscle contractiOns allow for a great degree of muscular perfus10n compared wtth tsometnc contractions 
(Bonde-Peterson & Robertson, 1981, Folkow et al, 1970, Laaksonen et al, 2003) Blood flow IS one of the 
most Important factors affectmg oxygen supply and energy metabolism durmg exercise (Laaksonen et al , 
2003) Thus despite the relatively h1gh metabolic eflicJency of 1sometnc contractiOn, these contractiOns 
may be difficult to sustam In fact, studies of maximal holdmg time dunng 1sometnc contractiOn found 
that full maximal force was sustamed for only a few seconds, 50 percent maxtmal force was sustamed for 
approximately 1 mmute, and 15 percent maximal force was sustamed for 10 mmutes onwards (Rohmert, 
1972) 
1.1. 7 Rhythm of muscle contraction 
Optimal rates of muscle contractiOn eXIst m exercise modes that reqmre repetttlve muscle contract10n 
The effect of cadence on energy expenditure m cyclmg has been heavily explored m past research with 
httle conflict between results Chen et al (1999) summarises the findmgs of these results Oxygen uptake 
mcreases linearly with power output and m a parabolic relatiOnship with pedalling frequency The study 
found that for siX healthy male subJects cycling at a given power output, oxygen uptake IS lowest at 
cadences of 50-80 rpm, and higher below 40 rpm and above 100 rpm (see Figure 1 5) 
The pedallmg frequency at which energy expenditure IS maximised mcreases from 50 to 80 rpm as 
power output mcreases (Coast & Welch, 1985) For competltlve cyclists, the average preferred frequency 
with respect to perceived exertion IS apprmamately 90 rpm (Hagberg et al, 1981) Increases m perceived 
exertiOn and oxygen uptake at values above and below preferred frequencies are due to a vanety of factors 
At lower pedalling rates, the mcreasmg force reqUirement per pedal stroke causes a less umform pattern 
of blood flow m the lower limbs Poor coordmatwn m cyclmg at lower rates may also contnbute to 
an mcrease m oxygen consumptiOn Stamsby et al (1995) observe that If time spent m the contractile 
phase IS h1gh durmg rhythmic contractiOns, mean blood flow may be Impeded by long penods of vascular 
compressiOn, resultmg m dimimshed delivery of 0 2 and mcreased fatlgue On the other hand, If the 
frequency of contraction mcreases to too short a duration, muscle blood flow can agam decrease (Hogan 
et al, 2003) In general, metabolic rate and 0 2 uptake nse proportiOnally With contractiOn frequency up 
to a certam pomt At higher pedallmg rates, additional muscles may be recrmted m stab1lismg the trunk 
and upper extremity (Hagberg et al, 1981) Increases m oxygen cost at high cadences are attnbuted to 
the added energy cost of liftmg legs more frequently For short duratiOn cyclmg exercise of less than 30 
seconds, sensory JUdgments to the perceptiOn of effort depend entirely on force and are mdependent of 
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(b) Leg effort mcreases w1th duration and power output The 
mset represents the mean leg effort for each pedalling fre-
quency 
Figure 1.5: Oxygen uptake and leg effort wtth mcreasmg duratiOn and power output Reproduced from 
Chen et al , 1999 
frequency In exercise exceedmg approximately 2 mmutes, sensory JUdgements appear to be a complex 
functiOn between contractiOn force and frequency (Cafarelh, 1982) 
Companng maximal performance durmg stair chmbmg, uphill runmng, and cyclmg, Kamon & Pan-
dol£ (1972) suggest an mverse relatiOnship between steppmg rate and V02max Individuals who chmb 
at a h1gher rate Yield a lower V02max than those subjects that chmb at a slower rate Furthermore, 
uphill runmng, reqmrmg 160 steps per mmute, y1elds a h1gher V02max than level runnmg, wh1ch re-
qmres 190-200 steps per mmute (Kamon & Pandolf, 1972) Similarly, Brahler & Blank (1995) found 
that a h1gher V02max occurs at a mruomal steppmg he1ght While It may be that a maximal steppmg 
height mcreases muscle mass recrmtment, the authors also note that thts steppmg herght fac1htates a 
reduced chmbmg frequency Subjects reached V02max at chmbmg rates of 54-60 cycles per mmute, 
correspondmg to the pedalhng frequency of 60 rpm used for V02max testmg m cychng ergometry (Her-
mansen & Saltm, 1969) Repetitive exercise at optimal contractiOn rates may allow active muscles to be 
sufficiently supphed w1th oxygen Without bemg overtaxed At slower rates of activatiOn, a greater static 
exercise component sufficiently lowers energy expenditure Without a correspondmg decrease m perceived 
effort Conversely, at h1gh rates of contractiOn, oxygen demand may exceed supply, mcreasmg lactate 
concentration m surroundmg musculature 
1.1.8 Joint movement and associated muscle mass 
Exammmg the movements that occur m exercise modes, 1t IS beneficial to understand the variOus types 
of hmb movements and charactenstlc properties associated wtth the activated muscle Numerous studtes 
have separately analysed muscle architecture, functiOnality, range of motwn, anatomy, and associated 
torques However, no body of research has provided a detailed compilatiOn of mformat10n globally 
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relatmg to aspects of spec1fic body movements A collectiOn of hmb movement data (muscle mass, range 
of mot10n, and torque values) 1s a useful tool m assessmg the potential v1ab1hty of certam mot10ns m 
exercise regtmes Combmed wtth findmgs concermng contractiOn rates for selected hmbs and JOints, 
these results can be uhhsed to coordmate optimal combmatwns of different exercise movements 
A compilation of jomt movements IS found m Table 1 2 Included m the class1ficat10n of movements IS 
the JOmt of mterest, muscles utlhsed m the movement, absolutP muscle mass of active muscles, percent-
age of relative muscle mass, range of motion, and peak torque associated wtth a particular movement 
Whtle muscle mass values obtamed from cadaver d1ssectlon stud1es ofVeeger et al (1991) and Fr1edench 
& Brand (1990) may not necessanly be representative of overall populat10ns, they serve to g1ve ap-
proximate values of relative muscle mass Percent muscle mass IS relative to the total muscle mass m 
the upper extrem1ty for shoulder and elbow movements as no values of total skeletal muscle mass were 
determmed m cadaver stud1es Torque values are attamed from the comp1lat10n of peak torque value 
m tsokmetlc exercise for specific JOmt movements (Pernn, 1993) Smce tsokmetlc torque dechnes wtth 
mcreasmg veloc1ty of contractiOn (Knap1k et al, 1983), torque values for the slowest contraction speeds 
(30-60 degrees per second) m healthy non-ehte subjects (male and female subjects when poss1ble) were 
utlhsed for tabular values The level of muscle act1vat10n ( durat10n and force of contraction) durmg jOmt 
movements IS not documented m the table due to lack of ava1lable mformat10n Anatom1cal figures of 
muscles as well as schematics of hmb movements are found m Appendtx B 
The mherent value of these tables hes m the ab1hty to prov1de mformat10n regardmg both the muscle 
utii1sed for a particular mot10n, and the mruomum torque produced From th1s data, d1fferent motions 
can be combmed bearmg m mmd the amount and type of muscle engaged For example, If a particular 
movement utilises a specific set of upper extremity muscles, a subsequent movement may avmd over-
taXIng these same muscles In combmmg th1s methodology w1th known optimum contractiOn rates m 
muscle movement, optimal sequences of movement can be categonsed accordmgly 
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Table 1.2: Jomt movements, assocrated muscle masses, range of movement, and peak torques for the upper 
extremity 
Jomt Movement Muscles used Muscle mass(g) % ROM (deg) Peak torque (Nm) 
male female vel (deg/s) 
shoulder elevat10n levator scapulae, rhombo•ds, 590 15 4 20-30 na na na 
g1rdle trapezms (1,2) 
depression levator scapulae, rhomboids, 590 15 4 20-30 na na na 
trapezms (1,2) 
abduction serratus antenor, trapez•us 780 20 3 20-30 na na na 
(4) 
adductiOn pectoralis maJor, levator 990 25 9 20-30 na na na 
scapulae, rhombmds, 
trapezms (1,2,3) 
shoulder flex10n pectoralis maJor, b1ceps 1510 39 6 90-100 62 I 35 5 60 
brachu (long & short), 
subscapulans, delto•d 
(antenor) 
extension tnceps brachu, teres maJor, 1700 44 5 40-60 80 I 42 8 60 
teres mmor, latJssJmus 
dors1, deltmd (posterior), 
mfraspmatus 
abduct1on b1ceps brachn (long), tnceps 1110 29 I 90-95 47 9 73 2 30 
brachu, delt01d (complete), 
delto•d (m1ddle), 
supraspmatus 
adduction b1ceps brachn (short), 2390 62 6 75 32 8 54 I 30 
tnceps brachn, teres maJor, 
latiSSimus dorst, pectoralis 
maJor, coracobrachialis, 
deltOid (antermr & 
postenor) 
mternal teres maJor, lahss•mus 1900 49 9 70-90 53 3 36 9 30 
rotatmn dors1, pectoralis maJor, 
subscapulans, delto•d 
(an tenor) 
external delt01d (postenor), deltmd 890 23 2 70-90 39 5 27 5 30 
rotatmn (postenor), mfraspmatus, 
teres mmor 
honzontal b•ceps brachn (long), tnceps 1110 29 I 45 712 na 30 
abduc- brachu, delt01d (complete), 
tton deltotd (middle), 
supraspmatus 
honzontal biceps brachu (short), 2120 55 4 135 77 6 na 30 
adduc- tnceps brachn, teres maJor, 
t1on lat1ss•mus dorst, pectoralis 
maJor, coracobrachmhs, 
deltOid ( antenor & 
postenor) 
elbow flex10n brachtahs, brachioradiahs, 330 86 141-150 50 6 34 0 30 
btceps brachu 
extensiOn tnceps brachu, anconeus 290 77 0 56 3 na 30 
supmatton supmator 20 06 80-90 na na na 
pronatwn pronator quadratus 10 03 70-90 na na na 
forearm supmat10n btceps brachu, supmator 160 4 I na na na na 
pronatiOn pronator teres, pronator 50 12 na na na na 
quadrus 
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1.1.9 Summary of literature 
Energy expenditure, measured by the amount of oxygen consumed, 1s often used to determme the 
metabolic cost of an exercise, task, or activtty Among cardiOvascular exerctse modes mvesttgated, the 
treadmill mduces the htghest rates of energy expendtture whtle the cycle ergometer generates the lowest 
rates of energy expenditure There are many proposed factors that mf!uence oxygen consumptwn, 
encompassmg a wtde range of phystologtcal systems mcludmg pulmonary, ctrculatory, and muscular 
concerns At the muscular level, contractiOn type, length, speed, fibre type, recrmtment pattern, moment 
arm, and bone geometnes act Jomtly to mfluence force generatwn and metabohc cost (Sth & Stuhmtller, 
2003) 
Increasmg the amount of exerctsmg muscle mass can result m mcreased work output, V02 , and 
energy consumptwn Except for extremely fit mdtVIduals, most subJects are able to achieve mcreased 
V02 durmg combmed arm and leg exercise compared to leg exercise alone However, thts does not 
necessanly mean that exerctsmg muscle mass sets the hmtt for oxygen consumptiOn Nor does 1t mean 
a proportwnal mcrease m oxygen consumptiOn occurs wtth mcreasmg muscle mass Arm work that 
IS performed at an excessively large proportwn of the total work rate may lead to the decrease m 
contnbutlon of larger leg muscles (Thomas et al, 1995) The excessive use of addttwnal muscle groups 
often affects perceptiOn of effort, and subJects tend to select an exercise mtenstty that 1s lower than that 
of JUSt exerctsmg wtth the legs alone (Kravttz et al, 1997) 
Muscle recrmtment patterns have a strong Impact on mf'tabohc demand m many exercise modes 
Dunng arm and cycle ergometry, the recrmtment pattern of lower extremity musculature IS largely 
progressive, With different muscles responsible for a larger share of force productwn at dtfferent stages of 
exercise The mcreased act1vatwn of dtfferent muscle groups alters blood flow, subtly changmg oxygen 
supply to surroundmg muscles A marked decrease m oxygen supply may mcrease acidosis m muscles, 
resultmg m dtscomfort and pam In rowmg, the mtense nature of the tmtial stroke followed by the 
tsometnc-hke nonworkmg recovery phase may be the greatest contnbutor to the reduced dehvery of 
oxygen These muscle patterns of exercise are largely fixed to each particular exercise Moreover, the 
contractiOn type may also have an Impact on metabohc demands Whtle concentnc muscle actwns tend 
to consume the most oxygen, the contractwns are also the least metabohcally effictent compared to etther 
eccentnc or 1sometnc contractions Though ISOmetnc contractiOns are more metabohcally efficient than 
eccentnc contractions, the reduced blood flow observed durmg static exercise and consequent reductiOn 
m oxygen dehvery may reduce exercise sustamabthty 
Through the analysts of core body movements, a greater understandmg of optimal exercise motwns 
can be attamed Each body movement consists of the act1vat10n of numerous related muscles Utthsmg 
cadaver dtssectwn data for associated muscle masses, the total muscle mass employed in a partiCular 
body movement IS summed From th1s data, a hterarchy of motwns can be obtamed whereby movements 
utihsmg a grf'ater percentage of total muscle mass and generatmg a greater peak torque 1s known In 
particular, these movements mclude shoulder flexwn, extensiOn, adductiOn, honzontal adductiOn, mter-
nal rotatwn, elbow flexwn and elbow extenswn Wtth the knowledge of optimum contraction rates for 
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selected hmbs and JOints and peak torque values assoc1ated w1th speclfic JOint contractions, results can be 
used to coordmate the combmatwn of dtfferent exerctse movements The orgamsatwn of exercise move-
ments IS dependent on the number and type of muscle engaged For mstance, tf a particular movement 
stimulates a partiCular set of upper extremity muscles, a subsequent movement m the sequence may avmd 
overly taxmg the same muscles Combmmg th1s methodology w1th known optimum contractwn rates m 
muscle movement, a theoretically favourable sequence of movements can be categonsed accordmgly 
1.2 Ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) 
Thts sectiOn atms to provide a general overview of ratmgs of perceived exertiOn, tts development, method-
ologies m tmplementatwn, and mstght mto Its numerous determmants In particular, studies concermng 
the vahdatwn and rehab1hty of the RPE scale are rev1ewed The analys1s of prev1ous methods and find-
mgs related to ratmgs of percetved exert10n aids m determmmg preferred scale usage for future research 
methods Smce the research at hand aims to mmimise perceived exertiOn with regards to energy expen-
diture, a clear understandmg of factors that Influence perceived exertiOn IS needed Finally, differences 
m RPE accordmg to gender, age, obesity, trammg, muscle mass, and mode of exercise are determmed 
through previous literature studies 
1.2.1 Historical perspectives and background 
Perce1ved exertwn 1s defined as the detectwn and mterpretatwn of sensatwns ansmg from the body 
durmg phys1cal exerc1se (Noble & Robertson, 1996) It can most closely be class1fied w1th psychophys1cs, 
the se1ence assocmted w1th the study of human perceptwn and the relatwnsh1p between phys1cal st1muh 
and perceptual responses Due m part to the efforts of pwneers of th1s research (Gunnar Borg, R J 
Robertson, K B Pandolf, and Bruce Noble) m the early SO's, chmcal use of percelVed exertwn began 
exceedmg 1ts purely sc1entific nature In the past three decades, papers pubhshed on th1s top!C have 
mvestigated percetved exertiOn related to vanous phys10log~cal factors, chmcal apphcat10ns, psychological 
factors, exewse testmg & prescnptwn, d1fferentmted perceptwns, physwal trammg & fitness level, and 
sports apphcatwn (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
The ratmgs scale most commonly used m exerc1se testmg today 1s the Borg 15-graded scale (Table 1 3) 
The scale was ongmally developed to hnearly correspond to heart rate, though numerous stud1es have 
smce found weak correlatwns between the two vanables (Ekblom & Goldbarg, 1971, Robertson, 1982) 
Borg later developed an alternative scale, the CR-10, m response to certam physwlogwal vanables 
such as lactate concentratwn and mmute ventilatwn, that d1d not correlate well to RPE (Table 1 4) 
Instead of growmg lmearly w1th mcreasmg RPE, the vanables nse at a pos1tively acceleratmg rate (Noble 
& Robertson, 1996) Vanous other category-scales have been created m measunng effort perceptions 
These scales differ m that termmal expressiOns are not placed at the numencal extremes of the scales as 
subJects have reported expenencmg sensatiOns greater than 'maXImal exertiOn', or lower then 'no exertiOn 
at all' (Noble & Robertson, 1996) The creation of multiple category-scales has m some mstances led to 
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Table 13: Borg 15-graded ratmg scale 
6 
7 Very, very hght 
8 
9 Very hght 
10 
11 Fmrly hght 
12 
13 Somewhat hard 
14 
15 Hard 
16 
17 Very hard 
18 
19 Very, very hard 
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more confusiOn regardmg wh1ch scale to choose Though the 15-graded scale 1s more often utlhsed due 
to 1ts lmeanty, the CR-10 scale 1S useful when mappmg exertion and pos1t1vely acceleratmg phys10logical 
functiOns 
Table 1.4. Borg CR-10 scale 
0 Nothmg at all 
0 5 Extremely weak (Just noticeable) 
1 Very weak 
2 Weak {hght) 
3 Moderate 
4 Somewhat strong 
5 Strong (heavy) 
6 
7 Very strong 
8 
9 
10 Extremely strong (almost mruamal) 
* maxtmal 
1.2.2 Applications of the RPE scale 
Ratmgs of percetved exertiOn are used m conJunction w1th graded exercise tests to assess exertwnal 
tolerance m chmcal, research, and sport settmgs Phys10log1cal as well as perceptual responses are often 
measured m determmmg aerobtc power, submaxtmal endurance performance, and tolerance for actlvtty 
Advantages of utlhsmg the RPE scale are detalied below (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
• Measurements of exertiOn are mexpenstve, non-mvastve, and reqmre no complex mstrumentatton 
m ImplementatiOn 
• A large number of subjects can be tested m a short penod of t1me 
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• The RPE scale ts apphcable to a vanety of populattons and subjects dtffermg m gender, age, 
trammg 
• Scales to a."e" RPE are rehable and vahd psychophystcal tools 
• Mtmmal scale expenence and expertise ts reqmred for the test admmtstrator or subject tested 
Due to the numerous benefits in usmg ratmgs scales, the apphcatwns of RPE are far-reachmg m 
chmcal, research, and sport settmgs (Table 1 5) 
Table 1.5: Apphcattons of the RPE scale (Noble and Robertson, 1996) 
Settmg Apphcatwns 
Chmcal Dtagnostte evaluatwn of chmcal status 
Assessment of therapeutic progress 
Determmatwn of functiOnal aerobtc Impairment 
Development of exercise prescnptwn 
Determmatwn of abthty to undertake datly tasks 
Instillation of patient confidence 
Research Determmatwn of peak oxygen uptake 
Evaluation of effect of expenmental mterventwn 
Systemattc assessment of perceptual and physwlogtcal re-
sponses to a standard exercise stimulus 
Sport Pre-parttctpatwn m screenmg 
Assessment of trrumng performance 
Predtctwn of performance capactty 
1.2.3 Determinants of RPE 
There are two mam dtvtstons of exerttonal symptoms durmg dynamtc exercise exertwnal mtolerance 
m muscles (aches, cramps, pam, muscular and artenal heavmess, fatigue) and cardwresptratory fatigue 
(Ekblom & Goldbarg, 1971, Horstman et al, 1979) Studtes suggest that subjecttve symptoms ansmg 
from muscles, Jomts, and the cardtoresptratory system operate JOintly wtth phystologtcal processes to 
set the upper hmtts of endurance performance An addttwnal component that reflects psychologtcal 
factors assoctated wtth task averswn and mottvatwn has been smce mcluded (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
Whtle local factors generate pnmary sensory signals of exert10n, central factors of exert10n are perceived 
apprmomately 30 to 180 seconds after tmttat10n of exerctse (Robertson, 1982) Thts ttme penod corre-
sponds to that reqmred for the adaptation of cardwvascular and ventilatory systems The ttme delay 
of central factors of exertwn correlates to the sensory response of cychsts, for short duratwn exerctse of 
less than 30 seconds, perceptwn of effort depends entirely on force output whereas exerctse exceedmg 
2 mmutes ts a more complex functton of pedal frequency and contractwn force (Cafarelh, 1982) The 
followmg sectwn detatls a more m depth analysts of local and central factors affectmg percetved exertwn 
Local {Penpheral) Factors 
Local mediators of percetved exert10n refer to the aches, cramps, pam, and fattgue in exerctsmg muscles 
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The processes and components that compnse these penpheral senses of exertwn are metabohc actdosts 
(blood pH and lactiC actd concentratwn), fast- and slow-twttch contracttle properties of skeletal muscle 
fibre, muscle blood flow, and blood-borne energy substrates (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
There has been evtdence both supportmg and refutmg the mfluence of blood lactate actd concentratiOn 
on the mtenstty of perceptiOns of exertion Lactate concentration has been suggested to play a key role 
m perceptiOn of effort dunng exerctse (Alien & Pandolf, 1977, Edwards et al, 1972, Ekblom & Goldbarg, 
1971, Gamerale, 1972, Young et al, 1982), though some mvesttgators have fatled to observe changes 
in perceptiOn of effort correspondmg to arttfictal perturbatwn of lactate levels (Lollgen et al, 1980, 
Robertson et al, 1979a) Lactate accumulatiOn may contnbute to centrally sensed perceptwns of effort 
through tts effects on venttlatwn At exerctse threshold (the pomt at whtch an exponential mcrease m 
blood lactate concentratwn occurs when exceedmg a certam rate of exercise), mcreased exhalatiOn of 
C02 and a correspondmg nse m venttlatwn are sttmulated by hydrogen tons from lactate (Demello et al , 
1987) Borg et al (1987), Noble et al (1983), and Summskt et al (1997) report stgmficant correlations 
between lactate level growth and subsequent mcreases m RPE for subjects completmg reststance exerctses 
at 50 percent or 70 percent of thetr one-repetttton maxtmum 
The dtscrepancy m the role of lactate concentratiOn can be parttally explamed Correlattonal eVIdence 
suggests that RPE and lactate concentratiOn vanes wtth power output durmg progresstvely mcremented 
cycle tests (Borg et al, 1987, Noble et al, 1983) Thus, when power output ts progresstvely mcreased, 
RPE and lactate are related to one another (Borg et al, 1985) However, a relatwnshtp does not 
necessanly mdtcate causahty (Noble & Robertson, 1996) Stmply put, blood lactate concentration merely 
serves as a smgle facet of a more generahsed physwlogtcal response that reflects the relative mtenstty of 
the exerctse (Borg et al, 1987) Moreover, Noble & Robertson (1996) suggest that correlatiOns between 
lactate concentration and RPE may not be practical until a certam metabohc threshold IS reached 
Ltmtted anaerobtc glycolysts occurs at lower metabohc rates At htgh exerctse mtenstttes, metabohc 
actdosts may more greatly mfluence RPE Thus correlatwns between lactate concentratiOn and RPE 
may hold at htgher but not lower exerctse mtenstttes 
At htgh rates of exerctse, the metabohc response of fast twttch fibres dtffers from that of slow twttch 
fibres (Astrand & Rodahl, 1986) Lower effictency fast twttch fibres demand a progresstvely greater 
oxygen consumptiOn than slow twttch fibres (Poole et al, 1994) Fast twttch fibres are also assoctated 
wtth a greater force productton than slow twttch fibres A greater tenston development m acttve muscle 
fibres reqmres an mcrease m motor umt recrmtment and firmg frequency As a result, more mtense 
stgnals are sent to the sensory cortex from the motor cortex, hetghtemng effort perception (Noble & 
Robertson, 1996) Thus effort perceptwn has been hetghtened when the mvolvcd skeletal muscle fibres 
are compnsed pnmanly of fast twttch fibres (Noble et al, 1983) Addttwnally, penpheral senses of 
exertton are ratsed wtth reduced perfuston of ttssue surroundmg penpheral skeletal muscle Blood flow 
affects the amount of energy substrate avatlable to exerctsmg muscle (Cam & Stevens, 1973) Ltmttatwns 
m avatlable energy substrate effecttvely reduce the rate of oxygen consumptton m spectfic muscle groups 
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In the same manner, the depletiOn of blood glucose m the m1ddle to later stages of submronmal exercise 
also causes an mcrease m perceptual s1gnal strength (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
Central {Resp1ratory-Metabohc) Factors 
Phys10log1cal factors proposed to mfluence resp~ratory-metabohc signals of exert10n mclude mmute ven-
tilatiOn (Ve), oxygen consumptiOn (V02), carbon diOxide output (V C02), heart rate (HR), and blood 
pressure (Jones, 1984, Mihev1c, 1981, Pandolf et al, 1984, Robertson, 1982) 
RPE has demonstrated a correspondmg change with the expenmental mampulat10n of mmute ven-
tilatiOn Stud1es relatmg Ve w1th hypnosis (Morgan et al, 1976), mduced erythrocythem1a (Robertson, 
1982), hypoxia (Robertson et al, 1986), hyperox.a (Pederson & Welch, 1977), vanat10ns m cycle ped-
almg frequency (Robertson et al, 1979b), and testmg mode (Ftanklm et al, 1983) have supported the 
role of VE as a medmtor m resp1ratory-metabohc signals of perceived exertton However, 1t appears that 
vent1latory funct10ns are an Important signal mediator at h1gher but not lower relative metabolic rates, 
thus prov1dmg ev1dence that central signs of exert10n are largely dependent on metabolic rates (Noble & 
Robertson, 1996) In general, an mcrease m mtens1ty of ventilatory dnve due to greater aerob1c energy 
reqmrements subsequently mcreases mspuatory muscle tensiOn This mcrease IS conscwusly perceived 
as a signal of resptratory-metabohc exertiOn 
Strong correlatiOns between V02 and RPE are observed for contmuous leg and arm exercise (Noble 
& Robertson, 1996) However, studieS have found less relatiOn between vo2 and RPE when aerobiC 
metabolic reqmrement of an exercise task has been expenmentally mampulated It was found that the 
role of aerobic metabolism m med1atmg exert10nal symptoms could be more clearly defined utlhsmg 
relative V02max rather than absolute (Pandolf et al, 1984, Robertson, 1982, Sargeant & Davies, 1973) 
There has not been umfied support for oxygen consumption as a perceptual s1gnal mediator Some 
mvestigat10ns found a lack of correlatiOn between RPE and V02max Certrun cond1t10ns such as extreme 
heat and cold, stress, and companson at blood lactate mflect10n pomts may have contnbuted to the 
d1stort10n between RPE and percent V02max (Demello et al, 1987, Pums & Cureton, 1981; Toner 
et al, 1986) 
Heart rate (HR) 1s affected by a range of factors mcludmg age, type of exerc1se, environment, and 
anxiety (Noble & Robertson, 1996) Thus It IS not surpnsmg that numerous stud1es have not found a 
correlation between HR and RPE m situations mvolvmg d1ffermg subJects, exercise modes, and environ-
mental conditions (Ekblom & Goldbarg, 1971, Noble et al, 1973, Robertson, 1982) Correspondence of 
HR to s1gnals of perceived exert10n largely stem from the 1mtial format of the Borg RPE (15-graded) 
scale Rangmg from 6-20, RPE grade multiplied by 10 was mtended to apprmamate heart rate The 
validity of th1s relat10nsh1p was shown to be acceptable for younger and m1ddle-aged men durmg exercise 
(Mihev1c, 1981) but unreliable for ch1ldren and adolescents (Bar-Or, 1977) A substantial port10n of 
stud1es that hnk HR to signals of perceived exert10n largely denve the correspondence from correlatiOn 
Table 1.6 Model of the relatiOnship between respuatory-metabohc and penpheral signals of exertions at 
low (level 1), moderate (level 11), and high (level Ill) metabohc states (Reproduced from Robertson, 1982) 
Metabolic Intensity Respiratory-metabolic Penpheral 
Level Symptoms %V02max %Vs %V02max 
I Movement awareness <50 Ltmtted Proportional Do mm ant 
11 Dtscomfort tolerance 50-70 Moderate Proporttonal Do mm ant 
Ill Noxwus pam avmdance > 70 Stgmficant ProportiOnal Do mm ant 
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coefficients Values rangmg from r=O 42 to r=O 94 have been found m vanous actlVltles (Noble & Robert-
son, 1996) In general, HR cannot be confirmed as a phys10log1cal med1ator for resp1ratory-metabohc 
signals of exertiOn 
Nonspectfic Medtators 
Nonspecific mediators of exert1onal s1gnals are not d1rectly hnked to e1ther penpheral or resplratory-
metabohc Signals of perceived exertiOn The mediators may mclude processes such as hormonal regu-
latiOn, temperature regulatiOn, and pam reactivity Though some of these factors Influence perceptiOn 
through regulatiOn of energy metabohsm, others mfl.uence exertlonal perceptiOn through neuronal path-
ways (Noble & Robertson, 1996) 
Summary o J factors affectzng RP E 
In summary, venttlatory dnve does not appear to be as Important a phys1olog1cal med1ator for perce1ved 
exertiOn at low exercise mtensities At a cnt1cal pomt of between 45 percent and 75 percent V02max 1 
sensory stgnals associated with VE become more sensitive and are more easily perceived by the body 
(blood lactate mflect10n pomt also occurs w1thm th1s range (Robertson, 1982)) Further ev1dence of a 
threshold for the onset of resp1ratory-metabohc sensatiOns of effort are prov1ded by Cafarelh (1982) and 
Robertson et al (1986) Each study observes that venttlatory dnve affects perce1ved exertiOn at h1gh 
but not low metabohc rates S1m1larly, Noble & Robertson (1996) find that Vs, V02, and HR are not 
statistically s1gmficant predictors ofRPE-central (compnsmg resp1ratory-metabohc factors) until exercise 
mtens1ty 1s h1gher than 75 percent V02max Thus the followmg tn-level model of the relat10nsh1p between 
resp1ratory-metabohc and penpheral s1gns of exert10n IS proposed m Table 1 6 (Robertson, 1982) At the 
first level, a metabohc rate below 50 percent, the relat1ve contnbut1on of respuatory-metabohc factors IS 
mm1mal, penpheral sensatiOns of effort tend to dommate As the metabohc rate mcreases to a level of 
50-70 percent V02max. feelmgs of d1scomfort (at a tolerable level) mcrease and the relat1ve contnbut10ns 
of Vs and percent V02max mtens1fy At the th1rd level, respiratory-metabohc s1gnals of exertiOn are 
very strong and contnbute to an overall body perceptiOn of exert1on 
1.2.4 Factors of differentiation in RPE 
Smce the mcept10n of the Borg scales of perce1ved exertiOn, a staggermg number of stud1es have ut1hsed 
RPE m a vanety of expenmental s1tuat10ns A wealth of mformat10n can be extracted from these 
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texts mcludmg procedural and methodologiCal techmques mvolvmg RPE, effects of partiCular subject 
charactenstiCS on RPE, and mfluence of exercise type on RPE 
Gender 
RPE does not differ With respect to gender when women and men are evaluated at Simliar trammg 
protocols on the treadmill or cycle ergometer Though differences are sigmficant when evaluated as 
a function of absolute oxygen consumption, when perceived exertion ts compared to relative oxygen 
consumptiOn, no Sigmficant difference iS observable (Noble et al, 1981, Robertson et al, 1999) Gender 
appears to have no Sigmficant repeatable effect on RPE, but iS mlluenced by the mterachon between 
the gender of the athlete and the gender of the expenmenter (Anderson, 2003) While differences 
m RPE ratmgs for males and females were not statistically Sigmficant when a male researcher was 
present regardless of the condthon, when a female expenmenter conducted the sessiOn, males reported 
Sigmficantly lower RPE for all conditions The researcher's gender did not Sigmficantly mfluence RPE 
values for women {Lichtman, 2002) 
Age 
Age has not consistently affected perceptual exertiOn responses When compansons are made at a. gtven 
heart rate, Bar-Or {1977) found that RPE iS generally lower for younger subjects {10-12 years) than 
for older mdlVlduals {31-68 years) Takmg mto account differences m level of aerobic fitness and dmly 
phystcal activity, however, age dtspanty m perceptual responsiveness becomes much less of an mft.uentlal 
factor 
Obeszty 
RPE iS most closely related to the proportiOn of the maxtmal capacity reqmred to perform work at a given 
work load Thus excess weight, which affects the maximal workmg capacity on the treadmill, mfluences 
ratmg whereas m cyclmg {body weight supported), excess weight has httle effect on RPE (Skmner et al, 
1973b). Hulens et al {2003) suggest that ambulatory abihty of obese subjects IS hampered by excess 
wetght, reduced aerobtc capacity, perceived dtscomfort, and pam 
Muscle Mass 
At submaxtmal oxygen output or power output, RPE is higher for test modes uhhsmg a smaller muscle 
mass compared to a larger muscle mass (Sargeant & Davies, 1973) Similarly, ratmgs of perceived 
exertiOn m eight healthy males were about 40 to 50 percent higher for arm crankmg than for cyclmg at 
Identical exercise workloads {Borg & Freeman, 1979) Dunng arm and cycle ergometry exercise tests at 
the same absolute and relative energy workloads, Pandolf et al {1984) also observed RPE to be higher 
m arm exerctses than leg exercises 
The abihty to percmve exertiOn may be elevated m smaller muscle masses than large muscle groups 
due to a combmat10n of the reductiOn m extraneous sensory mformation and sensory mformatlon for the 
arms bemg more acutely perceived (Gamerale, 1972) The smaller the active muscle mass, the lower the 
V02max dunng exercise m that partiCular mode The oxygen uptake m smaller muscle masses represents 
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a higher relative metabohc rate (percent V02max) Smce the mtensity of the perceptual signal Is lmked 
to the relallve metabohc rate, the perceptual signal IS higher for test modes that reqmre the highest 
metabohc stress per area of acl!ve muscle tlssue (Noble & Robertson, 1996) Fmally, Borg & Freeman 
(1979) reason that m order to mamtam the same power output mdependently m arm and cycle ergometry, 
subJects must work comparallvely harder with the arms than the legs as a result of reduced muscle mass 
Consequently, the blood flow mcreases for the active muscle m the arm, boostmg lactate levels m the 
legs and raismg ratmgs of percmved exerl!on 
Tra~ned versus untrazned 
RPE at lactate threshold (LT) was unaffected by trammg status Though LT occurred at sigmficantly 
dtfferent percentages of V 02max m tramed and untramed men and women, perceptiOn of exercise at 
lactate threshold was "somewhat hard" for all subjects, correspondmg to a Borg scale ratmg of 13 
(Demello et al, 1987) Thus perceived exerllon at LT IS unchanged by trammg despite the fact that 
these threshold levels occur at a higher power output and a higher absolute and relative oxygen uptake 
(Dishman, 1994) Further studies have also observed a lack of associat!On between blood lactate and 
RPE levels W!th trammg or diffenng modes of exerciSe (Hetzler et al, 1991, Seip et al, 1987) 
Modes of exerczse 
Exercismg at the same vo2. 8 lean and 8 obese males rated RPE Significantly higher on the bicycle 
than treadmill (Skmner et al, 1973a) These findmg are m agreement with results obtamed from testmg 
men aged 41 to 60 years (Bar-Or et al, 1972) G1rls were also observed to exercise at a lower V02 on a 
bicycle ergometer than on a treadmill when mstructed to select Jdenllcal work mtens1t1es for each exernse 
mode (MIChael & Hackett, 1972) More recent studies have demonstrated sigmficant differences among 
exerctse modahttes, RPE, and energy expenditure Nme active men and ten active women performed 
submax1mal tests at RPE-11, 13, and 15 on the Borg-15 scale At each RPE, energy expenditure was 
highest on the treadmill and ski simulator Energy expenditure for a given RPE was lowest on the aerobic 
nder and cycle ergometer (Moyna et al, 2001) Simllarly, Thomas et al (1995) and Zem et al (1996) 
mdependently found that Joggmg ehc1ted higher oxygen consumpt10n values at RPE-14 than stat10nary 
skung, shuffie skung, stationery cychng, and statwnary rowmg 
Aggregate results of RPE-related studies demonstrate a strong mfiuence between muscle mass ut1hsed, 
mode of exercise, and RPE Conclus10ns regardmg gender, age, obesity, and trmmng have been mcon-
SJstent with varymg effects on RPE Regardless, 1mphcat10ns of these findmgs are far-reachmg as basic 
pnnctples regardmg muscle mass, exertiOn, and fatigue may be drawn from these texts 
1.2.5 Validity and reliability of RPE Scales 
The study of phys10logy IS mundated With quantltat1ve data concernmg a host of properlles mcludmg 
ventllat10n, respiratory rate, blood lactate level, heart rate, blood pressure, etc Smce RPE IS based 
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upon a more complex and mtangtble measurement wtth the roam processmg source bemg that of the 
human mmd, there eXJsts a need for rehab1hty and vahdatwn of testmg methods and results 
Numerous stud1es have exammed the vahd1ty and rehabli1ty of RPE durmg progressiVe exerc1se tests 
Skmner et al (1973b) found that 8lean and 8 obese young male subjects were able to dlfferentmte small 
d1fferences m randomly assigned work mtens1tles on a biCycle ergometer There ex1sted no s1gmficant 
d1fferences m perceptual or physwlog1cal vanables exammed between graded and random exerc1se cycle 
tests Borg RPE scale responses were also found to be h1ghly reproducible when testmg 14 sedentary 
female subjects m SlX repeated work tasks of walkmg, jOggmg, cyclmg, and stool steppmg at three dif-
ferent mtens1tles (Stamford et al, 1978) Termmal and mterval ratmgs are closely correlated, md1catmg 
that ratmgs were vahd whether ehc1ted at vanous stages throughout the exerc1se or at the end of a stage 
Exerc1se mtens1ty can be regulated accordmg to a target RPE established durmg a graded exerc1se 
test (Dunbar, 1992) Ratmgs of perce1ved exertwn correspondmg to 50 percent VOzmax on the treadmill 
and 50 percent and 70 percent V 0 2max on the cycle ergometer were observed to be repeatable S1m1lar 
procedural methods were used to vahdate the usage of RPE m regulatiOn of exercise mtens1ty durmg arm 
and leg ergometry (Kang et al, 1998) No d1fference was found m V02 , HR, and power output between 
eshmatton and productiOn tnals durmg arm ergometer exercises at perceived exertiOns eqmvalent to 
50 and 70 percent VOzmax and 50 percent VOzmax m cycle ergometry Relatively m1mmal tnal-to-
tnal vanance ex1sted m ratmgs of perce1ved exertion for 10 healthy men and SlX healthy women durmg 
repeated exerCise bouts on a cycle ergometer (Eston & W!lhams, 1988) For h1gher work mtens1tles at 
70 percent V02max or greater, mconststenctes between esttmatwn and productiOn tnals were observed 
These errors may partially be explamed by the mcreased emphasiS of phys10log1cal med1ators such as 
metabohc actdosts and elevated temperature m exercise of mcreased mtenstty as opposed to Signals of 
cardwresp1ratory and metabohc stram (Kang et al, 1998) 
The findmgs of Skmner et al (1973b), Stamford et al. (1978), Wenos et al (1996), Dunbar (1992), 
Kang et al (1998) and Eston & W1lhams (1988) prov1de sufficient ev1dence such that the Borg RPE 
scale can be considered a sensitive and reliable measure of work mtens1ty m exercise Furthermore, RPE 
may be considered vahd whether taken at termmal or mterval stages for a broad range of exerc1se modes 
and work mtens1t1es 
1.2.6 Summary of RPE 
Central physwlog1cal mputs and local feelmgs of stram m exerc1smg muscles are not the only factors 
that affect perce1ved exertion Apprmamately 50 to 80 percent of ratmgs of perceiVed exertwn depend 
on these factors wh!le the remamder may be attnbuted to psycholog1cal tra1ts mcludmg extroverswn-
mtroverswn, neurotlc1sm-stab1hty, somatic perceptwn, depression, and anXJety (Noble et al, 1973) RPE 
can also be mfluenced by hypnotic suggestwn and med1tatwn (Morgan, 1973), background nmse (or lack 
of) (Pennebak<'f & L1ghtner, 1980), and a host of vaned v1sual and aud1tory sensatwns (Nethery & 
Harmen, 1991) 
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Perce1ved exertion 1s affected by a vanety of psycholog1cal states and tra1ts as well as phys10log1cal 
factors (central and penpheral) related to metabohc and cardwvascular processes mherent to each md1-
v1dual Standmg alone, none of these models are sufficient m fully explammg the percept10n of exercise 
mtens1ty Of pnmary mterest to current research are resptratory-metabohc mediators such as relative 
oxygen uptake, respiratory rate, and mmute volume venttlatwn, as well as penpheral factors compnsmg 
exerc1se-mduced changes m blood pH, blood flow, and levels of vanous energy substrates m actlve hmbs 
Together, each component mteracts functwnally to prov1de the foundatwn for a global perceptual model 
Due to 1ts practlcahty and ease of use for both researchers and test subJects, RPE 1s commonly used m 
chmcal, research, and sport settmgs The umversahty of the scale has led to a prohferatwn of stud1es of 
great breadth, analysmg the effects of gender, age, trammg, obestty, muscle mass, and mode of exercise 
Smce current research atms to mmtmtse perceived exertwn m target subJect groups, findmgs from past 
stud1es are h1ghly relevant to understandmg the mfluences on RPE In add1t10n, the analys1s of d1fferent 
types of exertiOn scales and thetr advantages and disadvantages m tmplcmentatwn atds m scale-selectiOn 
for future research Appropnate scale mstructwn and methodology documented m prevwus work may 
also help ensure the vahd1ty and rehab1hty of RPE m future expenmental stud1es 
Chapter 2 
Exercise test rig: methodology of 
the design process 
Different mdoor cardiOvascular exercise modes are known to expend sigmficantly more energy than 
others at a given exercise mtensity Although the discrepancy m energy expenditure rates can be partially 
explamed by generahsed factors such as muscle mass utilisatiOn, muscle pattern of exercise, or contractiOn 
duratiOn, energy expenditure rate differences may be more fully understood through the analysis of hmb 
movements specific to a particular exercise Currently, It ts extremely dtfficult to predict performance 
m this regard due to the lack of empmcal data relatmg specific hmb movements with associated energy 
expenditures In order to better understand thts relatwnshtp, 1t was deemed necessary to construct an 
exerCise test ng capable of providmg an adJustable load m multiple axes The test ng enables both 
simple and complex movement patterns to be mvest1gated whilst allowmg oxygen consumptwn rates of 
subJects to be obtamed simultaneously 
Development of the test ng occurred through a series of Iterative destgn stages, focused upon accom-
modatmg human movement and force generatiOn capabilities This chapter exammes the methodology 
used to develop both the test ng and the new exercise machme, usmg the former as the pnmary workmg 
example for design methods The use of a logical and systematic design methodology IS essentml for 
sound decision-makmg practises Ratwnal and aud1table reasonmg IS achievable when standard methods 
are used m tasks as vaned as the creatiOn of product spectficatwn, concept generatiOn, or embodiment 
design The methodology detailed m the followmg chapter ensures that performance reqmrements and 
core functwnahties of the test ng are addressed The standardisatiOn of the design approach and concept 
selectwn process permits techmques to be consistent and repeatable throughout all stages of product 
development 
2.1 Overview of the design process 
The design process IS compnsed of multiple design stages, as modified from the text of Ulnch & Eppmger 
(1995) Followmg the generatiOn of product design specificatiOns, design concepts are developed to match 
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the performance charactenst1cs that must be met The feas1b1lity of dtfferent concepts 1s exammed 
through vanous analytical methods, mcludmg the bmldmg and testmg of low-level prototypes Dunng 
system-level design, alternate product archttectures are generated and mdustnal des1gn IS refined wtth 
the defimtwn of maJor subsystems and mterfaces Suppliers for key components are also Identified and 
the final assembly scheme IS defined. In detailed destgn, part geometry, materials, and tolerances are 
established Complete design control IS documented, and piece part productwn processes are selected 
The final stage encompasses testmg and refinement of the completed machme Destgn changes are 
Implemented as needed for the final machme followmg the results of reliabtlity, performance, and life 
testmg 
2.2 Performance requirements of the exercise rig 
Concept development began by Identifymg performance needs of the test ng Statements of needs 
were obtamed through descnptwns of the capabilities and performance charactenst1cs reqmred from the 
machme These descnptwns were subsequently orgamsed mto a hterarchtcal list cons1stmg of pnmary and 
secondary needs of the machme The relative Importance of each need was rated on a scale from 1 (low) 
to 5(htgh) Whtlst the needs list provtded a clear qualitative descnption of performance charactenstics, 
a precise list of product specifications was created to further detail how the machme must perform 
Each specification conststed of a metnc and a quantitative value associated wtth the metnc, generated 
by exammmg each need and constdermg what prectse, measurable specification sufficiently reflected the 
degree to whtch the test ng satisfied the need Target specificatiOns were then estabhshed, representmg 
the most optimal destgn charactenstics of the ng Refinement of product design specificatwns occurred 
after the product concept was selected 
2.2.1 Product design specification 
The design reqmrements of the exercise test ng resembled those of haptic devtces a1mmg to achteve a 
htgh force capability m a comparatively large workspace A large human-scale workspace was reqmred 
for the performance of a large vanety of limb exercise sequences For a complete range of upper extremity 
movements, the end effector was reqmred to be capable of traversmg half a sphencal volume whose radms 
represents the shoulder gnp length of the subJeCt To accommodate a comprehensive user group, the 
95th percentile shoulder gnp length (0 835 m) for Bntlsh males aged 19-65 years was used to determme 
the reqmred workspace volume of 1 2m3 (Pheasant, 1999) (Figure 2 1) 
Movement w1thm the workspace volume needed to be smooth, unmterrupted, and conststent Sm-
gulantles, tf not elimmated all together, were to be localised at the outer boundartes of the useable 
workspace such that they were easliy avmded In order to achieve unconstramed motiOn wtthm multiple 
planes, the exercise ng reqmred at least 3 degrees of freedom (do f). 
An appropnate peak torque resistance was needed to effectively brake maxtmum levels of human 
torque productwn In the upper extremity, tsokmetlc test assessments found that the htghest torque 
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Figure 2.1: Area traversed by shoulder-gnp length 
values, apprmamately 80 1 Nm, were ehctted durmg performance of the shoulder extensiOn for non-
professiOnal athletes (Pernn, 1993) Thus upper hmits of the nommal rated torque levels of the exercise 
test ng were estabhshed at 85 Nm 
Disturbances such as stlctwn and gravitational loads were to be mmtmtsed while dynamic performance 
of the exercise test ng needed to reflect velocities and acceleratwns appropnate to human exercise 
movement The test ng was also reqmred to move at htgh cyclic exercise speeds, benchmarkcd by 
velocities m excess of 4 2 m s-I (15 kph) m treadmill runmng or rotational speeds above 9 4 rad s-I (90 
rpm) m cycle ergometry 
Systems requmng large workspaces tend to be bulky and heavy Excess mass mcreases fnchonal 
disturbances and bendmg forces, often lowermg dynamic performance compared to relatively smaller 
systems In particular, the mert.a at the machme mterface pomt was to be mimmised to avmd prema-
ture fatigue and stram on users dunng exerctse Resistance should ongmate largely from the brakmg 
mechamsm rather than from the constant support of a gravttatwnalload A maximum endpomt mertla 
of 2 kg was deemed acceptable durmg exercise, such that the maXImum force reqmred to support the 
endpomt at full extensiOn was 20N For accurate feedback and data collectiOn, dynamic aspects of the 
system such as backlash and disturbance forces also needed to be reduced Smce hmb movements largely 
consist of broad sweepmg motions, a position resolutiOn of 0 01 m was adequate for the system Simi-
larly, a torque resolutiOn of 1 N m was sufficient to ehcit noticeable differences m performance response 
for users Product design specificatiOns of the exercise ng are found m Table 2 1 
2.2.2 Key design differences from haptic devices 
Design reqmrements of the exercise test ng differ from haptic devices with similar performance charac-
tenstiCs m a few mam regards By therr very nature, haptic displays are force-reflectmg mterfaces that 
sense motion and exert forces upon the user In essence, these devtces are acttve, they seek to control 
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Table 2.1: Product design specifications of the exercise test ng 
Workspace 1 2 m3 
PositiOn resolutiOn 1 0 X w-2 m 
Peak torque resistance 85 N m 
Maximum velocity 4 2 m s-1 
Torque sensitivity 1 0 Nm 
Degrees of freedom 3 
Inertia at endpomt 2 kg 
boundanes of movement and estabhsh walls where no actiOn IS to occur The exercise test ng, however, 
must functiOn m a dtfferent manner Rather than an active force controllmg component, a passive resis-
tance to motwn was desued to smoothly brake exercise movements The resistance mechamsm was to 
be both mdependent of speed and capable of generatmg enough torque to fully oppose the upper limits 
of human peak torque strength 
The use of passive resistance also results m enhanced safety of the exercise device Users are largely 
unaffected by mstances of power, hardware, and software failure as the device IS mherently mcapable of 
exceedmg the kmet1c energy that a user supplies m each motiOn (Matsuoka & Townsend, 2000) 
2.3 Design concept generation methods 
Concept generatiOn for the test ng was Initiated by first decomposmg the test ng mto simpler sub-
problems Functwnal decomposition of the machme diVIded sub-functiOns of the ng mto 
o Whole body movement 
• Adjustable resistance 
Imt1al efforts were focused on the cntJcal problems of whole body movement and adjustable re-
Sistance smce the sub-functiOn of data output was largely mdependent of the greater system design 
Concept generatiOn was aided by an external search for mastmg technologies and solutwns to these cnt-
Ical sub-problems Although the external search for solutwns yielded an abundance of mformatwn, It 
was necessary to optim1se the process such that available time and resources were best used This was 
accomplished by first gathenng as broad a range of mformatwn as possible about potential solutiOns and 
technologies related to the problem The scope of the research was then refocused after the exploratiOn 
of more promtsmg avenues 
Throughout the external search, available resources allowed a thorough exploratiOn of ex1stmg prod-
ucts, technologies with related sub-functiOns, patent searches, and literature surveys Among the related 
products explored were multi-axis resistance trainmg machmes, cardiOvascular exercise eqmpment, wnst 
mechanisms, medtcal devtce mampulators, construction eqmpment, ptck and place mdustry machmery, 
cobots, whole arm mampulators, reconfigurable robots, multi-axts machmmg tools, camera and satellite 
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pos1tlonmg systems, haptic devices, flight simulators, and Joystick design Patent searches and literature 
surveys explored toptcs rangmg from exercise machmery to multi degree of freedom robotic configuratiOns 
to rehab1htative haptic deviCes Expert consultat10n mcluded correspondence w1th machme dynam1cs 
lecturers Mem1s Akar, Homer RahneJat, and Paul Leaney at Loughborough Umvers1ty Commumcat10n 
and consultation was also established Wlth experts of mechamsm theory and mampulator des1gn J P 
Mer let (Institut National de Recherche en Informat1que et Automatlque), the late Pro£ Lung-Wen Tsa1 
(Umvers1ty of Cahforma-fuvers1de), Prof Yoky Matsuoka (Carnegie-Mellon Umvers1ty), Dr Dam1en 
Chablat (Centre Nat10nal de la Recherche Sc1entifique), Prof Nev!lle Hogan (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology), and Dr Bernard D Adelstem (Nat1onal AeronautiCS and Space Admm1strat10n). Mean-
while, an mternal search for solution concepts used md!Vldual and group knowledge and creat!Vlty dunng 
1dea generatiOn sessions to produce a number of vtable design concepts 
2.3.1 Manipulator designs: serial versus parallel mechanisms 
The desire to create mechamsms with unconstramed movement IS not uncommon m machme destgn 
Research and development of parallel kmematic machmes, hapt1c dev1ces, and novel robot architecture 
has resulted m the creation of a w1de array of mechamsms proposmg to possess h1gh degrees of freedom 
with vary:Ing functiOnal capacities 
Mampulator configuration IS generally separated mto two mam arch1tectures, senal and parallel, 
whose structures encompass a wtde range of ex1stmg machmery Sertal mechantsms are composed of open 
kmematlc chams where 1-dof JOmts are successively lmked, w1th the last lmk compnsmg the end effector 
Whtle senal machmes typtcally have large and regular workspaces, each axts carnes the followmg axts, 
mcludmg any assoc1ated actuators and JOmts Subsequently, heavy movmg parts reqmre h1gh st1ffness 
to hm1t bendmg problems that lower the machme accuracy and d1m1msh dynam1c performance (MaJOU 
et al , 2001) In contrast, parallel kmematlC machmes are composed of multiple closed kmematlc chams 
They offer reduced mert1al effects resultmg m greater speeds, accuracy, and capac1ty of load (Wavermg, 
1998) Parallel placement of kmemat1c chams allows actuators to be placed on or very close to a fixed 
base There are some disadvantages, however, associated w1th PKMs The s1ze and quahty of workspace 
1s often not s1mple and the funct10nal workspace volume may be small compared to the volume occup1ed 
by the machme (see F1gure 2 2) 
In add1t10n, h1ghly vanable mput/output rat10s of veloc1ty and force may ex1st m the workspace 
These ratios vary s1gmficantly m parallel mechamsms because the d1splacement of the endpomt IS not 
hnearly related to the displacement of the actuators (MaJOU et al , 2001) Thus performance measures 
such as ma.xlmum speeds, forces, accuracy, and ng1d1ty may vary considerably for d1fferent pomts m the 
Cartes1an workspace and for d1fferent d1rect10ns at a g!Ven pomt (Chablat & Wenger, 2003) Cahbratmg 
PKMs can also be qmte dlfficult due to the complexity of kmematlC models (MaJOU et al, 2001) The 
followmg table h1ghhghts the dcfinmg charactenstlcs of senal and parallel mechamsms (Table 2 2) 
Des1gn aspects of mechamsms are ne1ther hm1ted to the general charactenst1cs hsted above nor 
confined to stnctly senal or parallel architecture Inert1a problems m senal machmes can be greatly 
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Figure 2.2: Complex workspace volume of the Tnceps 805 (NeosRobottcs) 
Table 2.2: General charactenshcs of senal and parallel mecharusms 
Charactenst1c Senal Parallel 
Workspace Large Small 
Computability of forward kmemat1cs Easy DJfficult 
Computab1hty of mverse kmemat1c~ D1fficult Easy 
Stiffness Low H1gh 
reduced by placmg actuators close to the base W1th th1s scheme, JOmts must be remotely actuated 
through a transmiSSIOn system For transmiSSIOn to be extremely smooth and backlash free, d1rect 
dnve actuatiOn or cable dnves are often used Design Issues for these systems mclude cable routmg 
and tenswmng, cable stiffness, and v1bratmns m the cables In the des1gn of parallel mechamsms, 
performance IS heavily affected by both mechamcal topology and dtmenswnmg When 1mplementmg 
parallel mechamsms, the difficulty of creatmg a useable control scheme IS h1gh due to potentially complex 
kmematJC analysis Hybnd senal and parallel structures can be created that draw the strengths of each 
configuratiOn mto the design For mstance, usmg multiple senallmkages 10 parallel may greatly mcrease 
the stiffness of the system wh1lst still ach1evmg a moderate s1ze workspace 
2.4 Concept evaluation and selection techniques 
The combmed results of the mternal and external search durmg concept generatiOn prov1ded hundreds 
of concept fragments w1th both pos1tlve and negative attnbutes W1th such a vast number of concepts 
to assess, a system was needed to facilitate companson and ehmmat10n of weaker Ideas The process of 
concept evaluatiOn mmed to narrow the number of des1gn concepts under cons1deratwn While evaluatwn 
techmques are useful m determmmg a set of worthy solutmns, the process 1s often 1terative and may not 
always produce a clear ch01ce 
A number of methods were used to evaluate concepts Weak des1gn optwns were ehmmated solely 
by mtmtwn, w1thout quant1fy1ng spec1fic des1gn cntena Some selectiOn decisions were based on the 
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evaluat10n of strength and weaknesses of concepts The methods of classificatiOn trees, concept screenmg, 
and concept scormg are discussed m further detail below 
2.4.1 The classification tree 
The use of a classificatiOn tree helped orgamse and dlVlde concepts mto mdependent categones This 
orgamsation techmque exposed solutiOn categones previOusly unexplored and revealed groupmgs of Ideas 
with similar traits that d1d not appear to be viable for the design problem Designs classified under this 
category were systematically ehmmated For mstance, mechamsms with SlX or more degrees of freedom 
often had a very hm1ted worlcspace Other mechamsm designs housed actuators far from the base, 
resultmg m high mert~al loads at the endpomt A number of parallel hnkages had complex geometnes 
such that dynamic equatwns were extremely mtncate and difficult to solve 
The followmg classificatiOn tree was generated for robotic mechamsms to d1stmgmsh between feasible 
and nonfeas1ble concepts (Figure 2 3) A sample of ex1stmg devices IS hsted below their respective 
architecture For example, designs w1th fixed foot, vanable strut parallel mechamsms were categoncally 
dismissed due to structural compleXIty and hm1ted workspace An additiOnal category of cable devices 
was also ehmmated due to the difficulty m prov1dmg substantial force and torque to the end effector 
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Figure 2.3: Classification tree of robotic mecharusms 
2.4.2 Concept selection and concept screening 
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To narrow the selectiOn of Ideas further, a dual-stage methodology of matriX rankmg was used The 1mtial 
stage, concept screemng, served to qmckly narrow the number of concepts and Improve the quality of 
concept tdeas The secondary stage of concept sconng used a more refined analysts to choose a smgle 
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concept from a smaller overall selectiOn Accordmg to Ulnch & Eppmger (1995), both concept screemng 
and concept scormg follow a s1x-step process The steps are 
1 Prepare the selectiOn matrlX 
2. Rate the concepts 
3 Rank the concepts 
4 Combme and 1mprove the concepts 
5 Select one or more concepts 
6 Reflect on the results and the progress 
In concept screemng, a hst of cntena based on test ng reqmrements was chosen and placed on the 
leftmost s1de of the matrlX Smce each cntenon was g1ven equal we1ght, only the most 1mportant cntena 
were mcluded w1thm the screemng matriX Idea concepts were compared agamst a reference concept 
The reference concept represents an mdustry standard, eXlStmg solutwn to the des1gn problem, or one of 
the concepts under cons1derat10n After the reference concept was chosen, each of the d1fferent concepts 
was rated w1th a score of "better than" (+), "same as" (0), "worse than" (-) when the concept was 
compared agamst the reference concept w1th regards to the cntenon After all the concepts and cntena 
were rated, the net score was totalled for each concept The h1ghest rank was ass1gned for the concept 
that scored the most pomts, and the lowest rank was g1ven to the concept that generated the lowest 
net score After concepts were rated and ranked, the results were reviewed At this t1me, concepts were 
combmed to Improve upon weaker qualities Concept screenmg ended by the selectiOn of one or more 
concepts for further refinement and analys1s 
The pr1mary d1fference m methodology for concept scormg was that each selectiOn cntena was as-
Slgned a we1ghed 1mportance value The overall concept scores were the result of the we1ghted summatiOn 
of each rankmg Smce concept scormg was used for refined compansons between competmg concepts, 
selectiOn cntena were often more detatled than that of concept screenmg Thus complex cntena were 
subdivided mto more descnptive critena for ease of evaluatiOn Similar to concept screemng, concepts 
were ranked accordmg to therr respective weighted score Changes or combmattons were then made to 
1mprove concepts before selectwn began 
Each des1gn was g1ven a score correspondmg to the extent to wh1ch 1t fulfilled the cntena A total 
score was calculated for concepts, with low scores generally correspondmg to poor correlation to the 
stated des1gn goals 
Usmg concept evaluatwn techmques and cons1deratwn of product des1gn spec1ficatwns, a number of 
feas1ble des1gns were extracted from the overall body of des1gn solutwns These des1gns have m common 
large workspace, h1gh 1sotropy w1thm the workspace, and S1mphc1ty m des1gn Further mvest1gatwn mto 
these des1gns was necessary m order to select the concept that best met the stated des1gn spec1ficatwns 
Des1gns selected for further mvestlgatwn are p1ctured m F1gure 2 4 
(a.) NASA spherical revolute 
manipulator 
(d) Spherical serial manipulator 
(b) Planar pantograph hybrid 
manipulator 
(e) Serial elbow manipulator 
(c) Cartesian manipulator 
(f) Spherical parallel manipu-
lator 
Figure 2.4: Design concepts chosen for further evaluation 
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Using observations gained from analysis techniques, a concept screening matrix was used to coarsely 
rank concepts and eliminate weaker ideas (Table 2.3). 
Table 2.3: Concept screening matrix for test rig architecture 
Concepts 
Selection Criteria A B c D E F NASA Pantograph Orthoglide Spherical Serial elbow Spherical 
spherical hybrid Cartesian serial m a- ma11ipulator parallel 
parallel manipulator manipulator nipulator positioning 
manipulator manipulator 
Workspace volume 0 + + 
Workspace quality 0 0 + + 0 
Ease of manufacture 0 0 0 0 
Iner t ia at endpoint + 0 0 0 + 
Subject interference 0 0 + + 
Workspace calculations 0 + + 
Size/Portability 0 0 0 
sum +'s 1 0 0 4 4 l 
sum O's 4 3 4 3 2 l 
su1n -'s 2 4 3 0 1 5 
net score -1 -4 -3 4 3 -4 
rank 3 5 4 1 2 5 
continue? yes no no yes yes no 
Concepts A, D, and E (Figure 2.4(a), Figure 2.4(d), and Figure 2.4(e), respectively) were selected 
for further review from this matrix. The workspace volume and quality of Concept A was improved by 
unconstraining the mechanism to the actuator controlling z-axis movement. Thus the driving joint for 
the third axis was located directly on the 2-dof structure, allowing a much expanded workspace volume 
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with no known singularities. Numerous structures of the serial elbow manipulator were also generated 
to ident ify an optimal design (Figure 7.1). 
(a) El (b) E2 
(c) E3 (d) E4 
Figure 2.5: Variations in design of the serial elbow manipulator 
The remaining concepts and improved designs were evaluated using a concept scoring matrix. Unlike 
t he concept screening matrix, concept scoring used weighted comparisons to sum the relative importance 
of the selection criteria (Table 2.4). 
Table 2.4: Concept scoring matrix for test rig architecture 
A I Dl El E2 E4 
NASA spherical spherical serial seria l elbow serial elbow serial elbow 
Select ion C riteria Weight(%) rating score rating score rat ing score rating score rating score 
Workspace volume 20 4 0.80 5 1.00 5 1.00 4 0.80 3 0.60 
Workspace quality 25 4 1.00 5 1.25 3 0.75 4 1.00 3 0.75 
Manufacturability 10 3 0.30 4 0.40 4 0.40 4 0.40 3 0.30 
End point inertia 35 4 1.40 3 1.05 2 0.70 2 0. 70 4 1.20 
Size/Portability 10 3 0.30 3 0.30 3 0.30 3 0.30 3 0.30 
total score 3.80 4.00 3. 15 3.20 3.45 
rank 2 I 5 4 3 
continue? no yes no no no 
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2.5 CAD and analysis methods 
A variety of software was used at different stages of the design process to evaluate design parameters. 
The three dimensional CAD program Solidworks 2004 (Solidworks Corporation; Concord MA) provided 
a platform to graphically visualise and assemble components. For further dynamic analysis, models were 
exported to MSC VisualNastran 4D 7.0 (MSC Software; Redwood City, CA). This software enabled 
elements of position, velocity, acceleration, actuator torque, and force to be examined as related to test 
rig movement. Stress analysis of critical components was performed using finite element analyses during 
simulation. 
Both CAD software and prototype building were used to visualise design constraints. For inst ance, 
CAD models of t he planar pantograph hybrid mechanism were built in Solidworks and imported into 
VisualNastran 4D for motion analysis. Workspace limitation of the planar pantograph hybrid manip-
ulator became apparent when rotating t he platform about an axis normal to the base. At a central 
"home" position (Figure 2.6), a large rotation angle was obtained. This angle was reduced, however, as 
the mechanism neared the edge of the translational workspace. 
I 
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Figure 2.6: Three different configurations of the planar pantograph manipulator as the mechanisms reaches 
the edge of the Lranslational workspace 
Singular configurations were also encountered when a linkage inverted from its normal angle of oper-
ation with the elbow joint bending the "wrong" way (Figure 2.7). 
Design concepts that used many linkages encountered more problems than those concepts with simpler 
limbs. Problems occurred when joints were inverted or fully extended, resulting in locked linkages. The 
use of rotary bearings at joints reduced friction and limited occurrences of locked linkages. Another 
solution was simplification in design. Reducing the number of linkages and joints minimised the number 
of interactions (and thus potential problems) with conflicting limbs. 
In addition to computer analysis, a number of prototypes were built to investigate the feasibility 
of certain geometries and designs. Elementary building materials such as K'nex (K'nex Industries, 
Inc.; Hatfield, PA) and Meccano (Nikko UK Ltd.; Hertfordshire UK) provided a flexible and simple 
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Figure 2.7: Example of locked linkages 
way to quickly construct scaled-down proof of principle test prototypes. Higher quality prototypes 
were developed with the aid of laboratory technicians for designs that required more precise component 
geometry. The construction of such prototypes enabled evaluation of designs beyond mere visualisation. 
Because of the nature of software programs, it was difficult to assess a wide variety of real-life design 
parameters including friction between sliding linkages, inertial effects, workspace limitations, stiffness of 
Link members, and limb size. T hus prototype construction effectively added a tangible component to 
these design considerations. 
Limitations to the workspace volume of the NASA spherical parallel manipulator, were discovered 
after a functional prototype was built (see Figure 2.4(a)). Within a central envelope beyond the neutral 
position, movement was smooth and fluid. However, sticking points occurred at any extreme configura-
t ions. Difficulty in movement was especially evident in an area ±60° beyond the vertical plane that lay 
along the axis of the middle actuator. When in this pose (or other kinematically singular locations), at 
least a single degree of freedom was lost and artifacts such as friction were magnified. 
2.6 Calculations and equations 
Similar to most linkage mechanisms, much of the test rig dynamic analysis was focused on workspace 
calculation. The three basic parameters encompassing workspace include the calculation of force and 
torque workspace, reachable workspace, and singular regions (Burns, 1996). Dexterous workspace takes 
into consideration these three parameters to yield a workspace that is completely usable. Workspace 
parameters can be calculated via the formulation of manipulator kinematic equations that describe the 
spatial location of the manipulator endpoint in terms of its joint angles. Conversely, inverse kinematic 
equations allow joint angles to be found with input of position and orientation of the endpoint. 
A singularity is defined as a point in the workspace where the actuator cannot control the force or 
motion at the endpoint. Singularities can be found by looking at the condition number of the Jacobian, 
a matrix that relates the differential changes in the actuator angles to the differential changes at the 
endpoint configuration for a. given manipulator (Salisbury & Craig, 1982). Simply put, the Jacobian 
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relates the endpomt efforts to the actuator efforts The cond1t10n number of the Jacobmn IS the rat1o 
of the maximum to mmtmum values of the matriX at a gtven pomt m space A large conditiOn number 
1s less des1rable than a small cond1t10n number m terms of controllab1hty and mampulab1hty As the 
condttlon number approaches mfimty, the maximum force or movement m one direction IS much greater 
than the force or movement m the other d1rection A cond1t10n number of 1 ind1cates that the endpomt 
veloc1ty and stiffness are equal (1sotrop1e) m all d1rectlons (B1rglen, 2001) 
Together, the kmematlC equatwns and the Jacob1an are used to determme the force/torque workspace 
and prov1de the equations used to find the endpomt pos1t1on m the control system These prmc1ples of 
mampulator workspace analys1s compnse the bas1s for the calculations and dynamiC equatwns denved 
m Sectwn 3 6 and m full deta1l m AppendiX D. 
2. 7 Embodiment design 
A general kmemat!C structure was chosen that best fit the purpose of the mechamsm For unconstramed 
mult1ple degree of freedom motwn, the sphencal senal architecture was deemed the most appropnate 
(F1gure 2 8) Sphencallmkages have the particular quahty of havmg a fixed centre pomt, often prov1dmg 
unhm1ted rotatwn about th1s central pomt (Bnglen, 2001) A very large workspace IS typiCal of sphencal 
mechamsms when not hm1ted by mechamcaltnterferences No actuatiOn scheme was chosen smce It was 
anticipated that the user would pass1vely actuate the test ng at the end effector A method of resistance 
for the JOint movements, however, needed to be selected 
2.7.1 Selection of resistance 
The same concept screemng/sconng methodology was apphed to res1stance selectwn A concept screenmg 
matriX was used to select the optimal res1stance mechamsm for the glVen kmemat!C structure (Table 2 5) 
Selectwn cntena were chosen that most effectively Illustrated the needs of the test ng resistance A 
mechamsm was des1red that consistently operated at a range of rotatwnal veloc1t1es from 0 to 150 rpm 
An extremely smooth reststance mechamsm was desired, as opposed to rougher more uneven fnctwn 
technology Resistance was to be d1rectwn-mdependent, spannmg a range from near zero to maximum 
human hmb torque capabl11t1es The mechamsm needed to be easlly mtegrated w1th other aspects of the 
constructiOn dunng test ng bmld and adJustable durmg exerc1se Mamtenance of the brake was to be 
at a mmtmum for the chosen model Safety features were also reqmred to prevent any power failures or 
other dangerous occurrences 
The scormg matriX explored more spec1fic optwns w1thm the chosen resistance mechamsm and used 
we1ghted ratmgs to further d1stmgu1sh between concepts (Table 2 6) The selectwn cntena of pnmary 
Importance were speed-mdependent torque and appropnate res1stance range These two factors were 
more heav1ly weighed to reflect thetr relative Importance Stab1hty and smoothness of the resistance was 
also considered, while repeatabthty, mamtenance, and cost were lesser factors of Importance 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of sphencal senal architecture 
Table 2.5. Concept screenmg matnx for test ng resistance 
Concepts 
SelectiOn Cntena A B c D E F We1ght stack Hydrauhc Sprmg Elastic Electnc brake Fnct1on brake 
Ease of use + + + 0 0 
Ease of ImplementatiOn + + + 0 
Res1stance range + + + + 
lnert1a effects + + + 0 0 
Veloctty range 0 + + 
Bld!rectiOnal resistance + + + 
Maintenance + 0 0 + 0 
Safety + + + 
sum +'s 4 4 3 3 5 4 
sum O's 0 I I I 3 3 
sum-'s 4 3 4 4 0 I 
net score 0 I -I -I 5 3 
rank 4 3 5 5 I 2 
contmue? no no no no ye' no 
Results from the concept sconng matnx mdiCated that either hysteresis, magnetic rheologiCal, or 
magnetic particle brakes were appropnate to provide smooth contmuous brakmg at a range of torque 
res1stances Although eddy current brakes are often used m cycle ergometers, reststtve torque IS not 
mdependent of the speed of exercise RbeonetlC magnetic brakes presented a more compact solution 
while consummg substantially less power than either eddy current or hysteresis brakes However resistive 
torque ranges were much too low for tmplementatwn m the test ng The magnetic particle brake, available 
m a wide range of torque ratmgs, met appropnate specificatiOns 
Table 2.6· Concept scormg matnx of non-contact electnc brakes 
El E2 E3 
HysteresiS Eddy Current Rheonet1c mo.gnet1c 
Selection Cntena We1ght(%) ratmg score ratmg score ratmg score 
Ease of 1mplementat10n 15 4 06 4 06 5 0 75 
Stabdtty and smoothness 20 4 08 3 06 4 08 
Torque mdependent of speed 30 4 I 2 I 03 5 I 5 
Resistance range 10 4 04 2 02 4 04 
Repeatabthty 10 4 04 4 04 4 04 
Mamtenance 10 4 04 4 04 4 04 
Cost 5 3 0 15 4 02 0 05 
total score 3 95 27 43 
rank 2 3 I 
contmue? ye. no ye. 
E4 
Mo.gnetlc part1cle 
ratmg score 
4 06 
3 06 
5 I 5 
3 03 
2 02 
2 02 
4 02 
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2.7.2 Implementation of movement and resistance mechanisms 
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Torques generated on the test ng may exceed 80 Nm Smce magnetic brakes capable of res1stmg such 
torques are prohibitively expenstve and unwieldy m size, a method was needed to reduce torque levels 
before brakmg occurs Often this IS accomplished usmg a gearmg system to mcrease shaft rotatiOnal 
speed, thereby reducmg torque (keepmg power constant) 
Although ongmal designs mvolved the constructiOn of a relatively mexpenstve cable transmissiOn 
system to reduce the torque to an appropnate brakmg level, a number of problems emerged from this 
approach Incorporatmg a cable system for all axes of movement mcreased compleXIty smce cable 
tensiOn IS especially difficult to mamtam The utilisatiOn of a large number of components m the cable 
transmission system also gave larger opportumty for error In particular, the two-stage torque reduction 
gearmg utilised a dual pulley system requmng precise posJtJomng of parts Though largely symmetncal, 
the synthesis of these pulleys reqmred a tremendous amount of raw matenal It was also undesirable to 
mount a large brake and pulley system upon the translatmg JOint Such a large mertJalload for the user 
to carry was likely to be detnmental to exercise performance 
The use of gearboxes alleviated difficulties m constructmg a cable transmiSSion system The utilisation 
of gearboxes and magnetic particle brakes, however, dictates that elements of rotation were reqmred to 
be present m axes of movement Thus linear movement must be converted to rotary motiOn for effects 
of the gearbox and brake to take place 
2.7.3 Gearbox, brake, and linear unit selection 
Gearboxes elimmate much of the complex alignment work and machmmg detail needed to reduce the 
torque TraditiOnally, gearboxes are used to mcrease torque by reducmg the rotatiOnal speed Contrary 
to this approach, a reductiOn m torque was desired m the test ng Factors of pnmary Importance m 
gearbox selectiOn were mass, torque reductiOn ratio, and rated torque The chmce of a larger gearbox 
ratiOs corresponded accordmgly to the selection of smaller magnetic particle brake sizes However1 a 
larger gearbox ratio also Imphes greater dtmenswns and mass, mcreasmg the mert1a of the test ng 
Maximum rated torque values of the gearbox should be approximately eqmvalent to the user torque 
outputs for a parttcular exerctse The product spectficatiOns destgnated a rated torque of 100 Nm for 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
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the test ng, well above anticipated upper hmtts of torque durmg contmuous exercise for upper extremity 
movements {30-70 Nm) The type of gearbox chosen (s1ze, reduction ratio, and torque ratmg) depended 
m part on correspondmg brake stze 
For the base rotational axts, a bevel gearbox was chosen m whiCh one dnven mput was located on 
the top face and one output was located on a s1de face to accommodate brake mountmg specdlcat10ns 
Standard planetary gearboxes were utihsed for the two remammg axes of rotat10n A large gearbox rat1o 
enabled the select10n of a smaller brake s1ze For example, an mtermedmte s1ze planetary gear {Vogel 
MPG s1ze 02) allows a nommal mput torque of 170 Nm, further reduced by a gear reduct10n rat10 to 34 
Nm The selected magnet1c partlCle brake s1ze appropnate for th1s torque level was the Magneta s1ze 04 
( 40 N m rated torque) 
The select10n of magnetic part1cle brakes and gearboxes was not w1thout some concern Wh1le 
extremely smooth at opt1mal speeds, part1cle brakes do not g~ve hnear torque at low speeds ( <10 rpm) 
Res1stance 1s prov1ded but 1t 1s of mcons1stent load Though 1t 1s hkely that that subJects w!ll exerc1se 
at speeds greater than 20 rpm (mcreased by the gearbox ratw to 100 rpm), res1stance dunng duect1onal 
changes m movement may be less smooth than contmuous cycltc movement The gearboxes present 
add1t1onal problems In forward apphcation (torque mcrease), gearboxes are approx1mately 95% effic1ent 
Backdnvmg results m an add1tional 10% fnctwnalloss for planetary gearbox des1gns Th1s extra fnctwn 
combmed Wlth the m1mmum drag torque on the brakes {2 Nm) may cause d1fficulty for users when 
exerctsmg Fnctwnal losses may be mtmmtsed by decreasmg the reductiOn ratio, thereby reducmg the 
amount of fnctwn m the seals and bearmgs w1thm the gearbox In add1t10n, nommal rated torques of 
the gearboxes are mtended for apphcations m wh1ch machmes run at h1gh torques for sustamed work 
penods {24 hour cycles) The s1ze of the selected gearbox m the test ng can be reduced to accommodate 
the hghter duty workload of use Thus the followmg umts were selected for the gearbox and brake 
components (Lenze, Bedford UK) 
• Vogel MPG planetary gearbox s1ze 02 rated torque 170 Nm, 51 gear rat1o 
• Vogel MK bevel gearbox s1ze 200, rated torque 175 N m, 5 1 gear rat1o 
• Magneta magnetic part1cle brake S!Ze 04 ( 40 N m rated torque) 
The centrallmearly shdmg umt 1s represented by a mod1fied system compnsed of a 1 5 MOD {20° 
pressure angle) rack form (Ondnves Ltd, Chesterfield UK) and 183 mm outer dmmeter spur gear (HPC 
Dnves, Ltd, Chesterfield UK) The lmear motion system, ongmally developed for apphcat10n m automa-
tiOn and handlmg mdustnes, IS a robust hnear gmde system gtvmg rehable performance The shde gmde 
ra!ls are 1deal for test ng use w1th qmet operat10n, h1gh stat1c load ratmg m all d1rect1ons, low mass, 
excellent wear resistance, and no necessary lubncatwn 
The hmght of the ent1re system 1s adJusted by a hydrauhc pump dnven sc1ssor hft (Lomart Ltd, 
Tottenham UK) The hft ra1ses 500 mm from 1mtial restmg pos1t10n and enables the test ng he1ght to 
be adJusted for a vanety of subject demograph1cs 
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2.7.4 Base frame design 
Once the mam components (gearboxes, brakes, hnear umt) were st>lected, the base framework was de-
stgned The selected umt components were mounted to the base frame usmg alummmm bearmg plates 
Reconfigurable alummmm extrusion was used for the constructiOn of the base frame smce small adjust-
ments were allowed for mountmg purposes The 40 x 30 mm alummmm extrus10n geometry (Rose and 
Kneger, Aylesbury, UK) IS used for the central and lower base structure where gearboxes and assoc1ated 
magnetic partiCle brakes are mounted 
2.7.5 Component selection and detail design 
Component select10n m the destgn process mvolves the select10n of mdtvtdual components mcludmg seals, 
mountmgs, bearmgs and roller elements 
A needle roller thrust bearmg was chosen that accommodates both the stat1c and dynam1c load ratmg 
necessary for the test ng The beanng was mserted through a hole bored m1dway through an alummmm 
mountmg plate bolted atop the bottom support structure to enable smooth rotat10n about the az1muthal 
aXIs The thrust bearmg assembly cons1sts of the needle roller bearmg nested between two needle roller 
bearmg plates of 42 mm outer d1ameter and 25 mm mner bore d1ameter (SKF Ltd , Luton UK) Static 
and dynam1c load ratmgs (60 kN and 13 4 kN, respectively) are w1thm calculated acceptable hm1ts 
The bevel gearbox IS securely bolted between two parallel rat!s of Rose and Kneger usmg an alummmm 
plate to ra1se the base of the overhang A 24 mm hardened and ground steel shaft of length 80 mm 
extends from the output of the bevel gearbox The shaft s1ze 1s then stepped down to a 12 mm dtameter 
to allow mountmg of the encoders A shaft collar lmks the encoder shaft to the 24 mm shaft of the 
magnetiC part1cle brake The 130 mm length of shaft w1thm the magnetiC brake IS keyed accordmg to 
DIN 6895/1 Th1s arrangement of shaftmg and encoder pos1t10mng located between the gearbox and 
magnetiC brake IS repeated twiCe m the rotatmg JOmt above 
The bottom magnetiC brake IS mounted upon a 10 mm thiCk alummmm plate of d1mens1ons 175 x 370 
mm A bore hole w1th dtameter 96 mm IS cut w1thm the centre of the plate, allowmg the brake to be 
attached v1a threaded holes 
Above the bevel gearbox, another mountmg plate (370 x 200 mm) IS attached atop the base supports 
A recessed hole 42 mm m d1ameter IS dnlled onto the top surface of the plate to allow for the press-fit 
of a thrust bearmg assembly Concentnc to the recessed hole, a 24 mm bore allows the shaft extendmg 
from the bevel gearbox to travel upwards freely 
An add1tional plate (165 x 245 mm) IS bolted to the base of the first Jomt A 33 mm d1ameter bore 
hole IS machmed m the centre of the plate A collar w1th mner bore 25 mm 1s welded to th1s plate, 
ensurmg that the collar does not shp when rotatmg the upper structure A bolt runs through the collar 
and the shaft extendmg from the bevel gearbox, fixmg any rotatiOn of the central base to the rotation 
of the shaft The face of the collar rests upon the thrust bearmg, allowmg smooth rotat10n atop the 
beanng The collar ndes upon the thrust beanng res1dmg w1thm the recessed hole (see F1gure 2 9) 
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collar- -bottom mount plate 
top mount plate-
bevel gearbox---' encoder I -encoder 2 
Figure 2.9: Stde view of exercise test ng 
Upon the two mner faces of the middle upnghts, a pair of plates were used to mount the gearbox 
and bearmg element for the spur gear A second prur of Identical plates IS fastened to the outer face of 
the endmost upnghts to mount the magnetic particle brakes via siX M6 holes Mountmg plates are each 
245 x 175 mm with bore holes of 96 mm dmmeter For one of the mner plates, eight through holes of 
diameter 55 mm spaced 45° apart are dnlled for mountmg the gearbox flange (see Figure 2 10) 
outer plate 
beanng element 
gearbox 
1nner plate 
outer plate 
Figure 2.10: Upper elements and mounts of the exerctse test rtg 
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Incremental encoders are mounted m the same manner as the arrangement on the bottom ax1s betv.reen 
the bevel gearbox and magnetic brake A ngid couplmg IS used to connect the 12 mm shaft upon which 
the encoders are mounted A second collar mcreases the shaft Size back to 24 mm, connectmg the encoder 
arrangement to a keyed shaft located withm the magnetic brake (see Figure 2 11) 
rigid couple 
encoder 1-___. ~---encoder 2 
Figure 2.11: Encoder assembly layout 
The rack form meshes with the gear m a locatiOn vertically offset from the rotatiOnal centre of the 
test ng To prevent the rack from laterally shdmg, a set of four roller elements (2 above and 2 below the 
rack) were used to ensure smooth motiOn An additiOnal gmde plate on the alternate Side of the spur 
gear contams 4 rotary beanng that contact the rack at a smgle pmnt The beanngs and rollers reduce 
the stJctiOn and fnctwn bmdmg levels of the system setup (see Figure 2 12) 
beanng plate 
"''k 
Figure 2.12: Rack mountmg assembly 
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2.8 Conclusions 
A complete des1gn methodology for the development of the exerc~<e test ng has been estabhshed m 
th1s chapter The techmques deta1led for producmg product des1gn spec1ficat10ns, generatmg concepts, 
selectmg concepts, and completmg embodiment design are also applied to the eventual design of the new 
exerc1se machme The use of th1s methodology enables patterns of dec1S1on makmg and des1gn chmces 
to be understood and systematically explamed 
Chapter 3 
Test rig design and validation 
The performance reqmrements of a vanable resistance, multi-axis exercise test ng have been estabhshed 
m the prevwus chapter Wh1lst numerous solutiOns have been explored, one such embodtment of the test 
ng presented m the followmg text ts beheved to address many of the challenges encountered throughout 
the development process In thts chapter, the smtabthty of a number of stmtlarly funct10mng mechamcal 
structures 1s first exammed versus the needs of the destgn reqmrements The destgn of the test ng ts 
then presented wtth particular focus on the mechamcal configuratiOn and performance charactenstics A 
kmematiC analysts of the system IS developed to enable measurement of position, velocity, acceleratwn, 
and torque at the endpomt The final sectmn of the chapter descnbes cahbratmns and expenments used 
to demonstrate the vmb1hty of the ng as an exerctse device 
3.1 Need for an exercise test rig 
In many tradttional exerctse modes, muscles are cychcally exerctsed The duty cycle (rat10 of t1me a mus-
cle spends contractmg versus total stimulat10n time) 1s a key determmant of muscle fatigue Spectfically, 
onset of fatigue wtll occur tf the acttve muscle is not gtven suflictent tlme to fully recover durmg tts rest 
phase Htghly repetittve smgle plane movements restnct the type of muscle contractions posstble durmg 
exercise (often to one loadmg concentnc contractiOn and one unloadmg eccentnc contractwn) Durmg 
contmuous smgle-plane exercise at mtensities typically associated with aerobic conditiOmng, there IS often 
msufficient rest time available for small muscle groups to recover Muscular fatigue and associated dis-
comfort ensue, resultmg m either a reductiOn m exercise mtensity or the discontmuatiOn of exercise Such 
a scenariO IS undesirable giVen that many exercisers seek to maximise their energy expenditure ( calones 
burned) durmg an exercise sessiOn To mcrease energy expenditure, exerctse needs to be sustained at a 
htgh work load for a prolonged penod, whiCh can be an uncomfortable combmat10n tf exerctsmg fatigumg 
muscles Multi-plane movements or multi-directional exercise enable a much wider muscle group range 
to be used If the durat10n and order of activat10n ts optimally sequenced, the onset of fatigue may 
be delayed, enabhng exerCisers to sustam a greater work load dunng exerctse Whtle certam stabthser 
muscles may overlap withm a specific exercise sequence, the mam force-producmg contractmg muscle 
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component may d1ffer markedly in each step of the cycle, allowmg more t1me for each contracted muscle 
group to recover durmg 1ts respective rest phase 
The mabthty of current exerctse devtces to allow cychc trammg of multiple muscle groups htghhghts 
a greater problem Des1gn of fitness products often occurs m the absence of understandmg of the 
underlymg physwlogy Although some mformat10n has been documented regardmg muscle act1vatwn, 
range of motwn, and associated torques of certam muscle movements, there has been httle published 
data regardmg the relat10nsh1p between energy expenditure rates and hmb movements or sequences 
EXIstmg exerctse devtces do not facthtate the performance of a wtde vanety of exercise sequences smce 
the maJonty are hm1ted m movement profiles or loadmg optwns To better understand th1s relatwnsh1p 
through exerc1se test assessment, an exerc1se test ng has been developed that 1s capable of prov1dmg 
multt-plane movement wtth vanable resistance adJustment m each axts 
3.2 Existing haptic interfaces 
A number of dev1ces have been developed that show prom1se m satlsfymg the performance needs of the 
exerctse test ng Destgns of particular mterest reflect relatively large and regular workspace envelopes 
w1th h1gh force res1stance Nevertheless, there ex1sts a collective hm1tat10n m these current haptic 
mterfaces smce destgns are generally focused on active force reflectiOn rather than passtve movement 
Th1s focus 1s ev1dent when cons1dermg the unsmtab1hty of certam structures for such movement For 
example, the 3-dof senal arch1tecture of the commerc1ally avallable HaptlcMaster (FCS Control Systems, 
Sch1phol Netherlands), compnsed of a rotat10nal base and two translatwnal axes, 1s not opt1mal for a 
pass1vely dnven exerc1se dev1ce (Van de Lmde et al , 2003) Whlie performance charactenstlcs of the 
Haphcmaster are tdeal for Its stze, both Its nommally rated force and workspace are too small for subJects 
to perform whole body movements The Scaleable SPIDER, a 6-dof hapt1c d1splay usmg tens10ned stnngs 
to reahse force feedback m a large workspace (Bougwla et al, 2000), 1s also hampered by 1ts mab1hty 
to generate appropnately large res1st1ve forces for human exerc1se test assessment Although the use of 
tens1oned strmgs prevents dynam1c performance problems often caused by a system's we1ght and moment 
of mert~a, movements at h1gh speed affect strmg tensiOn, and the peak force of 30 N 1s much too small 
for performance reqmrements 
A NASA-des1gned mechamsm uses a parallel!O lmk, 12 revolute JOmt configuratiOn to ach1eve a large 
workspace (Adelstem et al, 1996) D1splacements and forces at the endpomt are coupled to rotatwns 
and torques of three actuators whose stators are fixed to a common base Wh1le the mampulator 1s not 
constramed by a low resistive force, workspace quality IS poor at certam configuratiOns. Dtffi.culty m 
movement occurs m the penphery of the workspace volume at extreme angles beyond the vertiCal plane 
that hes along the m1dpomt of the central actuator 
Perhaps the most prom1smg of dev1ces 1s the pass1ve brake-actuated haptic deviCe developed by 
Matsuoka & Townsend (2000) The machme allows a vanety of large sweepmg movements w1thm 1ts 
expanded workspace Improvement of the current embod1ment may be accomphshed by mcreasmg the 
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mruomum torque ratmgs While this may prove difficult to achieve With the geared transmiSSion system, 
the redesign of structural components and greater utihsatwn of stock components may help overcome 
hmttatlons of the machme 
The mvestJgation of available devices yields few vmble optiOns for unconstramed exercise test use To 
meet the performance specifications reqmred of the exercise test ng, design and development of a new 
device was necessary 
3.3 Machine configuration 
The chosen mechamcal configuratiOn of the exercise test ng IS based on a standard RRP mdustnal robot 
Many robotic mampulators, mcludmg the passive haptic device developed by Matsuoka & Townsend 
(2000) represent vanat1ons of Its structure A 3-dof sphencal senal architecture IS chosen because of Its 
large and regular worbpace The first degree of freedom IS gamed through the rotatiOn of the upper 
base structure about a vertical axts mtersectmg the centre of the machme Vertical rotatwn of a central 
arm about a honzontal runs gams users a second degree of freedom whtle the thtrd degree of freedom IS 
achieved through the translatiOn of the central arm The architecture of the exercise test ng IS not truly 
sphencal as the axis correspondmg to the translatiOn of the central arm does not mtersect the rotational 
centre of the remammg two axes PositiOned m such a manner to avmd counterbalancmg problems, this 
shght displacement of the central arm does not result m a correspondmg hm1tatJon m workspace F1gure 
3 1 shows an exploded assembly schematic 
Users grasp a 3-dof unactuated handle gnp located at the endpomt of the translatiOnal arm Low 
backlash, smgle stage ratiO gearboxes transmit torque to electncally-actuated magnetic particle brakes 
located at the termmatmg end of each axis Brake resistance 1s lmear for apphed current and mdependent 
of speed With the correspondmg geanng, rotary axes have a nommally rated torque of 250 Nm while 
the translatiOnal JOint (without the use of a gearbox) has a nommally rated torque of 50 Nm The 
specified combmatwn of gearbox and brake size was chosen to maximise the nommal rated torque while 
mmimismg mertial charactenstics associated with the mass of mdtvtdual components A double encoder 
assembly IS mounted on each runs between the gearbox and magnetic particle brakes to momtor JOint 
angles and velocities The encoders are hnked v1a a semi-ngid coupling wh1ch flexes when a torsiOnal 
force IS apphed to the ax1s of rotatiOn The mcremental encoders can achieve an eqmvalent of 20000 
pulses per revolutiOn, giVmg a resolution of 6 28 x w-s radians when multiplied by the 5 1 gear ratio 
Wtth these parameters, a time may be chosen over whiCh to average the velocity measurement, Tmeas 
Thts time may be chosen for a particular mtmmum or maximum velocity whereby 
Wmm = 6 28 X 10-S /Tmeas 
Wmax = 271" /T meas 
(3 1) 
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Planetary gearbox 
Figure 3.1: Exploded schematic of test ng 
3.4 Control scheme 
A commercmlly avatlable dnve ctrcmt controls the de current entenng the brakes (Lenze, Bedford UK) 
The cucmt allows the maximum and mtmmum dnve current to be preset The current reqmred for a 
gtven brakmg levelts programmed by a set-pomt potent10meter or by an externally apphed voltage The 
outputs of the stx hollow throughshaft mcremental encoders (Farnell Ltd , Leeds UK) connect to a PC 
mterface card (Audon Electromcs, Nottmgham UK), whtch performs edge detectiOn multtphcattOn, and 
stores the data as stgned 24-btt bmary numbers In addtttOn, three of the 13-btt dtgttal to analogue 
converters wtthm the mterface card provtde the set-pomt voltages to the brake-dnve ctrcmts Analogue 
mputs and dtgttal I/0 gtve addtttonal sensmg and dnve capabthttes PostttOn and veloctty of the endpomt 
are obtamed dtrectly from the encoder readmgs Dnvers mterface the encoder readmgs to Vtsual Baste 
programmmg, enabhng real-ttme data acqmstttOn as well as conversiOn of the readmgs to Cartestan 
coordmates The control system adJusts brake reststance levels and outputs data regardmg user posttion, 
veloctty, acceleration, and torque (Ftgure 3 2) 
external brake dials 
(adjust voltage levels) 
ground cable 
socket connectors brake card Interface 
Figure 3.2: Control scheme of test rig 
brake 
transformers 
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Torque is measured by the difference in output between a pair of shaft mounted encoders. This 
particular encoder-type requires no flexible couplings or mounting adapters and is chosen to reduce the 
space required for mounting. T he encoders have maximum pulse frequency of 200 kHz wit h two channels 
and a marker pulse. 
3.5 Visual Basic programming 
Visua l Basic programming is used to manipulate and control various components of the test rig. The 
program provides a platform to easily a lter machine settings, read and write test data, and record and 
save pertinent subject information. The following section descr ibes the general layout and capabilities 
of the programming required for the test rig. 
The primary form contains information concerning test data. The first section within the form relates 
to resistance settings of the brakes. Each of the magnetic particle brakes is embodied by an interactive 
dial feature and a textbox showing the current resistance setting. The dial and textbox output reflect 
the amount of DC current flowing through each respective brake. Manual changes to the dial setting 
automatical ly change t he numerical value displayed in the corresponding text box. Similarly, any changes 
to the numerical value in t he text box are reflected in t he position of the corresponding dial. The dials 
and text box outputs reflect real-time changes to the resistance level of each brake. A second section 
concerning position is located directly below the resistance frame. Again, three textboxes output the 
positional difference .in readings between each pair of encoders and writes the data to a fi le for a specified 
time increment. 
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representat10n of test ng 
3.6 Machine Kinematics 
A kmemabc analysts of the exercise test ng IS developed to determme the positiOn, velocity, acceleratiOn, 
and torque at the endpomt In the followmg calculatiOns, known rotatwns and translatiOns of the pnmary 
axes of movement are converted to cartestan movement of the end effector 
3.6.1 Determination of endpoint position 
Methods of progressive screw d1splacements are used to analyse sphencal displacement of the test ng 
Screw displacement refers to the combmatwn of translatiOn and rotation of Jomts to determme the final 
positiOn of the end effector In screw axiS representatiOn, onentahon ts established through the dtrectwn 
of the screw axiS ( s., sy, Sz), the position of the screw axis ( q., qy, qz), the associated angle of rotatiOn 
(0), and the translated distance (d3) Smce kmemat1c analysis IS pnmar1ly concerned with rotatwn and 
movement w1thm the pnmary architecture, rotatiOn of the endpomt will be disregarded for s1mphficatwn 
purposes Figure 3 3 shows a schematic model of the kmematic structure of the test ng with JOint angles 
and coordmate systems defined for each axis of movement AppendiX C contams standard calculatiOn 
notatwns and a more complete analysis of machme kinematiCS IS found m AppendiX D 
Once the screw a.x1s direction and location of each JOmt IS found, the target pos1t10n of the wnst 
endpomt, p, IS related to the tmbal reference positiOn, p0 , vta a 4x4 transformatiOn matrlX, Ar, m whtch 
the upper left 3x3 elements descnbe the rotatiOn of the ng1d body and the upper nght lx3 elements 
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represent the translatiOn of the Jomt ongm Usmg this method, the forward kmemattc equatiOns are 
denved as follows 
Px = -d3s81c82- d2s81s82 
Py = d3c81 c82 + d2c81 s82 
Pz = d3s82 - d2c82 
where the notations c81, s82, and so on s1gmfy cos 81 and sm 82, respect1vely 
3.6.2 Determination of endpoint velocities 
(3 2) 
Jomt veloc1t!es (8,) can be related to endpomt lmear veloc1t1es (x,) and angular veloc1tles (w) through 
Jacob1an analys1s of the test ng Denav1t-Hartenberg lmk parameters are estabhshed for eachJomt (van-
able parameters are denoted by *) m order to fac1htate denvatlon of the forward kmematlcs (Table 3 1) 
The parameters are apphcable to revolute-revolute-pnsmatlc (RRP) mechamsms w1th an offset pnsmat!C 
JOint from the vertical axiS 
Table 3.1: Denavtt-Hartenberg lmk parameters 
Jomt(1) 
"· 
a, d, 8, 
1 -90 0 0 * 
2 90 dz 0 * 
3 0 0 * -90 
Transformat10n matnces between JOmts are used to determme the d1rect10n and locatwn of each Jomt 
Usmg the ongm as a fixed frame reference pomt, columns of the Jacobtan are computed as the coordmates 
of the umt JOmt screw ruos, $, The d1rect10n and locatwn of JOmt axes relat1ve to the reference frame 
are then found The Jacob1an matrlX correspondmg to the test ng 1s descnbed by Equatwn 3 3 
0 -1 0 
-s82 0 0 
c82 0 0 
[ 
1
wn ] (3 3) J= where = 1 Jq 
-d2c82 + d3s82 0 0 Jvo 
0 d3 0 
0 -d2 1 
G1ven the JOmt angles and rate of change, the correspondmg lmear and angular velocity of the 
endpomt can be determmed 
3 V0x = ( -dzc8z + das8z)8, 
3
voy = da02 
3 v0 z = -d282 + da 
3wx = -82 
3wy = -s8z81 
3wz = c82B1 
3. 7 Validation of performance 
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(3 4) 
Post-comm1sswn testmg and cahbratwn of the exerc1se test ng demonstrated that the machme was 
appropriate for both human exercise and exercise test apphcatwns Accordmgly, the followmg cntena 
were met 
1 The workmg space envelope IS appropnate m size, shape, and quality, allowmg for a dtverse set of 
exercise movements to be performed 
2 Users can move at velocities and acceleratwns smtable for cychc exercise 
3 The workmg range of res1stance spans the hm1ts of human exemse capab1hty 
4 The machme has an appropnate feel and Imparts sensatiOns upon the user that are fam1har dunng 
exercise 
3.7.1 Workspace restrictions 
Users can effectively manoeuvre freely m half a sphencal workspace w1th a radms that equals the ra1l 
length (1 0 m) Restnctwns m movement are due solely to constramts ofmachme architecture Movement 
w1thm the extreme lower plane may be 1mpeded by the base of the alummmm extruswn wh!lst the overall 
rmllength may be the largest hm1tatwn m movements for md!Vlduals w1th a particularly long arm length 
3.7.2 Performance of exercise movements 
Due to the large workspace volume, the exercise test machme allows a w1de range of hmb movements 
that are not able to be performed on trad1tlonal exerc1se modes Smgle hmb movements such as elbow 
flexwn/extenswn, shoulder flexwnjextens1on, shoulder adductwnjabductwn, shoulder honzontal adduc-
twn/abductwn can be ach1eved Complex movements composed of multiple smgle hmb movements can 
also be executed mcludmg chest press, overhead press, seated row, lateral pulldown, and chest fly More-
over, any combmatwn of these Simple and complex motions may be sequenced together m successwn to 
create a specified umque exercise protocol The exercise test machme enables exercise to be earned out 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.4: Subject performing an exercise sequence comprised of (a) elbow flexion; (b) overhead press; 
(c) seated row; (d) chest fly outwards 
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in multiple planes of movement. Figure 3.4 illustrates one such sequence whereby the user moves from 
a) elbow flexion to b) overhead press to c) seated row to d) chest fly outwards. 
Exercises can be performed on the machine with velocities and accelerations comparable to those 
found in current exercise modes because of the inherent passive nature of the test rig. Dynamic perfor-
mance of the machine is limited only by the user's capa bility to sustain exercise at a particular work 
rate, rather than by performance characteristics of individual machine components. 
3.7.3 Resistance range 
For movements of the upper extremity, the human body can apply resistance within a well-established 
torque range. In isokinetic exercise test assessments, rotations of the elbow and shoulder joint are 
capable of exerting a peak torque ranging from 32.8 Nm (shoulder adduction) to 50.6 Nm (elbow fl.exion) 
to 80.1 Nm (shoulder extension). To operate as an adaptable and accommodating exercise device for a 
variety of users and tasks, the machine must be able to provide a similar torque resistance range with 
an appropriate resolution. A number of calibration tests are performed to confirm the resistance range. 
Although the excitation current determines the resistance of the magnetic particle brake, it is desirable 
to obtain resistance measurements in units of torque (Nm) rather than current (mA) . Correlating torque 
with brake current levels, a minimum baseline torque level exists irrespective of brake current due to 
residual frictional forces in brake bearings and ot her components. After this initial frictional resistance, 
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torque mcreases hnearly w1th apphed current (see F1gure 3 5) Torque cahbrat10ns were performed by 
applJing a known force across a gtven dtstance and o bservmg the maxtmum reststlve current before the 
onset of movement 
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Figure 3.5: Calibration of brake torque versus brake current 
The workmg range of each brake IS set from a mmtmum of 0 04 mA to a maxtmum of 250 mA, 
correspondmg to the appropnate torque workmg range of the human upper extremity rangmg from a 
mm1mum of 2 Nm to 75 9 Nm For future exercise apphcat10ns that reqmre h1gher resistance levels, 
settmgs can be altered to gtve a greater maXImum torque resistance gtven a maxlmum nommal rated 
current for the magnetic particle brakes of 1004 mA 
3.7.4 Appropriateness of exercise machine feel 
The ab1hty of the exercise to operate effectively 1s partially dependent on the sensatiOn Imparted upon 
users durmg exercise The feel of the machme should resemble existmg forms of resistance mechamsms 
found m current exercise devtces such that users are comfortable opcratmg the machme 
In we1ght-trammg machmes, three mam modes of resistance are common The feel of traditional 
weight stack machmes 1s heavily mfluenced by the acceleration and subsequent deceleratiOn of an mertial 
mass. An mcrease m velocity generally results m a dramatic mcrease m resistance at the begmnmg 
of exercise Once the target velocity IS reached, res1stance decreases as the wetght stack IS moved at 
a constant velocity As the exerclSlng hmb reaches the end of Its range of movement, a brakmg force 
must be exerted to decelerate the wetght to a stop Trammg at htgh velocities results m large mcreases 
m resistance at phases m the range of motiOn that may cause harm to JOmts, connective tissues, and 
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hgaments 1.1ax1mum resistance no longer occurs at an optimum range of flex10n, but rather at the start 
and end stages, where JOints are more prone to mJury 
The exercise test machme resembles the pneumatic and hydraulic devices available m the market 
today Wh1lst users commented on the unnatural feel assoc1ated w1th these machmes (Pasternak, 2005), 
th1s 1s mamly due to the lack of mert1al forces related to mass acceleratwn and deceleratwn Pneumatic 
and hydrauhc machmes operate mostly through a fixed flow rate (res1stance 1s a functwn of p1ston ve-
locity) and vanablhty m user speed mfluences res1stance Except at extremely slow speeds, magnetic 
part1cle brakes are largely mdependent of veloc1ty and allow a fixed max1mal force to be exerted through-
out the durat1on of exerc1se The smoothness of the magnet1c particle brakes contrasts w1th the "spongy" 
effect of pneumat1c res1stance caused by the effects of mr compress1b1hty 
The smoothness and consistency of the magnetic brakes was acceptable to users gtven the undestr-
ab!hty of mert1al effects associated w1th we1ght stack machmes Moreover, users were fam1har w1th the 
feel associated wtth this resistance smce magnetic resistance IS often utiliSed m machmes such as cycle 
ergometer, elhptlcals, and arm crank ergometers 
3. 7.5 Limitations of the exercise test rig 
The machme arch1tecture contnbuted to a number of problems durmg assembly and general use The 
des1gn utihsed a large number of concentnc through-shafts wh1ch were extremely difficult to accurately 
manufacture The bmldup of fnctwn was a d1rect effect of the accumulatwn of errors dunng machmmg 
and assembly 
Alignment Issues were also a source of trouble for the torque measurement system Imprecise align-
ment of components between a set of two encoders resulted m maccurate readmgs W1th exceptwn to 
cost, future use of torque transducers 1s perhaps a better method of torque measurement 
Inertial loads at the endpomt were h1gher than expected due to the we1ght of the hnear rack By 
changmg the matenal to nylon or engmeermg plastic, mass would be greatly reduced 
Lastly, use of the exercise test machme was hmtted to smgle hmb exerctse Time and cost restnct10ns 
prevented the constructwn of a second test machme, wh1ch would have enabled two-arm exerc1se to be 
performed 
3.7.6 Conclusions 
An exerc1se test ng has been created that allows vanable res1stance of multi-ax1s movements Vahdatwn 
of des1gn and performance has mdlCated that the ng 1s appropnate for exewse apphcatwns In particu-
lar, aspects of performance relatmg to works pace envelope, velocities and accelerat10ns assocmted wtth 
exercise, resistance range, and feel were determmed to be smtable for expenmental use 
Chapter 4 
Selection of limb movements to be 
evaluated 
The destgn of a new exercise test ng enables a large range of movements to be performed m a human-
scale workspace volume SubJects can execute numerous combmat10ns of multt-plane hmb movements 
w1th vanable res1stance m each roos of movement. Although pnor testmg has shown that the test ng has 
the capacity to be effectively used m exercise, a set of movement sequences and a standardised process 
for sequence select10n must be first developed before testmg can begm In thts chapter, a stepw1se 
selectiOn process IS created by first generatmg a comprehensive hst of movement sequences Sequences 
are subsequently ranked based on muscle mass utlhsatwn, torque output, and range of mot10n Four 
exerctse sequences are chosen from thiS hterarchal hs.t that compnse a wtde range of estimated energy 
expenditure rates and levels of exerc1se sustamab1hty The final select10n of movement profiles to be used 
for exerc1se testmg IS descnbed at the end of the chapter 
4.1 Selection and ranking process of movement sequences 
A fimte number of upper body movements categonsed by numerous phys10log1cal and kmes10logy texts 
are well-documented In particular, movements can be descnbed accordmg to the JOint of rotatiOn, mus-
cles used, amount of activated muscle mass, range of movement, and maximum torque generated When 
companng the energy expenditure rates of smgle hmb movements, rankmgs can be made with relative 
ease if percent muscle mass utilisatiOn and maxtmum torque generatiOn are considered to be htghly mfiu-
enhal factors of energy expend1ture rate However the categonsat10n of multiple hmb movements proves 
more dlflicult When cons1dermg multiple hmb movements, the body's overall metabohc response IS not 
Simply a summatiOn of Its reactiOn to mdtvtdual movements Although rankmgs of multiple movement 
sequences are 1deally a1ded by EMG spectral compress10n data of muscle act1vahon levels, much of th1s 
data 1s not yet avmlable Wh1le 1t IS not w1thm the scope of th1s proJect to generate such mformat10n, 
a select10n process can st!ll be detmled g1ven the ava1lable data for hmb movements 
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The followmg steps are used to create a hst of ranked hmb movements 
1 SeparatiOn of core hmb movements usmg a h1gh percentage of muscle mass ut1hsat10n, range of 
movement, and htgh output torque values as dtfferenttatmg factors 
2 Identification of compound hmb movements compnsed of multiple core movements 
3 DocumentatiOn of the pnmary muscles activated m core and compound movements 
4 CompilatiOn of an extensive hst of viable movement sequences by hnkmg different core and com-
pound movements m successiOn 
5 Count of the number of occurrences of htgh percentage muscle mass and htgh torque movements 
wtthm movement sequences 
6 Count of the number of times muscle groups are consecutively used withm movement sequences 
7 EvaluatiOn of movement sequences by subtractmg the number of times muscle groups are used 
consecutively from the number of occurrences of htgh percentage muscle mass and htgh torque 
movements 
8 EvaluatiOn of exercise sustamabihty through subJective user tnals and apphcatwn of rank 
4.2 Classification of upper extremity movement sequences 
The above method was apphed to hmb movements of the upper extremity to generate a hst of movement 
sequences ranked by estimated relative energy expenditure rates and exerctse sustamabthty 
4.2.1 Separation of core limb movements 
A number of core upper body movements that use h1gh percentages of muscle mass and output high 
torques were first Identified For movements of the shoulder JOmt, values of percent muscle mass were 
evaluated agamst one another to determme If a clear hmit existed by which a sigmficantly larger percent 
muscle mass was used relative to other known values Movements were designated as utihsmg a sigmficant 
amount of muscle when 40% or more of muscle mass was activated This particular threshold value 
was chosen because the number of quahfymg movements mcreased Sigmficantly when considermg a 
lower range of 30 to 40% muscle mass usage Movements usmg a sigmficant percentage of muscle mass 
mcluded shoulder llex10n (40 0%), shoulder extensiOn (44 5%), shoulder adductiOn {62 6%), mternal 
rotatiOn {49 9%), and honzontal adductiOn {55 4%) A Similar method was used to tdentify movements 
that generated relattvely htgh peak torques, whereby a threshold value of 70 Nm was chosen These 
movements mcluded shoulder extensiOn (80 1 Nm), shoulder abduction {73 2 Nm), shoulder honzontal 
abductiOn {71 2 Nm), and shoulder honzontal adductiOn {77 6 Nm) 
4.2.2 Identification and documentation of compound limb movements 
In numerous cases, compound upper extremity movements were composed of multiple JOint movements 
For example, movements such as chest press were further subdlVlded mto elements of elbow extensiOn, 
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Table 4.1: Breakdown of compound exerciSe movements 
Exerc1se Muscle movements 
Chest press elbow extens1on 
shoulder flex1on and honzontal adductiOn 
shoulder g1rdle abductiOn 
Overhead press elbow extensiOn 
shoulder flex1on 
shoulder g1rdle upward rotation and elevation 
Seated Row elbow ftexwn 
shoulder extension and horizontal abductiOn 
shoulder g•rdle adductiOn 
Lateral pulldown elbow flex1on 
shoulder adduct1on 
shoulder g1rdle adductiOn & downward rotatiOn 
Chest fly m elbow flex1on 
honzontal abduction 
Chest fly out elbow extension 
honzontal adductiOn 
Mam muscles used 
tnceps brachu, anconeus 
pectoralis maJor, deltOid (antenor), coracobrach~ahs, 
biceps brachu 
trapezms, levator scapulae, serratus antenor 
tnceps brachn, anconeus 
pectoralis maJor, delt01d (anterwr), coracobrach1ahs, 
biceps brachu 
trapezms, levator scapulae, serratus antenor 
b1ceps brachu, brach1ahs, brachwrad•ahs 
b1ceps brachu, tr1ceps brachu, teres mmor, teres ma· 
JOt, delt01d postenor, mfraspmatus, supraspmatus, 
lat1ssmus dors1 
trapezms, rhombo1ds, lahsslmus dors1 
b1ceps brachu, brach1ahs, brachwrad1ahs 
pectoralis maJor, delt01d (posterwr), lat!ss!mus dors1, 
teres maJor, subscapulans 
trapezms (lower), rhombOid, pectoralis maJor 
b1ceps brachu, brach1ahs, brachwrad1ahs 
biceps brachn, tnceps brachu, delt01d (complete), 
supraspmatus 
triceps brachn, anconeus 
b1ceps brachn, tnceps brachu, teres maJor, latlss!mus 
dors1, pectoralis maJor, deltmd (antenor & postenor) 
shoulder gudle abductiOn, shoulder ftexion, and honzontal adductiOn After core movements compns-
mg complex compound mot10ns were JdentJfied, the mam muscles of use were documented Table 4 1 
Identifies compound movements and their respective components 
The compilatiOn of viable upper hmb sequences was created by combmmg m successiOn vanous core 
and compound movements Intermediate limb motiOns were mserted to ensure ft.mdity of exercise The 
addttiOn of these mtermedtate steps also served to macttvate muscle groups that had previOusly been 
activated, allowmg smaller muscles that contnbute heavtly to fattgue to be adequately rested before 
reactivation The compilation process was Iterated until no more umque sequences were able to be 
generated To prevent any duphcatwn of exercises, sequences were exammed for repetition and deleted 
as necessary 
4.2.3 Evaluation of exercise movement sequences 
To further evaluate movements, each exercise sequence was separated mto core JOmt rotatiOns that 
compnsed mdividual movements and muscles utilised withm the core JOmt rotations The number of 
occurrences of htgh percentage muscle mass and htgh torque usage wtthm each sequence was noted The 
number of times a muscle was consecutively activated was also considered For example the oequence 
of "elbow flex10n - chest press - shoulder extenston" uses the btceps brachn consecutively durmg elbow 
flex10n and chest press movements The tnceps brachn 1s also used consecuttvely w1thm the chest press 
and shoulder extensiOn movements Thus a ratmg of "2" was assigned to this particular sequence m 
terms of repetitiOn of muscle activatiOn In general, 1t was more desirable to hmit the number of times 
a parttcular muscle group was consecuttvely acttvated Note that only pnmary acttvated muscles were 
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Table 4 2: Rankmg of upper extremity exercise sequences 
Profile no Exerc1se sequence Rank 
1 elbow flexmn - elbow extens1on - front arm ra1se - shoulder extensmn 1 
2 elbow flexmn - elbow extension - lateral arm ratse - shoulder extenswn 2 
3 elbow flexton - chest fly out - shoulder adduction 3 
4 elbow flexton - chest press - chest fly out - shoulder adductmn 4 
5 front arm ra1se - chest fly out - shoulder adductiOn 5 
6 lateral arm ra1se - chest fly m - shoulder extens1on 6 
7 elbow flexton - elbow extensmn - lateral arm ra1se 7 
8 elbow flexton - elbow extensiOn - front arm ra1se 8 
9 elbow flexton - overhead press - shoulder extensmn - lateral arm ra1se 9 
10 elbow flexton - chest press- chest fly out - chest fly m 10 
11 elbow flexton - chest press - shoulder extenswn 11 
12 elbow flexton - overhead press- shoulder extens1on 11 
13 front arm raise - row - elbow extensiOn 11 
14 ]at pulldown - elbow extensmn- front arm ra1se 11 
15 elbow flexton - overhead press - shoulder extension - front arm ratse 15 
16 elbow flexton- chest press- row - elbow extenswn 16 
hsted when determmmg muscle utlhsation dunng a core JOmt movement as opposed to the more mclustve 
hst that 1s profiled m Tables 1 2 Th1s method was Implemented m order to create a greater d1fferent1al 
m the number of muscle repetitiOns between exerc1se sequences Another factor used to assess the hst of 
generated exercise sequences was the total number of discrete hmb movements mcorporated mto a specific 
exercise Thts number ranged from three to four where three movements was the mtmmum number of 
movements that could be connected to generate a flmd exerc1se sequence wh1le the use of more than 
four movements was not desirable due to mcreased complexity of learnmg for exerctsmg subjects Thus 
an optimum number of three to four movements per exercise sequence was established Fmally, ease 
of performance was used as a subJective factor to evaluate exercise sequences through prehmmary ptlot 
stud1es 
4.2.4 Ranking of exercise sequences 
The hst of ranked exerc1se sequences shown m Table 4 2 was generated usmg the number of occurrences 
of muscle repetition, the number of total hmb movements mcorporated mto exerctse, the number of t1mes 
movements utlhsed a htgh muscle mass or high torque, and ease of performance as rankmg cntena 
4.3 Test rig evaluation of movement profiles 
The completmn of the test ng allowed a more comprehensive evaluatmn of mdlVldual core movements 
as well as selected exercise sequences In particular, a pdot study was undertaken to select four exerct"e 
sequences from the ranked hst shown m Table 4 2 The mformatmn gathered from p1lot testmg mcluded 
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alteratiOns m machme configuratiOn, physiOlogical response to exercise sequences, and further specifi-
catwn of exerc1se protocol The 1mplementatwn of changes followmg these 1mtml observatwns greatly 
1mproved both the testmg env1ronment and expenmental procedures estabhshed m Chapter 5 
Pre-p1lot stud1es cons1sted of the evaluatiOn of 16 movement profiles by the pnmary mvestlgator and 
a research ass1stant The purpose of th1s 1mtml evaluatwn was to estabhsh proper range of movement, 
hand and body positionmg, and duratiOn of exercise The mveshgatwn mded the ehmmatwn of profiles 
that were e1ther too strenuous to perform at a sustamable level or profiles that were repeated from ear her 
movement profiles The pre-pllot study enabled the selectwn of 6 mam movement profiles for further 
analys1s m a p1lot study 
An add1tlonal p1lot study w1th SIX phys1cally active male subjects was completed Testmg was earned 
out to further assess the vmb1hty of the four selected movement profiles for a giVen exerc1se duratwn 
Data was gathered concernmg the ratmg of percmved exertwn that each movement profile ehc1ted 
SubJects also spec1fied areas of fat1gue m mdlVldual muscle regwns Results from th1s study helped 
determme whether an appropriate cross sectiOn of movement profiles was chosen for subsequent testmg 
Observatwns from both the pre-pllot and pllot stud1es are descnbed below 
4.3.1 Specification of exercise protocol 
Results from pre-p1lot and p1lot testmg md1cated that certam aspects of the exerc1se protocol reqmred 
1mprovement Although des1gned to be umversal and accommodatmg, the handle support 1mpeded wnst 
movements at highly acute angles between the forearm and the handle Wh1lst the effects of contact 
were not sigmficant, prolonged 1mpedance of the handle was d1stractmg and uncomfortable, partiCularly 
towards the latter stages of exerc1se To ensure that the effects of the handle onentation and geometry 
were consistent across all subjects m future exercise tests, standard handgnps and forearm rotatiOns 
were established for each movement profile 
StandardisatiOn was also needed for the distance and posture between subJects and the test ng 
H1ghly vanable effects resulted from varymg the spacmg The pivot of the dnve arm was designated to 
correspond to the seated shoulder he1ght of the subJeCt SubJects were able to change e1ther the seat 
height or the he1ght of the test ng 
Range of movement was also affected by the distance m which subJects were seated from the test ng 
Smce the length of the dnve arm was the pnmary restnctwn on the range of motion, subJects who were 
seated too far from the ng were unable to fully extend their arm before reachmg the end of the physical 
stop Although th1s shortfall was not cons1dered to have a great mfluence on e1ther the performance or 
perceptiOn of exercise, It was undesirable 
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4.3.2 Subject's responses to movement profiles 
The test ng evoked s1gmficant feehngs of exertwn for users m the pre-p1lot study Localised muscular 
d1scomfort was noticeable at early pomts w1thm the exerc1se test duratiOn The mcreasmg feelmgs of 
exertwn dunng a smgle test mdtcated that steady state exercise was not achteved 
Feelmgs of fat1gue were pnmanly due to the mcreasmg moments generated by the dnve arm as the 
centre of mass devmted from the pomt of support In these cases, the subJect was forced to not only 
overcome the res1st1ve torque apphed by the magnetic brake but also that of the moment generated 
by the mertm of the handle and dnve arm Problems of th1s type were allevmted m later testmg by 
the design of a hghter handle and counterbalance system that greatly reduced the mertm affectmg the 
SUbJeCt 
P!lot stud1es md1cated more deta1led mformatwn regardmg muscular fatigue Subjects perce1ved 
fatigue m muscles not expected to be placed under demand m movement profiles Specifically, durmg 
mstances where the pnmary muscles of activatiOn were b1ceps brachu and tnceps brachn, the ma]onty 
of fatigue was mdtcated m the front, back, and central shoulder regwn, hkely refernng to the antenor, 
postenor, and lateral deltmds, respectively Th1s additional fat1gue was hkely due to the mert1al force 
1mpo;ed by the mass of the dnve arm and handle Subjects' responses also mdJCted that the actlVlty of 
large trunk muscles, such as the pectorahs, trapezms, and lat1ss1mus dors1 (md1cated by subjects w1th 
the descnptors 'chest', 'm1ddle and top of back', and 'outs1de of back', respectively) was hm1ted to a 
level s1gmficantly below max1mal output 
Correspondmgly, profiles compnsmg movements such as chest fly m, chest fly out, shoulder adductiOn, 
shoulder abductiOn that made stgmficant use of the deltmd muscle groups, were htghly rated m causmg 
fatigue Due to mert1al restnctwns of the dnve arm, subJects were hkely forced to sustam some level of 
contractiOn m the deltmd Th1s basehne work added to the work needed to complete the reqmred motwn, 
forcmg the deltmd muscle group to perform at near max1mal capac1ty The h1gh levels of fatigue and 
exertiOn for subjects was not surpnsmg g1ven the s1gmficant mcrease m work along w1th the reductwn 
m rest 
Both pre-p1lot and p1lot stud1es demonstrated that mert1a levels needed to be s1gmficantly reduced 
before the performance of any further tnals Loadmg and resistance to the deltmd muscle group were 
the mam cause of premature fatigue and htgh levels of exertwn w1thm subJect groups 
4.4 Selection of movement profiles 
The pnmary purpose of the pre-pllot study was the select10n of four mam movement profiles that were 
hypothesised to ehc1t a greater absolute oxygen uptake and energy expenditure from the generated hst of 
16 movements Movement profiles were ehmmated on the grounds of repet1t10n or s1m1lanty w1th other 
profiles Other cho1ces were dtscarded as bemg excessively fatigumg or uncomfortable to perform 
In the latter category of movements uncomfortable to perform, Profiles 7 and 8 were d1scontmued 
smce both exerc1ses fa1led to form a closed loop for cychc exerc1se Profiles 9, 10, and 15 were deleted 
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due to the dlfliculty of startmg elbow flexwn at m1d-he1ght m order to perform the sequence Though 
s1milar to Profile 1, Profile 2 was ehmmated due to 1ts lower rankmg Profiles 12 and 16 were deemed too 
s1mllar to Profile 11 and removed whllst Profile 14 was deleted due to difficulty m performance Profiles 
5 and 6 were also ehmmated after tnaJ tests found the sequences difficult to sustam durmg exerCise 
The four remammg movement profiles selected for further development are hsted as follows 
A Elbow flexwn - elbow extensiOn - front arm rruse - shoulder extenswn (Profile 1) 
B Elbow flexwn -chest press- chest fly out -shoulder adduction (Profile 4) 
C Elbow flexwn - chest press - shoulder extenswn (Profile 11) 
D Front arm ra1se - row - shoulder extension (Profile 13) 
Each movement profile IS descnbed more fully m F1gures 4 1-4 4, w1th p1ctonal representatwns ac-
companymg quaJ1tat1ve descnptors Note that although movements are depleted With two arms for ease 
of explanatwn, profiles are to be performed w1th a smgle arm only 
4.5 Conclusions 
Four movement profiles have been selected to be evaluated for future exerc1se testmg Movements m 
profile A are performed pnmanly m the sag1ttal plane w1th very httle muscle repetition throughout 
the cycle Two of the movements w1thm the sequence, shoulder flexwn and shoulder extenswn, utihse 
relatively h1gh muscle mass Movements m all three planes occur m profile B The b1ceps are used 
extens1vely m the first two stages of the 4-step sequence Profile C 1s performed m two planes and uses 
the biceps and triceps muscle groups repetitively Lastly, Profile D 1s also performed pnmanly m the 
sagittal plane wtth mstances of muscle usage repetition m the tnceps and btceps 
The four selected movement profiles w1ll be evaluated durmg expenmentatwn to determme whether 
energy expenditure rates durmg cychc exercise d1ffer at the same exerc1se mtens1ty (RPE) Smce each 
movement profile utthses a dtstmct combmat10n of hmb movements and muscles, It IS hypothesised 
that d1fferent energy expenditure rates between profiles Will be observed The selected sequences also 
mcorporate movements usmg a htgh percentage of upper body skeletal muscle mass and generated htgh 
peak torques through pubhshed JsokmetJC test assessments Thus a companson of the spec1fied movement 
profiles to traditional smgle-arm exerc1ses such as arm crankmg or contmuous arm curhng Will also be 
deta!led 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 4.1: Exercise sequence A, (a) Start w1th arm hangmg loosely by side, with hand m a hammer gnp 
position on handle Rotate the lower portion of arm (forearm) upwards at elbow JOint whilst keepmg upper 
portion of arm steady (b) When the hand reaches chest level, reverse the duect1on of movement, rotatmg 
the forearm downwards whilst keepmg the upper arm steady (c) Subject IS now back m the startmg position 
(d) Keepmg the hammer gnp position, extend arm upwards until parallel to ground (at a 90° angle with the 
upnght body) (e) Lower entire arm w1th strrught elbow back to startmg position, makmg sure no bendmg 
takes place 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
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Figure 4.2: Exercise sequence B, (a) Start with a hammer gnp on handle Rotate the lower portiOn of 
arm (forearm) upwards at elbow JOint whilst keepmg upper portiOn of arm steady (b) Contmue upwards 
movement of the forearm until the hand reaches chest level (c) Extend elbows and shoulders out m front 
of body, keepmg arm parallel to the ground (d) Then bnng arm laterally outwards wlule extendmg elbows 
(chest fly out) makmg sure arms stay parallel to ground (e) Then lower arms down from this positiOn 
keepmg arm strrught back to the 1mtial startmg posthon 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 4.3· Exercise sequence C, (a) Start with arm hangmg loosely by side m a a hammer gnp position on 
handle Rotate the lower portion of arm (forearm) upwards at elbow JOmt wlulst keepmg upper portion of 
arm steady (b) Contmue upwards movement of the forearm until the hand reaches chest level (c) Extend 
elbows and shoulders out m front of body, keepmg arm parallel to the ground (d) Keepmg arm straight, 
extend arms downwards back to mttial posthon to recommence cycle 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 4 4: ExerciSe sequence D, (a) Start wtth hands graspmg handle m a hammer gnp Arms should 
hang loosely wtth shght bend at the subJect's s1de (b)W1th no bend at the elbow, rruse arms strrught out m 
front of the body until arm IS parallel to the ground (c) When arm IS parallel to ground, pull arm mwards 
w1th a rowmg motion unt1l elbows are bent and hands are near the chest (d) Keepmg the upper part of 
the arm straight, extend forearm downwards bock to mi\Ial positiOn to begm the cycle agam 
Chapter 5 
Test rig experimentation 
Whilst dtfferences m energy expendtture rates have been observed previOusly between exerctse modes, 
no known studies have mvestlgated vanatwns m non-standard movements of the upper body Instead, 
much of the focus has been towards trad1t10nal exerc1ses of the lower body usmg commercially ava1lable 
eqmpment such as the treadmtll, stair-stepper, skt-stmulator, cycle ergometer, aerobic nder, and rowmg 
ergometer (Krav1tz et al, 1997, Moyna et al, 2001, Thomas et al, 1995, Zem et al, 1996) Even stud1es 
of upper body exerc1se have targeted conventiOnal modes such as arm crankmg and arm curl (Bukett & 
Berman, 1998, Kang et al, 1997, 1998, Lew1s et al, 1983, Martm & Berman, 1989) 
Conventwnal cychc arm exerc1se tends to use a hm1ted number of muscle groups Dunng exercise, 
activated muscles compnse a relat1vely small muscle mass that qmckly fatigues when contmuously ac-
tivated, leadmg to heightened perceptiOns of effort, pam, and dtscomfort m exerctsers (Cafarelh, 1977, 
Shephard et al, 1992) Contmuous arm exerc1se IS pnmanly hm1ted by penpheral components of ex-
ercise (Sawka, 1986), w1th the tendency for local muscle aches and pams to be the dommant s1gnal of 
exertwn Wh1le add1t1onal muscles assoctated w1th trunk and shoulder stab1!tsatwn may be recrmted 
durmg more Intense bouts of arm crank, a hm1ted range of muscle mass contnbutes to work and the 
ratw of contraction to relaxatiOn ttme IS h1gh for these pnmary muscle groups 
G1ven the relatively large range of movements able to be performed by the upper body, a number 
of dxscrete, sequential cyclic arm exercises can be created Although movement sequences may bear 
a passmg resemblance to arm crank, key dtfferences between the exerc1se modes eXIst Specifically, 
new movement sequences are composed of a selectiOn of dtscrete movements, lmked m a predetermmed 
sequence to purposefully max1m1se the total muscle mass used and to ach1eve a duty cycle whereby act1ve 
phases for a spec1fic muscle are followed by relaxatwn phases A larger overall muscle mass 1s cons1dered 
to be more res1stant to fatigue at a g1ven work load when compared to a small muscle mass that w11l be 
workmg at higher percentage of Its maximum voluntary contractiOn 
The energy expenditure rates assoctated w1th cychc arm movements have been largely unexplored, 
with exceptwn to studies of arm crank and contmuous arm curl If dtscrete, sequential arm exercises 
utthse d1fferent amounts of muscle mass and follow a d1fferent duty cycle, 1t IS hkely that d1ffermg rates 
of energy expenditure at the same exerc1se mtens1ty would result 
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For the purposes of thts study, exerctse mtenstty ts defined as ratmg of percetved exertton (RPE), 
a subJective evaluatiOn of effort, stram, discomfort, and fattgue expenenced dunng exercise, and can 
be constdered a rehable measure of exerctse intenstty (Borg, 1982, Noble & Robertson, 1996) Smce 
recreatiOnal exercisers often endeavour to lose weight through exercise, much Importance IS placed on 
the maxtmtsatwn of energy expendtture at a gtven RPE Thus the companson of energy expendtture 
rates IS useful m gaugmg the effectiveness of exercise 
The atms of thts study were to 1) evaluate the relatwnshtp between energy expendtture and RPE 
for a range of dtscrete, sequential cychc smgle-arm exerctses and 2) benchmark the metabohc cost asso-
Ciated w1th these exercises agamst values published m hterature for conventiOnal smgle-arm crank and 
contmuous arm curl The study of one-arm exerctse ts undertaken due to hmttatwns of the avatlable test 
machme 
5.1 Experimental methodology 
Expenmental methodology was documented m order to estabhsh a repeatable procedure that could 
be eastly followed for any future testmg The followmg section detatls spectfic mformat10n regardmg 
participant recrmtment and mclus10n, testmg envuonment, expenmental destgn, procedures, eqmpment, 
measurements, and statistical analysis techmques 
5.1.1 Participants 
Followmg mformed consent and ethtcal advtsory commtttee approval, etght phystcally acttve and healthy 
men volunteered to parttctpate m the study Pnor to the start of the study, subJeCts were of stmtlar 
tramed status (moderately to well-endurance tramed) though none were espectally tramed m upper body 
exerctse Table 5 1 gtves phystcal charactenstlcs (mean±SD) of the subJects 
Table 5.1: Means and standard deviatiOns for subJect charactenstlcs 
Vanable M SO 
Age (years) 
Hetght (cm) 
Wetght (kg) 
Body fat(%) 
Acttvtty frequency (sesstons week- 1) 
DuratiOn of sesston (mm sesston- 1 ) 
5.1.2 Testing environment 
26 4 
179 7 
831 
15 8 
47 
79 0 
52 
35 
117 
36 
1 7 
32 2 
Testmg was conducted w1thm the Loughborough Umverstty Sports Technology Laboratory The test 
was conststent for each subject wtth respect to atr temperature (21 °C-24°C), humtdtty (2(}-30% relative 
humidity), aural and visual distractions, and exercise tester PartiCipants were mstructed not to consume 
any food 2 hours pr10r to arnvmg at the laboratory and to refram from alcohol, coffee, tobacco, and 
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ngourous exercise for at least 4 hours before the tnal To reduce mtra-subject data vanab1hty, partici-
pants were encouraged to follow the same d1et 24 hours pnor to each testmg sessiOn, and were tested at 
the same t1me on each occasiOn 
5.1.3 Experimental design 
The expenment compnsmg a RPE-anchonng maximal exercise test and three submaxJ.mal exercise tnals 
for each of 4 upper hmb movement exercises Exercise sequences were each designated a letter for 
reference m Figure 51 and were previously descnbed m further detml (Figures 4 1-4 4) 
AJ J J ;) J 'j J ;) ;j J 
elbow flexaon elbow extension front ra1se shoulder extens1cn elbow flex1on chest press chest fly out shoulder adducoon 
cjJ;)J J;)Jj 
elbow flex1on chest press shoulder extension shoulder flexaon chest row elbow extens1on 
Figure 5.1: Exercise sequences A, B, C, D used durtng expenmentat10n 
All tnals for a given exercise were completed withm 7 days before the start of testmg for a new 
exercise Each testmg sessiOn was separated by at least 24 hours Dunng RPE-anchormg sessiOns, 
mcremental maXImal exercise tests were performed by participants m order to establish both low and 
high perceptual exertiOn ratmgs for a particular movement sequence Submruomal tnals were further 
divided mto 3 exercise sess10ns of 5 mmutes duratiOn, separated by 10 mmute recovery rests between 
tnals ExertiOn levels at RPE 11, 13, and 15 -all withm a range suggested dunng exercise prescnptiOn 
(ACSM, 2001) -were tested m a counter-balanced order to mmimise the effect of metabolic carry-over 
from one submax~mal test to another. Figure 5 2 Illustrates a schematiC of the expenmental design setup 
of the tnals 
Exercise se uence #I Exerc1se sequence #2 
Submaximal Test 
~------------~ 
2-7 d•Y' ( ) 
__. Maximal Test 
Smm Smm 
warmup 7 m1n (RPE #1) recovery I 0 m1n ( RPE #2) recovery I 0 mm (RPE#3) cooldown 7 mm 
Figure 5 2· Expenmental design of tests 
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5.1.4 Procedure 
Participants were reqmred to visit the Sports Technology Laboratory on at least 8 separate occasiOns to 
complete famthansatwn tnals, m8.Xlmal tests, and su bmaxtmal tests for four d1stmct exercises 
Anthropometnc data 
On first arnval to the laboratory, participants were bnefed to the purpose and mms of the expenment 
After the bnef mtroductory sessiOn, participants completed the descnpt1ve data collectiOn mcludmg 
age, height, body mass, and body fat percentage Height was measured usmg a stadwmeter (Seca Ltd, 
B1rmmgham UK); body mass was measured usmg a TBF-612 Tamta electromc scale (Tamta Carp, 
Tokyo, Japan), body fat percentage was assessed usmg a 4-site skmfold thickness measurement test for 
adult males (Jackson & Pollock, 1985) InformatiOn regardmg exercise habits, present levels of physical 
activity, and disclosure of any relevant mediCmes or supplements taken was also gathered via the health 
screenmg questwnnatre Followmg thts mttlal data gathermg, partlctpants began fanuhansatlon tnals 
with the test ng, movement profiles, and the Borg RPE scale 
Familzartsatzon unth the test rtg and movement profiles 
To ensure that all participants were fam1har and comfortable With the exercises durmg maximal and 
subm3.Xlmal tnals, participants practtced usmg the test ng Partlctpants were first mtroduced to the 
exercise test ng and encouraged to explore the different types of movement that could be performed 
Resistance was also adJusted to a vanety of levels to show the range of difficulty that could be achieved 
dunng exercise Followmg m1tial onentatwn to the ng, proper techmque and body pos1twnmg for 
efficiency and safety was taught for each exerctse sequence Partlctpants received mdtvtdual mstructwn 
m each hmb exerctse sequence for at least 10 mmutes duratwn Sequences were first demonstrated by 
the mvestlgator and partiCipants were directed to consult both a p1ctonal md and a wntten descnptwn 
of a particular motion If further mstruct10n was needed Those who reqmred extra time to Improve 
their form were directed to contmue until they were able to demonstrate adequate skill m test ng usage 
Participants were closely momtored to ensure that range of hmb motiOn was consistent If consistency of 
movement was still not achieved with added practise, physical stops were placed w1thm the work space 
to help gmde movements 
Famzhartsatwn unth the Borg RPE scale 
Famihansatwn and mtroductwn to the Borg-15 RPE scale (Borg, 1982) also occurred at this stage to 
ensure that ratmgs were made m a consistent manner durmg submaximal tnals To establish mmimum 
and maximum ratmg reference pomts with respect to mcremental test ng exercises, low perceptual 
anchors were set through exercise with no resistance whilst high perceptual anchors were set through 
contmuous mcremental maximal exerctse tests Participants were mstructed m the use of the Borg-15 
RPE scale by hstemng to the followmg set of modified mstructwns pnor to each expenmental tnal 
(Hetzler et al, 1991)· 
"Several times dunng the test, we will ask you to rate the work, accordmg to this scale You 
w!ll be asked to choose a number to descnbe how hard the work IS for you A ratmg of 
"6" would correspond to those feehngs and sensatiOns you have durmg the easiest work you 
can 1magme, not unhke s1ttmg m a chau A ratmg of "20" corresponds to the feehngs and 
sensatiOns you would have dunng the most difficult work you can 1magme yourself domg, so 
exhaustive that you could not contmue 
Durmg each ratmg penod, we will ask you to give a local muscular ratmg, for feelmgs of stram 
m the hmbs and JOints, a central ratmg whiCh IS for sensatiOns mvolvmg the cardiopulmonary 
system, and an overall ratmg, for which you may mtegrate the local and central feelmgs m a 
way you feel Is appropnate " 
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PartiCipants are also provided with a standard set of wntten mstructwns and a large VIsual display 
of the RPE scale m duect VIew durmg testmg 
Ma:nmal exerczse tests 
The maximal test protocol was based on that of contmuous arm ergometry (Sawka et al, 1983) Low 
and high perceptual anchors were established separately for each exercise sequence durmg testmg The 
maximal mcremental test consisted of an mittal 2 mmutes of cychc actiOn without resistance, after which 
the magnetic brake resistance wa.s mcrementally mcrea.sed by 5 Nm (Figure 53) 
(continues until 
volitional 
exhaustion) 
Rest 
Continuous step Increment l-oading 
down 
Figure 5 3: Protocol for mruamal mcremental loadmg 
Resistance was changed by mcreasmg the current flow m the magnetic brakes, thereby mcreasmg the 
shp torque of the rotatmg shaft The resistance for each brake was set at a predetermmed ratiO relative to 
other brake axes such that lowermg or raismg the resiStance m one brake resulted m a proportiOnal change 
m the remammg two brakes To prevent participants from bemg mfiuenced by resistance measurements, 
the resistance was referenced by the term "umts" whereby 1 umt IS eqmvalent to a torque of 5 Nm 
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The durat10n of each exercise stage was 1 5 mmutes A ratmg of 6 (low anchor) was assigned to 
the lowest exercise mtens1ty and a ratmg of 20 (h1gh anchor) was assigned to the highest work load 
Participants adhered to a cadence of 50 rpm, signalled by a metronome Although higher cadences have 
been recommended m standard two-arm crank (Smith et al, 2001), 50 rpm was selected followmg a pilot 
study protocol whereby a range of cadences were mvestigated Higher cadences rendered contmuous ex-
ercise unsustamable m numerous tnals Note that the exercise modes uhhsed were much more complex 
than arm crank and duect companson of cadences IS not entirely appropnate Penpheral, respiratory 
metabolic, and overall RPE values were given by participants dunng the final 15 seconds of each mere-
mental exercise stage All maximal tests were termmated when the subJect could no longer contmue to 
exercise due to vohtwnal exhaustiOn 
Submaxtmal tests 
Three submax1mal tnals were performed at least 24-48 hours after each maximal test The followmg 
test protocol has been modified from previous mvestigat1ons of multiple exercise modes at discrete self-
selected mtensities (Katsanos et al, 2001, Moyna et al, 2001, Zem et al, 1996) 
Before begmnmg the first submaxJ.mal test stage, participants completed a 2 mmute warmup of the 
exercise sequence at zero resistance. The subm8Xlmal exercise test compnsed three 5 mmutes stages at 
a self-selected mtens1ty correspondmg to RPE levels of 11 (fairly light), 13 (somewhat hard), and 15 
(hard) Each exercise sesswn was separated by a rest penod of 10 mmutes Trials were performed m 
a predetermmed counter-balanced order Dunng the first three mmutes of exercise, participants were 
able to adJust the resistance to achieve a work rate commensurate wtth the target RPE Resistance 
adJUStments were made by the mvest1gator based on direct mstructwns from the subject A fixed work 
rate, however, was Implemented for the final two mmutes All exercise was performed at a fixed cadence 
of 50 rpm, followmg a standard protocol designed by Sawka et al (1983) 
Ratmgs of perceived exertiOn were recorded m the final 15 seconds of each stage of exercise A visual 
gmde to the Borg RPE-15 scale mcludmg both quantitative and qualitative descnptors was displayed m 
full VIeW of the partiCipants Participants were instructed to assess their exertiOn level based on the low 
and high perceptual anchors previously established durmg the maximal mcremental tests Other than 
sohc1tatwn of RPE ratmg, no verbal encouragement was given to test participants Cool dnnkmg water 
was provided to participants durmg the rPcovery penod upon request 
Respiratory metabolic measures and heart rate were obtamed contmuously throughout each tnal 
The obtamed data mcluded HR, Ve, V02, V C02 and RER The energy eqmvalent of steady state V02 
was corrected for dtfferentml substrate ut1hsat10n usmg the respiratory exchange ratio and expressed as 
kJ h-1 This process IS descnbed m further detrul m AppendiX E 
5.1.5 Experimental equipment and measurements 
Exerczse test machtne 
All exercise was performed on a test machme specifically developed to enable resisted multiple-plane 
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exercise in a human-scale workspace of 1.2 m3 as described in Chapter 3. Subjects seated in an upright 
position with hips, knees, and ankles positioned at 90° grasped a 3 degree of freedom handle to perform 
exercise movement sequences in multiple planes and clirections. The seat was positioned such that 
subjects' elbows were extended but not locked when the handgrip was furthest from the body. This 
position was selected to reduce inertial strain and enable a greater range of movements. Figure 5.4 
illustrates a participant exercising with the test machine and gas analysis equipment. 
Figure 5.4: Participant body position and test setup 
Resistance was provided in each a..xis of movement by magnetic particle brakes that smoothly opposed 
movement and could be altered to suit each individual. The exercise test rig provided passive resistance 
to the user and could not actively move in a direction or speed that was not intended. Whilst the resistive 
torque (N·m) was measured in each axis of movement, limitations of the machine did not allow external 
work to be measured. However, given the purpose of the study to make relative comparisons between 
energy expenditure for clifferent exercise modes using RPE to set workload intensity, the inability to 
measure absolute workload is of peripheral consequence. 
Respiratory-metabolic measures 
Respiratory metabolic measures were determined during both maximal and submaximal testing using 
standard gas exchange analysis techniques. Expired gases were collected from a Biopac AFT22 T-valve 
non-rebreathing mouth apparatus and channelled through low resistance plastic tubing to a 5 litre Biopac 
AFT15A mixing chamber (Figure 5.6). Oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations of expired air were 
sampled from the mixing chamber and gas concentrations were immediately determined using calibrated 
02 and C02 (Biopac 02100C and C02100C) gas analysers (Biopac Systems, Inc, Santa Barbara, CA). 
Figure 5.5 shows a schematic of the experimental setup. 
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F ig ure 5 .5: Experimental setup of test equipment 
The analysers were calibrated prior to use with alpha gravimetric standard 4% car bon dioxide, 16% 
oxygen and zero grade nitrogen of 99.998% purity (BOC gases, Guildford, UK) . Data from expired ven-
tilation was recorded with a Biopac MP150 data acquisition system ventilatory measurement module. 
The gas analysers and a Pneumotach size 4 flow meter (Si-Plan Electronics Research Ltd., Stratford-
upon-Avon, UK) were interfaced with a Dell Precision M60 computer and AcqKnowledge 3.7.3 software 
providing aggregate calculations of oxygen uptake (V 02), carbon dioxide output CV C02), minute ven-
tilation ("Ve), and respiratory exchange rat io (RER). Heart rate was measured using a Polar monitor 
(Polar Elect ro Ltd., Warwick, UK). Data were measured continuously during exercise and mean values 
were calculated for each 30-second interval. For each submaximal t rial, respiratory-metabolic measures 
were averaged from minutes 3:00-4:30 to avoid both the t ransitional effects present during the beginning 
of exercise and subject ant icipation of exercise termination during the final 30 seconds of the t rial. Peak 
values for maximal tests were defined as the average of the two highest values measured during two 
consecutive 30 second aggregate intervals. 
5.1.6 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using a two-way (mode x RPE) repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) whereby exercises A- D refer to exercise mode and RPE refers to intensity level. Results of 
Mauchly's test were first examined to determine whether conditions of sphericity were violated. If 
Mauchly's test was non-significant (i.e. p > 0.05), variances of differences were not significantly different 
and no corrections were needed for F -values. However, if Mauchly's test statistic was significant (i.e. 
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Figure 5.6: Mixing chamber (background) and gas analysers (foreground) 
p < 0.05), conditions of sphericity were not met and corrected Greenhouse-Geisser F-values were used. 
Significant F values (p < 0.05) were further examined using a Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc analysis. 
Comparisons of group means were used to measure significant main effects and interactions of V02, HR, 
RPE, and energy expendit ure rate (see Appendix E for methods of determinating energy expenditure 
rate). Analysis of maximal tests for peak V02 , peak RER, peak heart rat e, and total exercise time 
utilised a one-way repeated measure ANOVA. T he level of statistical significance was set at level of 
p < 0.05. All analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 13.0 (SPSS UK 
Ltd. , Woking, UK). 
5.2 Results 
5. 2.1 Maximal tests 
Peak V02 during maximal tests indicated that exercise D was significantly lower than exercises A and 
C (p < 0.05) . Peak ventilation was significantly lower for exercises D and B t han exercise C (p < 0.05). 
During exercise C, time to exhaustion was significantly higher than all other exercises (p < 0.05). No 
significant differences were observed in any other variable, although peak HR during exercise B tended to 
be lower than for all other exercises (Table 5.2). Furthermore, HR tended to increase in a linear fashion 
with increasing intensity of exercise. 
5.2.2 Submaximal tests 
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to examine the main effects and interactions of exercise 
sequence and exercise intensity. 
Table 5 2: Means and S E of phystologtcal and metabolic parameters at 
maximal exercise 
A B c D 
peak VO, {I mm 1) I 97±0 231 I 73±0 16 2 42±0 251 I 69±0 181 
peak RER 0 91±0 03 0 84±003 084±0 04 0 87±0 02 
peak HR {beats mm- 1) 140±7 124±5. 142±8 138±6 
peak Ve (I mm- 1 ) 95 8±11 2 92 7±12 21 117 6±12 21 911±10 121 
time to exhaustion (s) 836±1791 817±1761 1129±206 795±1111 
t p < 0 05 between md1cated sequence and sequence D ! p < 0 05 between md1cated sequence and sequence C 
thoug-h not stat•st1cally sigmficant, note the lower peak heart rate for sequence B 
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Heart rate data durmg submruamal tests are presented m Table 53 Sigmficant differences were 
observed between all exercise mtensitJes but not exercise sequences (p <0 05) When HR was compared 
relative to the peak HR for the same exercise, s1gmficant dtfferences were observed between exercise B 
and C (p <0 05) and between all exercise mtensitJes (p <0 05) 
Table 53: Means and SE of average {beats mm- 1 ) and % 
peak heart rate durmg submrunmal exercise 
RPE 11 RPE 13 RPE 15 
HR %HRvea.k HR %HR,,ak HR %HRpeak 
A 91±3. 68 2±2 4 97±3. 72 5±2 I 103±4. 77 3±2 8 
B 87±3 72 3±311 91±2 74 3±3 41 99±2 so 3±2 si 
c 85±3 63 7±3 41 93±5 68 2±3 61 96±5 70 8±3 11 
D 83±3 62 7±4 2 90±4 68 2±5 7 93±4 70 5±4 3 
t p < 0 02 between sequence B and C 
* though not statJstJcally s•gmficant, note the markedly htgher heart rate of 
sequence A, especially at RPE 15 
Sigmficant differences m VE were also found between exercise mtensitJes (p < 0 05) but not exercise 
sequences (Table 54} For measures of RER, sigmficant differences were observed between RPE 11 and 
RPE 15 (p < 0 05) 
Table 5.4: Means and SE ofVe (I mm- 1 ) and RERdunngsubmaxtmalexerctse 
RPE 11 RPE 13 RPE 15 
Ve RER VE RER Ve RER 
A 23 11±1 58 0 84±0 Q31 27 42±2 13 0 92±0 03 33 25±3 00 o 96±0 osl 
B 22 14±112 0 84±0 Q31 26 11±2 48 0 87±0 05 29 86±2 30 0 91±0 041 
c 20 28±1 02 0 82±0 031 2486±172 0 84±0 03 29 54±2 44 0 93±0 041 
D 22 31±0 98 0 88±0 031 25 75±1 36 088±0 03 29 01±2 84 0 91±0 031 
t p < 0 002 between RPE 11 and RPE 15 
No sigmficant differences were found m V02 between exercise sequences although exercises C and D 
tended to elicit lower oxygen uptakes than exercises A and B (Table 5 5) When measures of V02 were 
expressed relative to peak V02 for the same exercise, pauwise compansons mdiCated that exercise C 
was sigmficantly lower than exercise A, B, and D (p < 0 05} Sigmficant differences between all exercise 
mtensitJes for both V02 and relative VOz were also observed (p < 0 05) 
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Measures of energy expenditure were stgmficantly lower for exercise C than exercise A, B, and D 
(p < 0 05) Stgmficant dtfferences were also observed across mtenstty (p < 0 05) Means and stgmficant 
errors of V02 (I mm- 1),% peak V02, and energy expendtture (kJ hr- 1) are found m Table 55 
Table 5.5. Means and SE of V02 (I mm- 1 ), %peak V0 2 , and EE {kJ hr- 1 ) dunng submrunmal exercise 
RPE 11 
vo, o/o V02pcalo EE vo, 
A 0 94±0 06 54 6±4 2 1149±66 1 05±0 07 
8 0 93±0 06 58 3±2 8 1170±48 1 05±0 07 
c o sa±o os· 39 9±4 ot 966±50* 1 06±0 08 
D 0 87±0 04 57 0±5 0 1091±33 1 06±0 07 
t p < 0 05 between sequence C and all other sequences 
t p < 0 05 between sequence C and all other sequences 
RPE 13 RPE 15 
% V02pe<>k EE vo, % V02peak EE 
60 8±3 8 1307±66 1 26±0 09 73 0±5 9 1554±100 
66 3±4 4 1310±80 1 30±0 09 82 1±5 8 1638±89 
51 8±6 7t 1204±95* 117±0 10. s6 3±6 at 1341±107t 
68 1±5 3 1311±81 1 22±0 13 77 1±4 9 1595±126 
• though not stattst1cally stgmficant, note the VISibly lower V02 of sequence C All compansons between mtens1ty are at the 
p < 0 002 level of s1gmficance 
5.3 Discussion 
The atm of the study was to evaluate the relat10nshtp between RPE and energy expendtture rate for 
dtfferent smgle-arm exerctses The dtscrete, sequential exerctses developed were predtcted to yteld htgher 
energy expenditure rates than conventional smgle-arm exercise Results of the current study were com-
pared to metabohc costs for smgle-arm crank and contmuous smgle-arm curl m pubhshed hterature 
5.3.1 Maximal tests 
Durmg maxtmal exerctse, peak oxygen uptakes ranged from 1 69 I mm -I for exerctse D to 2 42 I mm- 1 for 
sequence C Peak oxygen uptake was s1gmficantly lower m exercise D than exercises A and C, mdtcatmg 
that a lower peak work mtenstty was obtamed wtth sequence D The relattvely large peak V02 for C may 
be due to famthanty m movement that translated mto a greater ease of performance when exerctsmg at 
htgh work rates 
Although measures of peak HR were nons1gruficant between exercise sequences, It IS mterestmg to 
note that the average heart rate for exerctse B was 124 beats mm- 1, apprmamately 16 beats mm- 1 
dtfference from the other exerctse sequences mvestlgated dunng the study (see Ftgures 5 10 and 5 11) 
For all exerctses, espectally exerctse B, peak HR was markedly less than those observed by Lewts et al 
(1983) dunng maxtmal exerctse for one-arm crankmg (172 ± 4 beats mm- 1) for stmtlar values of peak 
oxygen uptake The relatively low peak HR observed dunng the maxtmal tests reflects the dommat10n 
of penpheral rather than central factors of percetved exert10n Indeed, many subjects reported near-
maxtmallevel of exertiOn for penpheral RPE whtlst ratmg of resptratory-metabohc RPE were markedly 
lower Low peak HR may also reflect the trammg status of the parttctpants, all of whom were moderately 
to well-endurance tramed Further haemodynamtc analysts m future testmg ts needed to determme tf a 
dtmtmshed HR ts mdtcatlve of reduced cardiOvascular stram 
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Measures of peak oxygen uptake were substantially h1gher than those pubhshed m prev1ous research 
findmgs for smgle-hmb contmuous exerc1se Lew1s et al (1983) observed peak V02 durmg maxtmal 
exercise of 0 61 I mm- 1 m contmuous smgle arm curl and 1 55 l mm- 1 m one arm crankmg 
When relatmg maximal uptake for two-arm exerctse wtth one-arm exercise, a study exammmg 10 
healthy men w1th s1mdar estimated hmb muscle volumes found peak V 0 2 durmg one-arm and two-arm 
crankmg to be 1 65 and 2 19 I mm -I, respectively (Ammoff et al , 1 996) Other mvestlgations of maxtmal 
two arm crankmg m healthy male subjects have observed peak oxygen uptakes rangmg from 2 46 to 2 82 
I min-1 (Magel et al, 1978, Pandolf et al, 1984, Stamford et al, 1978, Toner et al, 1990) Although a 
dtrect hnk between two-arm and one-arm exercise cannot be dtrectly assessed, an approXJmate estimate 
of a 30% mcrease m oxygen consumptiOn 1s useful to contextuahse the current data set Wh1lst results 
should be mterpreted With cautwn, apprmumate peak vo2 for two-arm exerCISe range from 2 20 I mm- 1 
for exercise D to 3 15 I mm- 1 for exerctse C, values comparable or greater than those for two-arm 
crankmg 
5.3.2 Submaximal tests 
Energy expendzture and OXYgen uptake 
At all exerc1se mtens1ties, sequence C had a s1gmficantly smaller energy expend1ture rate compared to 
other sequences (F1gure 5 7) Th1s d1fference was as much as 296 98 kJ hr- 1 at RPE 15 between sequences 
B (1638 72 kJ hr- 1) and C (1341 74 kJ hr-1) Th1s apparent discrepancy IS not well understood g1ven 
participants reached the h1ghest values of V02peak and had s1gmficantly longer duratwn of maxtmal 
exerciSe durmg sequence C Relatively httle d1fference occurred between all other exerc1se mode~ 
Oxygen uptake for all exerc1ses vaned from 0 83-D 94 I mm-1 for RPE 11 to 1 05-1 06 I mm- 1 for 
RPE 13 to 117-1 30 I mm- 1 for RPE 15 (F1gures 5 8·5 9) Metabohc responses were relatively s1m1lar 
across dtfferent exerctse sequences However, mmor differences across sequences dtd eXIst that were 
consistent across subjects Stmtlar cardiOvascular responses have been previOusly reported m one-arm 
curl and one-arm crankmg at three d1fferent relat1ve work loads of the muscle group spec1fic maxtmal 
oxygen uptake (Lew1s et al, 1983) Usmg a cadence of 60 rpm at 25%, 50%, and 75% of peak V02, 
oxygen uptakes of 0 53, 0 80, and 113 I mm- 1, respectively, were observed for 1-arm crankmg wtth a 
restmg V02 of 0 26 I mm- 1 Dunng contmuous arm curl exercise, an oxygen uptakes of 0 44 I mm- 1 
(75% peak V02) was found Durmg these tests, submaxtmal exerctse lasted 5-6 mm and were followed 
by rest penods of 15 mm 
Greater oxygen uptakes observed m dtscrete, sequential cychc arm exercises may be due to a vanety 
of reasons As previously mentwned, these exercise modes were selected based on the desue to recrmt 
a large and vaned muscle mass The discrete phases of each exerc1se mode were sequenced to enable 
spec1fic muscle groups to be subjected to a distmct duty cycle such that active phases were punctuated 
by a pass1ve (recovery) phase Greater (or well-timed) recovery for active muscles may delay the onset of 
fatigue and enable subjects to exerc1se at a h1gher mtens1ty Given a greater complex1ty m movement, the 
exercise modes mvestigated m thts study may reqmre increased torso stabthsatwn (Davtes & Sargeant, 
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1974), 1sometnc contracttons (Sawka et al, 1982), mternal organ actiVIty (Sawka, 1986), and ehctt 
dtfferent skeletal muscle recrmtment patterns (Sawka et al , 1 982) relative to arm crank or arm curl 
Ogata & Yano (2005) suggest that a contmuous stabthsatwn effort m occurs durmg upper body exerctse 
Wtth mcreasmg complexity of exercise, stabthsatton m dtscrete, sequential cychc arm exerctse may occur 
to a greater extent 
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The energy expenditure rates observed durmg expenmentat10n vahdate the possible benefits of m-
corporatmg discrete, sequential cychc arm movements mto whole body exercise The metabohc effects of 
all movements were substantial m the context of one arm exercise It ts mterestmg to note the relatively 
low muscular endurance of subJects dunng testmg, pnmary complamts of excessive muscle fattgue m 
the arms and shoulder (particularly m the upper b1ceps and deltmd reg10n) occurred throughout all tn-
als, w1th penpheral RPE compnsmg the dommate factor of overall RPE dunng assessment of exertiOn 
Previous mvestlgators have also observed stmtlar muscular endurance and consequent metabohc effects 
of arms durmg exercise (Bergh et al, 1976, Bonen et al, 1980, Lew1s et al, 1983, Reybrouke et al, 
1975, Sargeant & Dav1es, 1973) Fmally, 1t IS possible to speculate on the energy expenditure rates 
associated w1th multiple-plane two-arm exerc1se S1milar to that observed for peak V02 , a modest 30% 
gam can be apphed to rates observed for one-arm exercise to g1ve a range for example, of apprmamately 
1255-1740 kJ hr- 1 for exercise C to 1560-2080 kJ hr- 1 for sequence B dunng two-arm exercise, at RPE 
levels between 11 and 15 
Heart Rate and Relatzve Heart Rate 
Over all exercise mtensttles, exercise sequences tended to ehctt relatively moderate HR responses rangmg 
from 83-90 beats per mmute (bpm) (RPE 11) to 89-97 bpm (RPE 13) to 93-104 bpm (RPE 15) Thus 
for a two-level mcrease m RPE ratmg, heart rate mcreased by a small but statistically stgmficant average 
of 5 6 bpm (F1gure 5 10) The low HR observed durmg expenmentat10n suggest that participants were 
not particularly stressed m the cardiOvascular sense GIVen that work was pnmanly performed by small 
muscle groups of the upper arm, shoulder, and torso regwn, It IS posstble to conclude that over-fatigued 
muscles of the upper extremity prevented participants from ach1evmg h1gher HR 
Whtlst no s1gmficant dtfferences m steady-state HR were found between exercise sequences, companng 
relative values of HR by expressmg HR measurements agamst each mdlVldual's respective peak HR may 
gtve a better mdtcatwn of exercise mtens1ty Comparmg relative HR m this manner, stgmficant differ-
ences between sequences B and C were observed (F1gure 5 11) These differences may merely be artifacts 
of the markedly lower peak heart rate of sequence B coupled w1th the relatively h1gher peak heart rate 
observed m sequence C Nevertheless, the data md1cates the part1c1pants are more able to sustam exer-
Cise at a h1gher percentage of the1r peak heart rate for sequences A and B compared to sequences C and D 
Mznute Ventzlatzon (VE) 
F1gure 5 12 shows an mcrease m ventilatiOn (VE) w1th mcreasmg mtens1ty of exercise Usmg sequence A 
as an example, observed VE values were 23 11, 27 42, and 33 25 I mm-1 for RPE 11, RPE 13, and RPE 
15, respectively These measures of VE merely reflect the low cardiOvascular mtens1ty of the exerc1smg 
part1c1pants and correlate closely w1th past stud1es matchmg ventilatiOn w1th rates of oxygen consumptiOn 
durmg exercise (Saltm & Astrand, 1967) Lew1s et al (1983) observed similar ventilatiOn rates of 22 5, 
33 3 I mm -l dunng one arm crankmg at 25 and 50% of peak V 02 
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The values of VE strongly suggest that partiCipants were not limited by theu cardiOrespiratory abihty 
Rather muscle aches, pam, fatigue, and perhaps lactate accumulatiOn m small exerctsmg muscles were 
more hkely to be hmttmg factors to the achievement of htgher ventilatiOn and oxygen consumpt10n rates 
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Durmg exercise, RER IS mfiuenced by the type of muscular exercise, whether contmuous or mtermtttent, 
bnef or prolonged, hght or heavy m relatiOn to the maximal aerobic power of the engaged muscle groups 
(Astrand & Rodahl, 1986) The relatively low RER values observed across all exercise mtensii!es IS 
another mdicatwn that partiCipants were not heavily taxed m the cardiOrespiratory sense (Figure 5 13) 
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RER values at RPE 11 resemble those observed for mdlVlduals at rest - apprmnmately 0 82 to 0 85, 
where fat and carbohydrate contnbute equally to the energy supply 
W1th increasmg ratmg of perceived exertiOn, there IS a dtstmct and stattsttcally significant mcrease 
m RER, md1catmg a proport1onally greater share of energy y1eld from carbohydrates (R=1 00) Th1s 
gradual sh1ft towards a more carbohydrate-nch energy source 1s expected g1ven the advantages gamed m 
energy yteld These results roughly correlate to the mcreases ohc;erved durmg steady state submaJGmal 
arm ergometry Durmg two-arm crankmg at a cadence of 50 rpm and work rates of 15, 45, and 60 W, 
Powers et al (1984) noted RERs of 0 84, 0 88, and 0 92, respectively 
There was no stgmficant difference m RER between exercise sequences observed, suggestmg that 
sources of energy were relatively stmtlar However It IS mterestmg to note that for htgher exercise m-
tens1t1es of RPE 13 and RPE 15, sequence A tended to produce markedly h1gher, though nons1gmficant 
measures of RER 
Lzmztatwns to the study 
A greater sample stze would have atded m dtscnmmatmg between exerctse sequences Moreover, smce 
only healthy actlve males were tested, physwlog1cal effects that were mferred from th1s study may not be 
apphcable to other partlc1pants who d1ffer m trammg, body compos1twn, muscular bmld, and endurance 
capac1ty of the upper body The study was also hm1ted by the number and selectwn of exerc1se sequences 
tested Smce exerc1ses m the study were all hypothes1sed to ehc1t relatively h1gh levels of oxygen uptake 
and energy expenditure, the lack of differentiatiOn between sequences IS not surpnsmg It IS possible 
that w1th further testmg of a larger select10n of upper body exerc1se sequences, greater d1fferent1atwn 
between sequences could be made 
Furthermore, It was apparent that partiCipants that had undergone more upper body trammg were 
able to ach1eve greater V02peak and VOz durmg both mruGmal and submax1mal tests Future expenmen-
tatwn may aim to test participants of a more similar trammg status and hmb muscle volume, whether 
largely untramed or sem1-tramed m the regwns of the upper extrem1ty 
5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The ab1hty to pred1ct the metabohc effects of upper body exerc!'e sequences based on muscle mass 
utilisatiOn, muscle pattern of exerctse, and ease of sequence performance IS a complex task Prevwus 
evaluatwn of exerc1se movement sequences m Chapter 4 ranked sequences from h1gh to low w1th regards 
to rate of energy expenditure Usmg a senes of cntena mcludmg number of occurrences of movements 
usmg a htgh percentage of muscle mass and htgh torque, the number of consecutive actlvatwns for 
a particular muscle, total number of dtscrete movements mcorporated m to a sequence, and ease of 
performance, an ordered rank of the sequences (from h1gh to low oxygen consumptwn) estabhshed pnor 
to experimentation was A, B, C, D 
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W1th the exceptwn of sequence C, peak V02 trends largely followed th1s predicted order The larger 
than expected peak V 02 for C may be due to fam1hanty m movement that translated m to a greater 
ease of performance when exerctsmg at htgh work rates although mcreased metabohc measures were not 
observed m sequence C at submaxJ.mal levels of exercise 
Participants were generally able to exercise at a greater mtens1ty (absolute and relative heart rate, 
VE, absolute V02) when performmg sequences A and B compared to sequences C and D Differences m 
energy expenditure were not as pronounced though As1de from sequence C, wh1ch had a s1gmficantly 
smaller rate of energy expenditure compared wtth all other sequences, there were no stgmficant differences 
between sequences A, B, and D These results are not entirely surpnsmg as movement sequences were 
not selected to reflect the broadest range but a cross sectiOn of relatively htgh energy expenditure rates 
Though there has been some success m predtctmg rank of energy expenditure, additiOnal mvesttga-
ttons mto a greater range of movement sequences may prove useful m tmprovmg and further developmg 
the rankmg algonthm used These mvestigatwns {along wrth the current study) are a neces~tty be-
cause few studtes of upper body exercrse, asrde from arm crankmg, have been published The current 
configuratiOn of the machme can be used to further explore the physiOlogical effects of a w1der vanety 
of one-arm and two-arm upper body exercrses Prehmmary evrdence mdrcates that drscrete sequential 
upper body movements have potential to produce greater metabohc effects than that currently achieved 
m conventional arm exercrse Results from a more detarled study may have drverse apphcatwns rangmg 
from exerciSe mode development to exercise prescnpt10n for those hm1ted m mob1hty Add!tlonally, fur-
ther use of the novel platform technology may be embodied m exercise machmes that execute and refine 
sport-specific movements, assrst upper body exercise m werghtless states (space apphcatwns), ard m 
chmcal evaluatiOns for cardrac-rmprured mdrvrduals, finely tune motor control, and constram movement 
pathways for rehabrhtative medrcme 
ImplementatiOn of multiple-plane exercise may be especially useful for mdlYlduals w1th paraplegia, 
amputatiOns, or neurological problems who are unable to sustam leg exercise, fully use lower hmbs, or 
even sustam two-arm exercise For mdivJduals w1th a physical dJsab1hty, participatiOn m physical actiVIty 
1s often !muted due to physically restnctJve conditions (B1rkett & Berman, 1998) Currently, one of the 
most common modes of exercrse for these mdrvrduals IS the arm crank ergometer, which utihses hmited 
muscle groups and a correspondmgly small muscle mass to sustam workloads The development of new 
upper body exercrse modes not only allows a greater vanety of muscles and greater muscle mass to be 
used, but expands the depth and breadth of fitness optwns available to all mdlVlduals 
These potential capabilities are possible through a radical departure m design from traditiOnal exer-
ctse eqmpment and can also have a srgmficant effect m how future exercrse machmes are dPsrgned and 
manufactured 
Chapter 6 
Design and development of a new 
machine • exercise 
6.1 Background 
Current research has been mmed at the development of an upper body cardwvascular exercise machme 
that mcreases ralone expenditure beyond that of ex1stmg exercise eqmpment for a given level of perceived 
exertwn Unhke current exercise machmes, the new concept IS based on an m depth understandmg of 
muscular-skeletal system mteractwns and energy expenditure Previous chapters have explored the rela-
twnshtp between perceived exertiOn and energy expenditure, tdentlfymg muscle mass, contraction type, 
and muscle recrmtment pattern as key factors that mfluence energy expenditure Related expenmental 
testmg has also mdicated that exercise movements mvolvmg vaned muscle groups of the upper body 
generate greater energy expenditure rates than those that repeatedly use a hmited number of muscles 
when coordmated to reflect hexghtened muscle mass usage, peak torque generatiOn, and time between 
muscle acbvatwn-reactlvabon 
The apphcatwn of this underlymg research to a structured design methodology IS the basis for this 
chapter, with the a1m to embody a novel exercise machme with potentml for mass market usage Smce 
the prevwus exercise test ng should merely be regarded as a tool for confirmmg the ongmal hypothesis, a 
wholly different exercise embodiment should not be unexpected Although It was possible to dogmatically 
follow the Imhal design embodiment of the exercise test ng, this was neither a desirable nor effective 
path to follow Factonng m user pnonties, the needs for a machme designed for mass market usage 
versus laboratory testmg differ markedly Issues concernmg useability, work space consideratwns, user 
perceptwn, footprmt, weight, and cost all must be considered with greater Importance Thus the design 
of the new exercise machme IS mfluenced (not dictated) by pnor research While It IS possible that 
the mam emphasis of mcreasmg energy expenditure for a given level of perceived exertiOn may become 
diluted m the process of design for the mass market, the central prmciples of prior research are still able 
to be apphed 
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6.2 Design Methodology 
Much hke the destgn of the exercise test ng, the development of the new upper body exercise machme was 
based upon a structured design methodology (Ulnch & Eppmger, 1995) The general methodology used IS 
presented m Figure 6 1 with more detailed descnpt10ns of design stages found m Chapter 3 Smce the new 
exercise machme could ultimately be brought to market, an understandmg of the current fitness market, 
customer demograph1cs, and capabilities of eXIstmg products was needed pnor to concept development 
In additiOn, a specific set of physwlogtcal constramts has been Imposed on the new exercise machme 
that will mm to maximise energy expenditure With these factors m mmd, a set of product design 
specifications (PDS) was generated to atd m concept development Concept selection was performed 
through rankmg and ratmg methods Followmg the selectiOn of a concept, system-level and detail design 
were completed before final testmg and refinement 
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6.3 The home-fitness market 
Smce the populansat10n of Joggmg and aerobics m the 1970's, mterest m fitness has steadily mcreased 
m the general populat10n In recent years, however, customer aims have shifted towards Improvmg 
physical conditionmg rather than participatmg m competitive sport (Mmtel, 2003) Increases m fitness 
participatiOn has especially been evident m both growth of gym memberships and owners of home 
fitness eqmpment (SGMA, 2006). Particularly m the last decade, the home-fitness sector has offered an 
enormous range of Items catermg to different abilities, budgets, and physiques 
The home fitness market m the Umted Kmgdom reached approXImately £250 milhon m 2003 with 
53% of adults ownmg some form of fitness eqmpment m the home (Mmtel, 2003) In the Umted States, 
fitness eqmpment for the home constituted 80% of the total market, or about $3 4 b1lhon wholesale m 
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2005 (SGMA, 2006) SGMA found that almost half of all US households owned at least one piece of 
exercise eqmpment with regular use occurrmg m about two-thirds of those households Future forecasts 
mdtcate that the fitness and exercise market IS expected to remam strong, as customers are likely to 
demand new and vaned eqmpment and servtces 
6.3.1 User demographics 
G1ven a w1de-rangmg product hne, the home-fitness market reaches a broad-spectrum of customers 
W1thm the customer demographic, clear purchasmg and usage trends emerge Men display greater levels 
of fitness-eqmpment ownership than women and tend to exercise m-home with a greater frequency than 
females Marned md!Vlduals are slightly more hkely than the unmarned to have fitness eqmpment m 
their homes Ownership of m-home fitness eqmpment IS predommant m parents of cht!dren less than 15 
years m age, mdtcatmg the dtfficulties and time constramts of vtsttlng gyms or fitness centres for many 
m this consumer sector (Mmtel, 2003) 
The 55 and older demographic IS among the fastest growmg groups m the fitness mdustry, spendmg 
over $1 0 bt!hon on home exercise eqmpment and accountmg for the highest membership levels m health 
clubs m the U S (Feedback Research Services, 2003) Accordmg to a Target Management Study, house-
holds headed by people aged 55 years or older accounted for 22% of all owner-users of fitness eqmpment 
(Kratzman & Stamford, 2002) Several reasons are attnbuted to the emergence of this demographic 
Health practitiOners regularly prescnbe phystcal activity as preventative to osteoporosis, heart dtsease, 
dtabetes, and numerous other Illnesses At the same time, eqmpment manufacturers have accommodated 
older populatwns with user-fnendly eqmpment for a kmder and gentler fitness workout (Lauer, 2004) 
Many mdJviduals m this demographic are concerned about health, recovery from Illness, and general fit-
ness With the agmg of millions of baby boomers (aged 42 to 60 m 2006), thiS demographic IS expected 
to grow by 13 million people over the next 15 years m the U S alone (SGMA, 2006) 
6.3.2 Existing products 
Wtth respect to mdoor cardiOvascular exerctse, the mam categones of treadmill, cycle ergometer, rower, 
arm ergometer, and ski simulator have remamed largely unchanged Over a 6 year span (1998-2004), 
participatiOn levels have decreased m the rowmg machme (-2%), statiOnary upnght cycle (-14%), strur-
chmber (-28%), aerobic nder (-58%) and cross-country ski machme (-39%) while participatiOn has 
dramatically nsen m the statiOnary recumbent cycle (+66%), treadmill (+28%), and elliptiCal trruner 
( +306%) (SGMA, 2005) 
There has been a general evolutiOn of product focus from specialised exercise to reclmf'd whole body 
exercise Exercise modes that have pnmanly worked the lower hmbs have begun to mcorporate elements 
of upper body exercise, mrunly m the form of smgle plane levers In recent years, a number of whole body 
exercisers have also been developed The populanty of these machmes has been low, perhaps due to 
visual compleXIty m design, high costs, and questiOnable additiOnal health benefits With the exception 
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of the elhptJcal machme, few exercise modes m this category have been adopted en-masse by regular 
users of cardrovascular fitness eqmpment 
Technological advances m the fitness mdustry have been dommated by the electromcs sector - m-
cludmg heart rate momtors, programmable treadmills and cycles, and heart rate controlled eqmpment 
Market evaluatiOns have shown that consumers desue machmes that provides mstant feedback on mfor-
matwn such as calones burned, distance, heart rate, and descnptlon of subsequent workouts (Mmtel, 
2003) 
Figure 6 2 shows the classificatiOn of current fitness eqmpment Note the development and progressiOn 
of most exercise modes to a reclmed and whole-body exemse state 
6.4 Interdisciplinary integration 
6.4.1 Physiological requirements 
Research to date has mdicated a number of pnmary design consideratiOns that formulate the basis of 
the development for the new upper body exercise mode 
1 Multr-plane exercise or movements that mvolve vaned muscle groups of the upper body may gen-
erate greater energy expendrture rates than smgle-plane exercrses when coordmated to reflect key 
factors of muscle mass usage, peak torque generatiOn, time between muscle actlvatwn-reactlvatwn, 
and perceived ease of performance 
2 Upper body workouts should aim to use movements that constitute a high (greater than 30%) 
percentage of the total upper body skeletal muscle mass 
3 Movements that constitute a high percentage of total muscle mass should be used over a greater 
range of motiOn 
4 Movement sequences that avmd repetition of muscle usage m consecutive motiOns are preferred 
over those that repeatedly engage a particular muscle group 
5 Ease of performance rs an Important factor for most users when choosmg an exercise mode 
6 Boredom and fatigue from cyclic exercise IS avmded by addmg vanahon m exercise pattern of 
movement 
6.4.2 Mechanical requirements 
Exphcit design features and mechamcal reqmrements are specified by Bntish and European standards 
mstitutes (Bntish Standard, 2006) Standards for new exercise machmes are encompassed by the greater 
category of stationary trammg eqmpment This category compnses strength trammg eqmpment and 
benches, pedal crank trammg eqmpment, treadmills, rowmg machmes, steppers and chmbers, elliptiCal 
tramers, and exercise bicycles 
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Current standards spectfy a number of destgn geometry reqmrements mtended to enhance user safety 
All edges of surfaces, supportmg bodtes, and components whtch are accesstble to the user or to thtrd 
parttes are to be free of burrs, rounded, or protected m another manner Accesstble tube ends are 
spectfied to be closed off etther by parts of the eqmpment or by plugs 
TransmissiOn elements and rotatmg parts should be protected such that a test finger cannot be 
trapped or touch movmg parts whtch have no smooth surface Safety measures can be tmplemented by 
adhermg to standard dtstances spectfied between a movmg obJect and a ngtd part 
Attachment devices such as ropes, belts, and chams are reqmred to have a safety factor agamst 
breakage of 6 ttmes the maxtmum posstble force that can be achteved Handlebars should have a mtmmum 
dtameter of 50 mm at the cross-sectwn of the ttp to reduce the danger of penetratwn Gnppmg posttwns 
should also be clearly marked and textured to prevent shppmg 
6.5 Establishing design specifications 
Design specrficatwns of the new exercise machme are a direct translatiOn of customer needs m to techmcal 
terms (Ulnch & Eppmger, 1995) Target spectficatwns are first set early m the development process to 
reflect Ideal charactensttcs of the new product However, these spectficatwns are later refined to reflect 
the chmce of product concept 
6.5.1 Identifying customer needs 
The Identlficahon of customer needs directly commumcates customer contact and expenence wtth certam 
products and thetr envtronment Intervtews were conducted wtth a total of 20 customers (10 women and 
10 men) of average age 44 6 ±12 2 years compnsmg occastonal, frequent, and heavy users of cardiOvascular 
exerctse machmes Customers exerctsed an average of 4 9 ±1 2 ttmes a week for duratwn 1 2 ±0 5 hours 
The most commonly used cardtovascular exerctse modes were the treadmtll and elhptteal wtth occastonal 
use of the statiOnary btcycle, rower, stepper, and cross-country ski Simulator also mentioned 
Customer responses were gathered through dtrect contact or word of mouth distnbutwn Individuals 
were dtrected to an onlme questwnnrure where answers were sohctted for vanous questiOns The process 
of collectmg data of customer needs was largely mformal, and the sohcttatwn of responses contmued 
until no new answers were generated The followmg questiOns were asked on the survey 
• \Valk me through a typtcal sesswn usmg an exercise machme 
• What do you hke about the eXIstmg exerciSe machmes? 
• What do you dtshke about the extstmg exerctse machmes? 
• What Issues do you constder when purchasmg exercise machmes? 
• What Improvements would you make to exercise machmes? 
Customer statements were dtrectly translated mto needs statements For example, the followmg quota-
twn and subsequent need statement was recorded 
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Customer statement ''I l~ke smooth turn~ng of the tracks-- no cl1ck1ng 
no1ses I don't l1ke how no1se on the treadm1ll sounds 
l1ke a gallop1ng horse', 
Need statement The exerc1se mach1ne moves smoothly and qu1etly 
A large list of needs statements were collated from all the transcnbed mtervtews (Table 6 1) State-
ments were orgamsed mto an hterarchal structure where Importance levels from 1 {htgh) to 5 (low) were 
established To assess the relattve lffiportance of each need, mstances of repetitiOn of the need or related 
statements were noted Statements of need repeated more than 10 times were g1ven a ratmg of "1", 7-10 
times were rated "2", 5-7 times were rated "3", 3-5 times were rated "4", and 1-3 times were rated "5" 
Table 6 1: User needs of new exercise machme 
Need Importance 
The exercise machme 1s cost-effective 4 
6.5.2 PDS 
has an easily-learned exercise motiOn 2 
IS an effective means of exercise 4 
accommodates a range of users 3 
has comfortable supports (seats, pedals) 2 
has a small footprmt 3 
IS able to be reduced m stze for storage 4 
has low mass 2 
IS sturdy 
1s reliable 
IS versatile m exercise 
moves qmetly 
moves smoothly 
has adjustable resistance 
has stabthsatlon features 
ts visually appeahng and mst1lls pnde 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
5 
The customer needs hst was used to establish a set of associated metncs, defined as precise and mea-
surable specificatiOns whtch sufficiently charactense product needs Metncs may be descnptors of smgle 
or multiple needs Margmal and Ideal metnc values were assigned usmg varwus benchmarks such as 
extstmg cardiOvascular exercise machmes, test standards, and stated customer preferences Table 6 2 
giVes the generated metncs and associated margmal and tdeal values 
The final product destgn specificatiOns were based on parameters relatmg to functiOn, performance, 
dimenswns, mass, matenals, human factors, environment, manufacturmg, testmg, mamtenance, quality 
and reliability, dtsposal, life span, quantity, shelf ltfe, cost, and safety standards 
6.6 Generation of product concepts 
A set of design constramts were established through both the product destgn specificatiOns and vanous 
phystologteal reqmrements found m pnor literature searches and expenmental testmg These destgn 
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Table 6.2: Margmal and Ideal values of metncs 
Metnc Metnc Importance Umts Margmal Ideal 
I umt manufacturmg cost 4 £ < 199 < 99 
2 energy expenditure rate at RPE-11 4 kJ hr- 1 > 1500 > 2500 
4 range of anthropometncally d1verse population 3 % 80 95 
5 handle area 2 mm x mm 300 X 100 400 X 200 
6 machme footprmt area 3 cm x cm 200 X 80 160 X 60 
7 reduction m footprmt area when stored 4 % 20 50 
8 total mass 2 kg 70 30 
9 bendmg strength of tube geometry 1 MPa >5 > 10 
10 cychc endurance load testmg I cycles 15,000 100,000 
11 load, mtrms1c loadmg test 1 N > 2000 > 4000 
12 load, extrmsiC loadmg test 1 N > 4900 > 6125 
13 time to assemble frame I 
' 
600 180 
14 number of exercise configurations 2 hst >2 >4 
15 noise level durmg exercise 2 dB 90-100 < 70 
16 backdnve fnct1on 2 N 5 1 
17 maximum res1stance level I Watts 200 300 
18 stahihsat10n features I yes/no ye• ye• 
19 extra features 5 NA NA NA 
constramts helped gmde the generatiOn of product concepts Similar to the concept generatiOn process 
established m Chapter 2, concepts were developed through methods of 1) external search (lead users, 
experts, expenenced customers, and techmcal experts), patents (related mventwns), literature (techmral 
JOUrnals, trade literature), benchmarkmg (competitive products), 2) mternal search (mdivJdual methods, 
group methods), and 3) systematic exploratwn (class1ficatwn tree, combmatwn table) 
6. 7 Concept selection 
A miX of structured and unstructured methods were used to select concepts for further development 
Less structured methods such as concept review, expert assessments, and mtmtive selection of concepts 
were used to elimmate highly unfeas1ble 1deas In this stage, pnmary reasons for discard of concepts 
mcluded pnor-ex1stmg embod1ments and patents, difficulty of realisatwn or manufacture, and weak 
overall exercise concepts More formal selectiOn methods (concept screenmg and concept scormg) were 
used to positively support the evaluatiOn of conceptual solutwns Ratmg matnces used a we1ghtmg of 
the relative Importance for evaluatiOn cntena 
From the 1mtml 40 concepts developed for upper body exercise, five concepts were selected for con-
tmued evaluatiOn and further development A design review meetmg was used to Imtially select the 
strongest tdea for complete development Ratmg matnces were also used to compare concepts with the 
mclusion of cntena weights Table 6 3 shows a concept scormg matriX used to select the exercise concept 
for further development 
The Sp1rotramer concept was selected at the concluswn of the review meetmg for detruled development 
(Figure 6 3) This concept IS based on motwn patterns of a hypocyclmd, a cucle that rotates along the 
mner nm of a larger c1rcle (patterns are called epiCyclmds If the circle rotates around the outer nm) The 
exact shape of the curve depends on the rat1o of radu of the outer nng and mner rotatmg circle as well 
as the offset of the traced movement path The central mechamsm has also been used m the spzrograph, 
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Table 6.3: Concept scormg matnx for test ng architecture 
A B c D 
vanable elhpse sp1ro-tramer reconfigurable 3d multtplane 
Selection Cntena Weight(%) ratmg score ratmg score ratmg score ratmg score 
Workout vanat10n 25 4 I 00 5 I 25 3 0 75 I 0 25 
Manufacturabil1ty 10 3 0 30 4 0 40 I 010 2 0 20 
Ease of performmg movement 25 4 I 0 4 I 0 2 0 50 3 0 75 
S•ze (footprmt area) 10 3 0 30 4 0 40 3 0 30 3 0 30 
AdJustabihty of machme dimensions 15 4 0 60 4 0 60 2 0 30 2 0 30 
Vanab1hty m exerc1se 10 3 0 30 5 0 50 5 0 50 2 0 20 
Res1stance (range, Implementation) 5 5 0 25 4 0 20 I 0 05 3 0 15 
total score 100 3 75 4 35 2 50 2 15 
rank 2 I 3 4 
contmue? no ye' no no 
an educatiOnal toy first created m the 1970's Innumerable paths can be created with this mechamsm, 
rangmg from a s1mple Clfcle and ellipse to more complex multi-loop patterns (F1gure 6 4) 
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Figure 6.3: Developed Sp1rotramer concept Ideas 
The concept enables the widest vanations m exercise movements and represents a umque design not 
yet cmbodted m eXIstmg machmes and patents Moreover, the concept allows for an easily changed and 
mterestmg exercise for users The strength of the Spuotramer concept IS echoed m the strong score 
relative to the remammg proposed 1deas m the concept scormg matriX (Table 6 3) 
6.8 Selection of movement path for Spirotrainer 
The Sp1rotramer was selected m part for 1ts flexibllity m achievmg vanable movement pathways Given 
that geometncal design constramts dictated the exerctse path, an optimal movement pathway was se-
lected before detailed des1gn occurred Movement paths were selected based on conclusiOns from expen-
mental work m Chapter 5 along with previous studies pertammg to muscle activation for arm movements 
Smce exphctt data IS not available regardmg the amount of muscle actrvatwn m specific movements, a 
movement pathway was selected usmg the best avallable evidence and supportmg literature 
No. 1 MARK ... 
STARTiNG POINT 
Figure 6.4: Spirograph toy and a selection of generated patterns 
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Muscle activation is governed by a complex interaction of many factors including joint activation, 
speed and direction of movement, applied force, and torque generation (Flanders & Soechting, 1990). Due 
to the complexity of interaction, there exists a limited number of studies to draw relevant information 
regarding movements in three-dimensional space. In many instances, movements tested in previous 
studies were motions of a single joint or of a static activation. Multi-joint movements involve dynamic 
interactions among limb segments which are not present in either single joint movements (Caminiti 
et al., 1990) or isometric contractions (Flanders & Soechting, 1990). Although several investigators have 
pointed out the limitations of studies of single joint movement, few have extended t his approach to multi-
joint movements. Even fewer studies have published EMG records for arm movement with a vertical 
component (Flanders, 1991). Muscle activation patterns of different known multi-joint movements in 
three-dimensional space were used to coordinate sequences t hat increased the number of activated muscles 
and reduced overuse of specific muscle groups. 
6 .8.1 General rules of muscle activation in three-dimensional space 
Rules for movement control may be similar for different kinds of movements as long as they are func-
tionally sufficient for the task (Gottlieb, 1998). As a first approximation, the total amount (average 
amplitude across time) of activity in a given muscle varies with the cosine angle of the movement direc-
tion (Georgopoulos et al. , 1984). 
Multiple studies have also indicated that movements performed quickly (200 msec) often consist of 
a triphasic pattern of muscle activation. This pattern of activation is initiated by a distinct burst of 
activity in the agonist to accelerate the arm; the antagonist then contracts to decelerate the limb. After a 
brief silent period in the agonist, a second agonist EMG burst (which typically overlaps the final portion 
of the second phase) causes eo-contraction of the antagonistic muscle pair (Flanders, 1991; Gottlieb, 
1998; Moussavi, 2000) (Figure 6.5). 
Elbow 
angle 
Elbow 
velocity 
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Antagonist ~~"V""V-
0 100 200 300 400 msec 
Figure 6.5 : Triphasic activation of agonist/antagonist muscle pairs 
sagittal plane 
sagittal plane frontal plane 
F igure 6.6: Movements investigated in the sagittal and frontal planes 
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A study investigating twenty movement directions in the sagittal and frontal planes (Figure 6.6) at 
moderate speed (500 msec movement t ime) found that basic waveforms (including the triphasic pattern) 
of muscle activation are scaled in amplitude and shifted in time to generate movement in different 
directions (Flanders, 1991). The distinctive temporal shift function was repeatable within and across 
subjects, and was also similar across many muscles of the upper body (anterior deltoid, medial deltoid, 
posterior deltoid, pectoralis, biceps, medial triceps, brachoradialis). T he results in the study indicated 
that temporal shifting of basic waveforms is a fundamental strategy employed by the networks of neurons 
involved in generating arm movement (Flanders, 1991). 
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Although Flanders' (1991) approach to EMG preparation was relatively complex compared to past 
approaches, a simple qualitative method was devised to indicate activation patterns for spatia l move-
ments. Specifically, a temporal shifting procedure and an EMG principal component analysis was used 
to quantify the various timings of activation for traces in different directions. Principal component analy-
sis is a method for reducing multidimensional data sets. This reduction of redundant data allows for 
EMG amplit ude estimation irrespective of the architecture of the muscle fibres a nd muscle orientation 
(Staudenmann et al., 2004). 
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Figure 6 .7: Anterior deltoid (sagittal plane); polar plot of movement direction showing the temporal shift 
needed to realign smoothed and normalised EMG Lraces. T he black region of negative covariance ranges 
from 0 to -lOOmsec temporal shift and the white region of positive covariance ranges from +lOO to -lOO msec 
temporal shift. By convention, the -100 msec (later) shift for a negative fit is equated with a +100 msec 
(earlier) shift for a positive fi L. Both the broken line and origin represent zero temporal shift. T he black bar 
on the polar plot shows the region for a negative fit . Reproduced from Flanders (1991) 
Directions fo r which traces were shifted later in time (up to -100 msec) were indicated by data points 
further out (at a greater radius) in a polar plot (Figure 6. 7). In this sense, t he term polar plot refers to t he 
expression of activation timing a long the radius as a function of the direction of movement (represented 
by the angle B). For upward/slightly backward movements, t he principal EMG waveform occurred before 
that of the forward direction and thus was shifted later in t ime by -70 msec and -20 msec, respectively. 
For downward movements, the waveform was delayed and thus was shifted earlier in time. 
Thus a series of temporal shift polar plots were constructed from EMG patterns recorded from 
the first principal component of the following muscles: anterior deltoid, pectoralis, posterior deltoid, 
medial deltoid, biceps, bracbioradialis, medial t riceps. These plots give an approximate indication of 
muscle activation during a specified arm movement. The characterisation of temporal patterns of muscle 
activation by Flanders (1991) was a primary source for selection of an optimal movement pathway. 
6.8.2 Desirable movement paths and associated muscle activations 
A four-loop movement pattern was selected as the target exercise movement pathway (Figure 6.8). 
Since basic activation waveforms of muscle were observed to be shifted in time for arm movements in 
different directions, this property was used to systematically increase muscle rest times before principal 
reactivation. For many muscles, significant differences in activation t imes occurred when t he direction 
Fig ure 6.8: Four- loop movement 
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F igure 6 .9: Four loop exercise sequence s howing 
no overlap of movemenL 
(from the same origin of movement) varied from 72° to 90° (Flanders, 1991). Thus a geometry was desired 
that was capable of changing movement direct ion from a relatively central origin of space. Examining 
the four-loop pattern , the origin of movement is relatively central. As the exercise path proceeds, a clear 
direction change is observed approximately every 90° (Figure 6.10). 
Figu re 6.10 : Direct ional movement change from central origin during exercise 
Increases in rest time before principal reactivation is illustrated with an examination of anterior 
deltoid (AD) muscle activity (Figure 6.7). No activat ion is observed when moving back. Activation 
occurs earlier in the upwards/slight ly back configuration. Movement forward is not temporally shifted 
whilst movement downward exhibit later AD activat ion. The cycle then repeats with another prolonged 
rest period after the late activation. Similar changes in muscle activation are also observed in the 
posterior deltoid, biceps, medial triceps, and brachioradialis with a 90° rotation in movement direction. 
The four-loop configuration allows a broad reaching range of movement within the workspace. Smooth 
arc-like strokes activate muscles at a greater reach, allowing agonist EMG amplitudes to increase while 
increasing antagonist EMG magnitudes (Gabriel, 1997). These smooth exercise movements are much 
preferred in a cyclic continuous exercise over more distinct 'edged ' movement paths. 
Additionally, exact muscle activation patterns are not replicated at the start of a new four- loop cycle 
(Figure 6.9). Exercisers are not required to learn mult iple exercise movements since the design inherently 
shifts the placement of the beginning loop (no complete cycle overlaps any previous cycle). As a result , 
muscle activation patterns cannot be exactly rep licated, reducing risk of muscle fatigue. 
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Whilst there may be a lternative equally or more effective exercise paths, this particular pattern 
of movement was considered appropriate for the desired oujecLives of the exercise machine, given the 
available resources and corresponding evidence based on previous studies. 
6.9 System level design 
6. 9.1 Geometry of m echanism 
The general shape of the motion pathway is dependent on the ratio R/r where R is the radius of the 
outer circle and r is the radius of the inner rotating circle (Figure 6.11). If this ratio is a fraction m/n 
in lowest red uced terms, t he curve will have m loops and is completely t raced after moving the cil·cle n 
times around the inner rim. If R/r is irrational, the curve wiiJ never close, although repeated revolut ions 
will nearly close it (Maor, 1998). 
Figure 6.11: Geometry of Spiro-trainer mecha nism 
To create a motion pathway tracing four distinct loops, an outer radius (R) of 160 mm and inner 
radius (1·) of 39.4 mm was chosen. The resulting motion pathway was circumscribed in a circle of 
approximately 300 mm in radius. 
Whilst the workspace area was appropriate for the 5-95% of the male population according to an-
thropometric texts, subsequent pilot testing observed that users with shoulder grip lengths smaller than 
600 mm found the movement path too large. To decrease the path size, a series of discrete holes along 
the length of the handle attachment were used to reduce the offset of the handle location. 
6.9.2 Mechanism design 
A prototype was constructed using 5 mm thick polycarbonate sheets laser cut to produce the appropriate 
geometries (Figures 6.12 and 6.13). The ratio of the radii for the outer gear ring and the inner rotating 
gear was approximately 4:1 (slightly larger than an exact whole number ratio), creating a motion path 
that traced the four-loop geometry. Slot linkages were used to connect the rotating gear to the central 
hub and to connect a handle as an extension of the gear face. 
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T he prototype enabled key aspects of design to be examined. The geometry of the system was con-
firmed to be appropriate for a range of arm and shoulder reach length. The motion path was challenging 
for users but not unduly difficult to perform. Movement of the polycarbonate gears was smooth and 
seamless. 
Fig ure 6.12: Prolotype CAD isometric view Fig ure 6.13: Prototype isometric view 
The use of polycarbonate for the outer gear ring and the inner rotating gear was suboptimal due 
to the flexibility of the material. P recise alignment was needed to ensure cont inuous contact between 
the gear teeth. However, tighter joint connections resulted in bowing of the polycarbonate at the point 
of connection. Material bending caused the inner gear to slip out of alignment after repeated rotations 
within the outer gear ring. 
6.9 .3 Final Component selection 
The final prototype alleviated these problems by const ructing the outer ring gear from stainless steel of 
10 mm thickness. The inner rotating spur gear was laser cut from Delrin, a lightweight, low-friction, 
and wear-resistant engineering plastic. The ensuing combination of Delrin rolling within stainless steel 
allows smooth contact without deformation or shearing of metal components. T he increased thickness, 
st iffness, and strength of material ensures that no flexing and misalignment of the gears occurs. 
The resistance system used in the final prototype was that of an electric exercise bicycle with magnetic 
resistance. A stepper motor moves a set of magnets closer to or further away from a spinning flywheel 
to change the magnitude of resistance. A control system connected di rectly to the console outputs the 
total distance t ravelled, the work rate (wattage), and the angular speed of exercise (rpm). 
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6.10 D etail design 
6.10.1 Transmission elem ents 
The flywheel is located above the external crank to reduce the base footprint of the machine. A trans-
mission belt transmits motion from the external crank to the flywheel. To reduce backlash of the belt, a 
roller (offset from the axis of the flywheel) and external extension springs tension the belt. The magnetic 
braking system provides resistance at the flywheel. By virtue of the transmission system, resistance to 
rotational motion is then encountered at the crank. Figures 6.14-6.16 illustrate the placement of key 
components. 
·' 
Figure 6.14: Back, side, and top views of the Spirotrainer 
6.10.2 External framework 
The crank and flywheel are supported by an external framework made from welded tubular steel. A 
central strut supports a pair of mounting plates on which the outer ring gears are axially aligned and 
supported. A longer curved strut extends to the ground and provides a stable, low centre of mass base 
for the machine. Low profile cylindrical section lengths are mounted in a parallel fashion on the strut 
ends to further increase machine strength and stability. 
6.10.3 Inner m echanism design 
The central frame is sandwiched between two 10 mm thick steel mounting plates separated by hexagonal 
spacers. T he inner gear rings are bolted to the outer surface of the mounting plates by a set of eight 10 
mm holes inset from the outer ring diameter. 
flywheel and 
magnetic brake 
gear ring 
handle 
mounting 
plate 
crank shaft 
frame 
Figure 6.15: Labelled view of the Spirotrainer 
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Figure 6.16: Working prototype Spirotrainer 
The mounts for the crank shaft extend through the centre of the steel plate and gear ring pair. The 
tip of the mount has a square cross-section that corresponds to a matching square bole extrusion on the 
crank shaft itself. The square geometry enables the left and right crank shaft to be mounted 180 degrees 
apart. 
A cylindrical connector contains an end cap that sits flat against the inner spacer. The inner spur 
gear is bolted flush against the cap end. A cylinder shaft end protrudes through the crankshaft and is 
pinned to the handle mount (Figure 6.17 - 6.19). Nylon spacers on either side of the crank shaft ensure 
that no metal to metal rubbing occurs. 
The handle mount contains seven discrete holes to vary the offset of the handle location. A circle clip 
is used to fix the handle in place but can easily removed to change its position. The crank and handle 
unit for the Spirotrainer can be altered to allow attachment of a separate crank unit for a standard arm 
ergometer. Figure 6.20 pictures the different crank shaft attachments for Spirotrainer and arm crank 
exercise. 
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crank shaft 
handle mount 
spur gear 
cylindrical connector 
retaining ring handle 
Figure 6.17: Exploded view of crank shaft assembly 
Figure 6.18: Crank shaft assembly Figure 6.19: Top view of crank shaft assembly on 
mounting plate 
Figure 6.20: Spirotrainer crank (left ) and arm ergometry crank (right) 
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6.11 D et ermining work rate during exercise 
Work rate (power) during exercise can be easily determined if the force of resistance and total distance 
travelled is known. 
Power = torque x angular velocity (6.1) 
Calibrations of the magnetic brake at 60 rpm determined the following power outputs corresponding to 
each level of resistance. The following calibration results for power output are supplied by manufacturers 
of the braking system for Reebok Fitness Equipment at a sample cadence of 60 rpm. 
Resistance level 
Power output (watts) 
Table 6.4: Power output corresponding to resistance level 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
36 40 43 47 51 59 68 78 89 104 118 136 152 168 
6.12 Testing and refinement 
6 .12.1 P ost-production limitations 
Following product ion of the working prototype, a number of problems were realised: 
15 
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16 
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1. Friction due to the spur gear face sliding along the face of the steel plate contributes to increased 
resistance in movement. The mounting plate is needed to ensure that the gear will mesh appro-
priately with the outer ring gear. However, small errors in production and assembly cumulatively 
contribute to alignment problems. During rotation of the spur gear, imprecise alignment tends 
to drive the gear into the face of the mounting plate, building friction. The application of a 
metal-to-nylon lubricant on the surface of the plate alleviates some of the friction. 
2. Due to the arrangement of the pulley and flywheel, the machine was intended to be used with the 
exerciser facing the fiat vertical end as opposed to the curved edges of the mounting plate. Although 
this setup was correct for circular arm cranking, the opposite seat arrangement was needed for 
Spirotrainer movements. Since this user position was not anticipated, the curved tubular support 
strut partially obstructs the reach of users. While it is difficult to alter this feature in its current 
form, future embodiments will utilise a different frame geometry. 
3. Initial exercise using the Spirot rainer is awkward at extreme points in the motion path. It is 
difficult for users to generate power very near or far away from the rotational centre. Although 
the Spirotrainer resembles standard arm ergometry, the method of force application is extremely 
different. Users may need to be familiarised to the method of exercise (much Like how the force 
and cadence of pedaling must be learned for a bicycle). Habituation to exercise has been observed 
to be effective for reducing the difficulty of movement at extreme points. 
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6 .12.2 Further developments 
Previous experimentation wit hin the current research found that arm exercise in multiple planes was a 
means of reducing fatigue from overuse of specific muscles. Although the four-loop movement profile 
detailed in Section 6.8.2 does not use this method of muscle activation (movement occurs only in the 
sagittal plane), its unique directional movement is designed to increase the rest time of a muscle before 
reactivation. 
Figure 6.21: Top view of the outward til t. angles preferred by exercisers (Reproduced from (Klopfer & 
Kramer, 2006)) 
FUrther variation in muscle activation can be achieved by simply rotating the central axis of the 
movement path 5-20 degrees from the vertical such t hat exercise is performed across multiple planes. 
Studies of multiple arm movement in three-dimensional space have observed that all aspects of EMG 
activity (intensity, sign of modulation, and temporal relations to movement onset) varied as movements 
of similar directions were made in different parts of the workspace (Carninit i et al., 1990) . Recent studies 
of paraplegic and healthy exercisers suggest t hat preferred angles of tilt lie between 15- 20 degrees in the 
outward directions (Figure 6.21). Results also indicated that these diagonal movements enabled higher 
forces than linear arm exercise in either the horizonal or vertical direction (Klopfer & Kramer, 2006). 
Thus future development of the Spirotrainer may investigate tilting mechanisms of the central axis to 
give further benefits relating to variable muscle activation. 
6 .13 Conclusions 
A new upper body cardiovascular exercise machine has been developed using a structured design method-
ology. The design considers the current fitness equipment market, primary physiological requil·ements, 
and user needs in the creation of an unique exercise pathway. 
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Although many aspects of mechanical design have been detailed there are numerous changes that can 
still be made to further improve the comfort and quality of exercise, aesthetics, and manufacturabil.ity 
of the machine. These changes are dependent in part on practical assessments of users during exercise. 
Thus the following chapter will detail an int roductory study intended to quantitatively compare the 
effects of exercise using t he Spirotrainer and a standard arm crank ergometer. 
Chapter 7 
Comparison testing of the 
Spirotrainer 
A new upper body cardiovascular exercise machine called t he Spirotrainer has been developed that aims 
to increase the energy expenditure rate (and thus effectiveness) of upper body exercise for a given level 
of perceived exertion. The Spirotrainer addresses problems associated with conventional upper body 
cardiovascular machines, which tend to utilise small muscle groups in a repetitive manner. To reduce 
fatigue and heightened perceptions of effort, a unique cyclic movement has been created t hat allows 
non-circular patterns of exercise to be achieved. The movement path traces a four-loop pattern and the 
start ing point displaces after the completion of a cycle ensuring that no single four-loop path is retraced. 
Due to the nature of the movement pattern, the exercise path travels in four different directions, separated 
by 90 degrees, relative to the central axis of rotation. Combined with pattern rotation every complete 
cycle, the order and timing of muscle activation is varied throughout exercise. 
T he aim of this experiment is to compare initial physiological responses during Spirotrainer (ST ) 
exercise and standard arm crank ergometry (AC). At this stage, a full scale comparison study of oxygen 
uptake and energy expenditure is premature given the developmental nature of the Spirotrainer. However, 
more accessible measures of cardiovascular responses can be taken to give an initial indication of exercise 
effectiveness. In this study, measurements of heart rate, localised muscle pain, perceived exertion, and 
workload are used as factors of comparison during exercise. 
Although external workloads of ST and AC were equated at the flywheel through a gearing change, 
it was apparent that workloads were unlikely to be comparable due to excess friction in the ST handle 
assembly and spur gear. As a result of current technical limitations, the excess work in ST caused by 
friction was unable to be quantified. Thus workloads are unlikely to be comparable for both peak and 
submaximal exercise. In spite of this, it was deemed helpful to continue the investigation to accurately 
capture both performance and perceptual feedback of the two exercise modes. 
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7.1 Methods 
7.1.1 Subjects 
Seven healthy male participants took part in the study following informed consent and approval from the 
Loughborough University Ethical Advisory Committee. Although all participants were physically active, 
none were especially trained in upper body cardiovascular work. Height and weight were recorded using 
a stadiometer (Seca Ltd., Birmingham UK) and a TBF-612 Tanita electronic scale (Tanita Corp., Tokyo 
Japan) , respectively. Body fat was calculated t hrough skinfold measurements of four sites (Jackson & 
Pollock, 1985). Values of physical characteristics (mean±SD) are given in Table 7.1. 
Table 7.1: Means and standard deviations for subject characteristics 
Variable M SD 
Age (years) 25.0 2.4 
Height (cm) 179.2 4.5 
Weight (kg) 76.4 8. 1 
Body fat(%) 14.1 3.4 
Activity frequency (sessions·week-1) 4.3 2.5 
Duration of session (min·session - 1) 49.3 32.1 
7 .1. 2 Testing environment 
All testing was conducted in the Loughborough Sports Technology Research Laboratory. Environmental 
conditions were consistent during testing with respect to room temperature (22.8 ± 0.8°C), relative 
humidity (51 ± 7%) , and auditory/visual distractions. Part icipants were instructed to follow the same 
diet and exercise regime 24 homs prior to each testing session. To further reduce any variability in data, 
testing for individual participants was conducted at similar times on each occasion. 
7.1.3 Exercise equipment used 
Participants performed all experimental tests on a custom built upper body exercise machine called the 
Spirotrainer (ST) (Figure 7.2). A handle was used to rotate a smaller spur gear travelling upon the 
inner surface of a larger gear ring. Circular arm crarlk (AC) was performed by substituting a standard 
crank and handle grip for the spur gear crank assembly. Adjustable handle offset and seat height enabled 
positioning during exercise to be consistent amongst all participants. (Figures 7.2- 7.l(b)) 
Resistance was applied to a spinning flywheel using an motorised magnetic brake system. Sixteen 
levels of resistance allowed braking forces to be applied to the flywheel ranging from 36 to 190 watts in 
increasing increments. Calibration of resistance settings to a known power output was directly supplied 
by Hsumao Industrial Corp. (Taichung Hsien, Taiwan), manufacturers of Reebok Fitness Equipment 
exercise machines. Due to the gearing of the ST gear crank assembly, the power output was effectively 
reduced to one quarter of its original value. To ensure an equal power output during ST and AC, the 
gear ratio was subsequently decreased during AC exercise. The reduction in power output resulted in 
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(a) side profile (b) isometric view 
Figure 7.1 : Side and isometric views of Spirotrainer during use 
a diminished physiological response and the absence of any true 'maximal' values associated with heart 
rate, localised pain ratings, and overall RPE. However, a functional range of exercise intensities was 
reached with the available range of power outputs. Settings for resistance were controlled remotely by 
the investigator during exercise. 
7.1.4 Procedure 
The experimental test procedure consisted of a progressive incremental test for both Spirotrainer exercise 
and arm ergometry, repeated for test-retest comparisons. Test-retest analysis found that no significant 
differences between repeated trials of AC. Thus analysis of data was completed using the average of 
two trials during AC and solely the retest trial data during ST, where performance improvements were 
significant. The order of exercise was counterbalanced to reduce training effects. 
During each participant's initial test session, height, weight, and body fat percentage were obtained. 
The Pain Intensity Scale (Cook et al., 1997) was then introduced and key muscle regions of observation 
were reviewed unt il participants were sufficiently familiar with locations and terminology. 
Forward movement of the trunk was limited by changing the location of the handle offset such that 
the furthest extensions of the handle position Tesulted in a nearly complete extension of the elbow joint. 
Exercise positions were verified during initial pilot testing to allow participants to comfortably generate 
the greatest force through the largest range of motion. 
Progressive incremental test protocol 
Both the standard cycle ergometry test and the Spirotrainer maximal test consisted of a 2 minute 
exercise bout without resistance followed by an increase of 20 W every 2 minutes for subsequent exercise 
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F igu re 7.2: Spirotrainer exercise machine 
stages. Cadence was fixed at 80 rpm, a speed recommended in standard two-arm crank testing (Smith 
et al., 2001), indicated by a digital tachometer readout positioning in front of the participant. Exercise 
cont inued for a duration of 40 minutes. Volitional exhaustion was not achieved due to limitation in 
the resistance settings of the machine. Ratings of localised pain and overall RPE were elicited from 
the participant at the end of each exercise stage. Four distinct regions of t he upper body (Figure 7.3) 
were observed for pain measurement: shoulders and upper back (Region 1), chest (Region 2), upper 
arm (Region 3), and forearm (Region 4). Participants were prompted for pain ratings using a pictorial 
representation of the muscular area of interest. 
Both the Pain Intensity Scale and t he Borg-15 graded scale with verbal anchors were displayed in 
front of the part icipant for referral during t he incremental test. Heart rate was continuously measured 
throughout all exercise using an integrated transmitter belt and interface unit (Polar Electro, Finland). 
7.1.5 Measuring P ain 
To evaluate feelings of pain, a modified Borg category ratio (CR-10) scale was used since the traditional 
Borg 15 point scale does not reflect the exponential growth of perceptual pain with increase in exercise 
intensity. T he Pain Intensity Scale (Cook et al., 1997), shown in Table 7.2 combines the numerical format 
for the Borg CR-10 Scale with verbal descriptors from the Pain Perception Profile (Thrsky et al., 1982). 
The Pain Intensity scale was found to be a valid and reliable tool in assessing pain intensity and peak 
• Region I 
Region 2 
Region 3 
Region 4 
Figu re 7.3: Four regions of observation during pain measurement 
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pain values during physical exercise {Cook et al., 1997) and is recommended as a compa11ion to standard 
RPE scales given the test objective to simultaneously measure pain symptoms and exertional symptoms 
(Robertson, 2004) . 
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Table 7.2: Pain Intensity Sca le 
No pain at all 
Very faint pain (just not iceable) 
Weak pain 
Mild pa in 
Moderate pa in 
Somewhat strong pain 
Strong pain 
Very strong pain 
Extremely int ense pain (almost unbearable) 
Unbearable pain 
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Other methods of qualitative comparison such as the visual analogue scale (VAS), Likert scale (LS), 
and McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ) have been used to measure pain (Micalos et al. , 2004), dypsnea 
{Grant et al. , 1999) , delayed-onset muscle soreness (Cleary et at. , 2002), and local perceived exertion 
(Chiu & Wang, 2006). However, these alternative methods were deemed inappropriate for use. The VAS 
requires a physical mark to be made on a piece of paper and prior studies have shown this act to be 
too difficult to perform in most exercise settings (Cook et at., 1997). Other methods of pain assessment 
were unable to be used because of the lack of verbal anchors or the long time frame associated with the 
gathering of ratings. 
Measurements of naturally occurring muscle pain during exercise serve a number of purposes. Pain 
ratings may give indication of the activation or overuse of certain muscle groups. Pain measurement also 
aids the understanding of factors that influence adoption and maintenance of exercise (Robertson, 2004) 
since exercise induced pain often influences the choice of t raining intensity and decision to continue or 
discontinue performance (O'Connor & Cook, 2001). 
The following category scale instructions were read to participants (modified from Cook et al. (1997)): 
"You are about to undergo an incremental exercise test. The scale before you contains the 
numbers 0-10. You will use this scale to assess perceptions of pain in your upper body during 
the exercise test. In this context, pain is defined as the intensity of hurt that you feel. Don't 
underestimate or overestimate the degree of hurt you feel, just t ry to estimate it as honestly 
and objectively as possible. 
The numbers on the scale represent a range of pain intensity from "very faint pain" (number 
0.5) to "extremely intense pain - almost unbearable" (number 10). When you feel no pain in 
your upper body, you should respond with the number 0. If your upper body feels extremely 
intense pain that is almost unbearable, you should respond with the number 10. If the pain 
is greater than 10, respond with the number that represents the pain intensity you feel in 
relation to 10. The asterick (*) on the scale indicates that ratings higher than 10 can be 
made. 
Repeatedly dw·ing the test you will be asked to rate the feelings of pain in your upper body. 
When rating these pain sensations, be sure to attend only to the specific sensations in your 
upper body and not report other pains you may be feelings (e.g. seat discomfort). 
It is very important that your ratings of pain intensity reflect only the degree of hurt you 
are feeling in your upper body during exercise. Do not use your ratings as an expression 
of fatigue (i.e. inability of the muscle to produce force) or relief that the exercise task is 
completed. 
In summary, you will be asked to: (i) provide pain intensity rating in your upper body only; 
(ii) give ratings as accurately as possible; and (iii) not under- or overestimate the pain, but 
simply rate your pain honestly. You should use the verbal expressions to help rate your 
perceptions." 
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7.1.6 Measuring perceived exertion 
Following the solicitation of pain ratings, perceptions of exertion were assessed using Borgs 15-graded 
scale. This scale was used specifically for RPE (rather than the CR-10 scale) to reduce the tendency 
of participants to associate pain ratings with exertion ratings solely as a by product of using the same 
quantitative scaling measures. The following instructions were read to participants (Robertson, 2004): 
"You are about to undergo an arm exercise test. The scale you see before you includes 
numbers from 6 to 20 and you will use it to assess your perceptions of your exertion while 
you exercise. The perception of physical exertion is defined as the intensity of the effort , 
strain, discomfort, or fatigue you feel during exercise. Please use this scale to translate into 
numbers your feelings of exert ion while exercising. 
The numbers of the scale represent a range of feelings from no exertion at all to maximal 
exertion. To help you select a number that corresponds to your exercise feelings, consider 
the following. When the exercise exertion feels very, very, light , respond with a number 7. 
When the exercise exertion feels very, very hard, respond with a number 19. You will be 
asked to make a rating of perceived exertion for your feelings of exertion in your body as a 
whole - including feelings of exertion in your arms and feelings of respiratory exertion in the 
chest. When you rate your overall exertion, be sure to select the number that most accurately 
represents the whole body's feelings." 
7.1.7 Statistical analysis 
St atistical analysis was performed using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Significant F values (p < 0.05) were further examined using a Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc analysis. 
Comparisons of group means were used to measure significant main effect s and interactions of pain 
ratings, work rate, RPE, and peak HR during incremental tests. The level of statistical significance was 
set at level of p < 0.05. All analysis was performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences 13.0 
(SPSS UK Ltd. , Woking, UK). 
7.2 Results 
Due to intrinsic differences in ext ernal workload at the same resistance settings during AC and ST , it is 
not possible to make meaningful comparisons between the two exercise modes. Thus caut ion must be 
taken when examining instances of statistical significance of physiological and percept ual responses. 
Peak responses of HR and RPE were significantly great er during than AC (Table 7.3). Although 
peak pain ratings were significantly higher in Regions 1 (back and shoulders) and 4 (forearm) in ST 
compared to AC, no significant differences were observed in Region 2 (biceps and triceps) and 3 (chest 
and pectorals). It is also interesting to note that significant differences in peak HR occurred in ST but 
not AC during test-retest conditions (Table 7.5). 
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FUrther analysis at 10 minute increments during exercise indicated that mean pain ratings and RPE 
statistically differed in Regions 1 and 4 only. Table 7.4 indicates significant relationships between these 
measures. 
Table 7.3: Mean±SE of peak physiological and perceptual re-
sponses to the arm crank {AC) and Spirotrainer {ST) during in-
cremental exercise 
Variables 
Heart rate (HR) 
RPE 
Pain rating region 1 (back & shoulders) 
Pain rating region 2 (upper arm) 
Pain rating region 3 {chest) 
Pain rating region 4 {forearm) 
t p< 0.05 between AC and ST 
AC 
97.6±4.1t 
12.4±o.st 
2.4±0.4t 
2.4±0.8 
1.0±0.4 
2.8±Lot 
ST 
128.0±9.7 
16.0±1.0 
4.8±0.9 
3.9±1.1 
1.1±0.5 
4.9±1.1 
Table 7 .4: Mean±SE of local pain and exertion ratings at 10 minute intervals during arm crank {AC) 
and Spirotrainer {ST) exercise 
Pain region 1 Pain region 2 Pa in region 3 Pain region 4 R.PE 
Time (min) AC ST AC ST AC ST AC ST AC 
10 0.7±0.41 1.3±0.5 0.4±0.1 0.7±0.3 0.2±0. 1 0.2±0.1 0.6±0.2 1.3±0.5 7.8±0.4t 
20 1.4±0.51 2.3±0.5 1.1±0.5 1.5±0.3 0.5±0.2 0.3±0.2 t.4±o.5t 2.2±0.6 9.7±0.6t 
30 2.1±0.41 3.4±0.5 1.7±0.6 2 .8±0.7 0.7±0.3 0.7±0.3 2.1±0.7t 3.8±0.8 11.3± 0.61 
40 2.:1±0.41 4.8±0.9 2.4±0.8 3.9±l.l L.0±0.4 1.1±0.5 2.8±1.01 4.9±l.l 12.9±0.8 1 
t p< 0.05 between AC and ST 
Table 7.5: Comparison of peak heart rates (BR) during Spirotrainer test-retest. conditions 
Subject HR test HR retest 
1 151 158 
2 163 158 
3 152 147 
4 97 97 
5 163 117 
6 130 113 
7 153 106 
average 144 128 
ST 
9.1±0.7 
11.9±0.6 
14.3±0.7 
16.0±1.0 
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Ratings of perceived exert ion tended to increase at greater rate with exercise t ime during ST compared 
to AC (Figure 7.4). Similar responses across exercise time were observed during pain rat ings in all fou r 
regions of observation. (Figure 7.5). In Pain Region 1 and 4, significant differences in pain ratings 
occurred at approximately the IO-minute mark. Since no significant differences were observed in peak 
pain ratings (usua lly t he point of greatest differentiation between the two exercises) for Regions 2 and 
3, no fur t her statistical analysis of intermediate ratings was conducted . 
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7.3 Discussion 
Given the greater external workloads during ST compared to AC, it is not surprising that subjects 
perceived exercise to be more difficult during ST compared to AC. At a given time of exercise (power 
output), pain ratings in Regions 1 and 4, perceived exertion , and HR were higher during ST than AC. 
The greater HR during ST may also be indicative of a higher workload. As previously stated , equating 
the power output of the flywheel t hrough a gearing change in t he two exercises does not necessarily 
ensure that force production is also equivalent at the endpoint. Due to the complexity of the spur gear 
handle assembly, friction in multiple sites of rotation resulted in increased difficult of exercise during 
ST. Moreover, the one-way bearing in t he AC handle enabled subjects to use momentum gained in force 
production during one motion of the exercise movement to carry over across the entire circular exercise 
movement. This effect was not permitted in the ST mechanism configuration; participants were required 
to apply a continuous force throughout the ent ire movement and could not use momentum to freely spin 
the crank. 
Despite the effects of a higher workload in ST, the results are potentially encouraging as there was 
no statistically significant difference in pain ratings for Region 2 (biceps & triceps) and Region 3 (chest 
& pectorals). In general, there existed a more even distribution of pain and fatigue across muscles of 
the upper body d uring ST exercise. Conversely, high pain ratings are generally given for t he biceps and 
t riceps region for high intensity AC exercise (Sawka et al., 1983). 
A number of additional issues also contributed to t he increased d ifficulty of exercise during ST. 
Greater complexity in movement was apparent as participants were not accustomed to ST movement 
patterns. Subjects expressed that a 'greater concentration' was needed in ST. As smoothness of movement 
degenerated at higher resistance levels, it was difficult to maintain a comfortable exercise pattern. The 
benefit of proper technique was observed through large differences in peak HR during ST test and retest 
comparisons (where test-retest procedures were used in lieu of familiarisation trials due to time constraints 
in testing). For subjects 4- 7, significant differences in peak HR occurred d uring retest conditions, and 
it is anticipated t hat wit h further training, similar improvements would be achieved by subjects 1- 3 
(Table 7.5) . Improvements in performance are not attributed to training effect as the number of test 
sessions was not significant enough to induce measurable performance benefits. Rather, improvements 
were likely due to a refinement in exercise technique and a greater learned coordination in tracing the 
complex movement path. 
Participants also commented that the greater number of handle rotations performed in ST caused a 
higher degree of fatigue in the lower arm (forearm) and hands. Indeed, participants reported a signifi-
cantly higher pain rating in the forearm region in ST compared to AC. Post-exercise, numerous subjects 
also explicitly mentioned slight fatigue of abdominal and core trunk muscle during ST. This is perhaps 
due to the varying reach during exercise that encourages active trunk flexion and extension, and may be 
indicative of a greater range of muscle activation in ST compared to AC. 
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The large number of design issues in ST obscures a more direct comparison to AC. It is currently 
unknown whether differences in heart rate, localised pain ratings, and RPE are purely due to a differences 
in muscle use and direction of movement, differences in external work load, or idiosyncracies in the current 
machine design. 
7 .4 Conclusions 
Comparison testing of the ST and AC indicated that for both exercises, participants were able to sustain 
exercise for the range of available workloads. Initial physiological responses of HR and localised pain 
ratings (back, shoulder, forearm) were significantly greater during ST for a given RPE. 
Although power output during each stage of ST and AC exercise was equated t hrough adjustment 
of gearing ratios, it is clear that numerous aspects of ST design affected the subjects' ability to truly 
exercise at the same work intensity. Design improvements that should be made before future testing 
include the following, whereby a more direct comparison of AC and ST can be made once critical design 
changes are carried out. 
1. Reduction of sliding friction of spur gear sliding across surface of mounting plate using roller bearing 
and grooved track on mounting plate to reduce contact surface area 
2. Insertion of rotary bearing in crank assembly handle instead of nylon bushing to reduce rotary 
friction and improve feel 
3. Utilisation of a one-way bearing in the central rotary component of the crank assembly to enable 
subject's momentum to smoothly carry over during all stages of exercise 
4. Optimisation of different handle shape and position for ST 
5. Greater range of resistance by increasing the gearing ratios for both exercises 
The completion of the above design improvements is beyond the remit of this current work. However, 
given the existing limitations of the machine, the Spirotrainer remains an interesting innovation worthy 
of further development and evaluation. 
Chapter 8 
General discussion and conclusions 
8.1 Overview of research: main achievements and findings 
The mam mtent of this PhD research was to develop a new upper body card10vascular exercise machme 
that mcreased energy expenditure above that observed m current machmes for a gtven exertiOn level The 
research approach differed from that of traditional exercise machme development Instead of rephcat10n 
of an outdoor fitness mode or aimmg to provide a total body workout, the mtent was to produce a more 
effective upper body exerc1se through the use of phys10logwal research 
8.1.1 Energy expenditure and RPE 
MaJor determmants of energy expenditure rate and RPE were identified and used to explam why 
metabolic dtfferences exist between current cardiovascular exercise modes To a certam extent, mcreasmg 
the amount of exerctsmg muscle mass results m mcreased energy consumptiOn Beyond a cnttcal hmtt, 
excessive use of addit!Onal muscle groups negatively affects percept10n of effort and as a result, subJects 
tend to lower their exercise mtensity 
Vanous other factors such as muscle recrmtment patterns, shortemng or lengthemng velocity, and 
contractiOn type act Jomtly to mfluence force generatiOn and metabohc cost However, these factors 
are often mutually dependent and carry confhctmg relatlOnships that are neither well-understood nor 
well-studwd With respect to muscle recrmtment patterns, research has mdicated that fatigue iS directly 
related to the muscle force generated and the time of muscle recovery relative to the time of muscle 
actiVatiOn The reductiOn of fatigue dunng exercise may mvolve mcreasmg the duratwn of muscle 
recovery durmg cyclic exercise 
Perceived exertion iS mfluenced by a vanety of physiological and psychological factors Phys10logical 
determmants are generally d1v1ded mto local factors (aches, cramps, pam, and fattgue m exercismg 
muscles) and central factors (oxygen uptake, mmute ventllat10n, respiratory rate) Numerous studies 
have md!Cated that RPE iS a rehable scale that iS vahd for a vanety of subjects differmg m gender, age, 
and trammg 
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Beyond the evidence found m literature, current expenmental work found that dtscrete sequential 
upper body movements have strong potential to produce greater metabolic effects than those currently 
achmved m conventiOnal arm crank ergometry Factors of pnmary consideratiOn for higher rates of energy 
expenditure mcluded the usage of a htgh percentage of muscle mass, number of consecutive acbvahons 
of a particular muscle, total number of dtscrete movements m a sequence, and ease of performance 
8.1.2 Joint movements and associated muscle mass 
A comprehensive table of upper body JOint movements, associated muscle masses, range of movement, 
and peak torques was created to better understand the vanous types of hmb movements and charactenstlc 
properties assoc1ated w1th act1vated muscle A collect wn of data of th1s kmd has not yet been prevwusly 
prov1ded m past pubhcatwns Th1s global comp1latwn of mformatwn 1s a valuable tool for analysmg the 
relationships between muscle activatiOn, muscle mass., and peak torque The table was extensively used 
durmg the creatiOn of a hterarchal hst of upper body cychc movement sequences 
8.1.3 Creation of a new exercise test machine 
A new exerc1se test machme has been developed that allows movement m mult1ple planes and direc-
tions Exerc1se machmes trad1t10nally used durmg testmg have been hm1ted to commercmlly avmlable 
eqmpment Thus It has been difficult, If not Impossible, to study new types of exercise movements The 
new exerc1se test machme enables a w1de vanety of exerc1se movements to be performed w1th adJustable 
resistance spannmg the hmits of human strength m each axiS of movement 
The exercise test machme was used durmg expenmentatwn to test four new movement sequences 
that were hypothesised to elicit mcreased energy expenditure rates compared to arm ergometry The 
selected sequences were designed to mcrease muscle activatiOn and allow movements m multiple planes 
Results md1cated that these upper body movements produced greater oxygen uptakes and rates of energy 
expend1ture than that currently ach1eved m arm ergometry or other smgle plane arm exerc1se 
8.1.4 Development of the Spirotrainer 
Usmg prmc1ples denved from prevwusly gathered data and research, a new mode for upper body exerc1se 
was developed The Sp1rotramer enables a umque exerc1se path to be traced that 1s unhke any ex1stmg 
exere1se machme Imtml pllot testmg has md1cated that subJects were able to sustam cardwvascular 
exercise and mduce substantial physiological responses at a range of exercise mtenstties 
8.2 Benefits of the new Spirotrainer 
Despite the seemmgly overwhelmmg chmce of exercise machmes avrulable for use, there e:x1st few oppor-
tumties to achieve cardiOvascular exercise usmg the upper body In fact, the only exercise mode that IS 
used to any extent IS the arm ergometer 
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For mdiVtduals who rely on upper body exemse as the sole means of achtevmg cardwvascular fitness 
(mdtvtduals wtth paraplegia, amputatiOns, neurologiCal dtsorders, heart dtsorders, lower hmb mJunes), 
the lack of chotce and vanety m exercise options IS problematic 
Thus on a pnmary level of Importance, the Spuotramer provtdes additional chmce for upper body 
cardwvascular exercise Due to Its umque movement paths and mcremental rotation of movement pat-
tern, a greater range of muscles are activated and muscles are used through a greater range of motwn 
The multi-dtrectwnal nature of the movement path atms to reduce fatigue by alternatmg the dtrectwn 
(and thus timmg) of acttvatwn 
The structure of the Sptrotramer allows for fleXIbility m movement path Geometry IS largely de-
termmed by the rat1o of the mner gear dtameter to the outer gear diameter Stmply by changmg the 
stze of the mner rotatmg gear, a dtstmctly different movement path can be created The architecture of 
the Sptrotramer also accommodates add1t10nal attachments that enable standard arm ergometry to be 
performed as well 
8.3 Limitations of research 
8.3.1 Muscle activation levels during joint movement 
There was great dtfficulty m findmg comprehensive data concermng muscle activatiOn levels durmg JOint 
movements It IS apparent that Simply listmg the muscles used durmg a particular JOmt rotatwn does 
not wholly descnbe the mteractwns of muscle and force productwn Many available EMG studtes only 
exammed a smgle muscle dunng exercise Studtes measurmg multiple muscle of the upper body tended to 
examme activatwn from movement ongmatmg from a central startmg pomt, not the rotation of a specific 
JOmt Add1t10nally, the level of muscle acttvatwn IS heavily mfluenced by Its composition, shortenmg or 
lengthemng velocity, and fibre onentatwn relative to dtrectwn to movement Due to mconststenctes m 
testmg procedure between studies, 1t became apparent that conclusiOns drawn from one sample study 
were not necessanly globally applicable to all muscles Thus an active decision was made to exclude data 
concermng muscle act1vat10n levels from Table 1 2 
8.3.2 Improvements to test rig experimentation 
It was determmed post-testmg that results were best compared to that of conventional smgle arm ex-
ercise such as arm ergometry and contmuous arm curl To provide the best companson between these 
trruht10nal arm exercises and new exercise movements, It would have been Ideal to test the same subject 
populatwn Smce th1s data was not collected durmg expenmentatlon, results were then compared to 
previous studies of Similar subJect types performmg smgle arm exercise 
8.3.3 Limitations of the Spirotrainer 
Despite user testmg of the first prototype, the final geometry of the second workmg prototype was not 
optimal for many subjects durmg the companson study The extended reach of the Sptrotramer resulted 
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m dtfficulty of generatmg a htgh enough force at the furthest pomt of exercise and may have contnbuted 
to feehngs of stram and fattgue A number of destgn constramts are also detailed m Sect10n 7 3 It 
was dtfficult to conclustvely determmmg the effects of the Sptrotramer versus that of a tradttlonal arm 
ergometer due to many of these Issues Thus ImplementatiOn of these changes ts necessary before any 
future testmg can occur 
8.4 Recommendations for future research 
Usmg the exercise test machme, ad.dttronal testmg of new exercise sequences should be earned out 
(mcludmg maximal and submaxtmal tf'stmg of conventional arm exercise) to more conclustvely detcrmme 
whether htgher energy expenditure rates can be achieved at a gtven RPE 
EMG analysts durmg JOmt rotatwns of the upper extremity would more clearly htghhght the order 
and extent of muscle actlvatwn Spuotramer movements could also be exammed usmg EMG analysts to 
determme the range and tlmmg of muscle activated durmg exercise 
Further testmg of the Sptrotramer wtth a larger subject base also should be completed Future testmg 
may look to better conditiOn subjects to Spuotramer movement before engagmg m exercise testmg It 
1s anticipated that more conclusive re;ults would be achteved wtth a larger test populatiOn 
Destgn modlficatwns of the Sptrotramer are necessary 1f the exercise concept 1s to be fully reahsed 
The productwn of a workmg prototype still lacks much of the usabthty features found m commerctal 
eqmpment Aspects of destgn for manufacturmg (DFM) and destgn for assembly (DFA) need to be 
mtegrated mto future development of the Sptrotramer 
8.5 Final conclusions 
A new upper body cardwvascular exercise machme has been developed that dtffers markedly from con-
ventiOnal arm exercise machmes In an effort to reduce fatigue and mcrease the rest time before muscle 
reactivation, arm movements follow a motion path that traces out four distmct loops whilst passmg 
through a central pomt The development of thts machme 1s based on a physiOlogiCal analysts of the 
determmants of energy expenditure rate and utilises results from expenmentatton of new exercise move-
ments User testmg demonstrated the vtabthty of usmg the Sptrotramer m prolonged cardiOvascular 
exercise Wtth further design modificatiOns, the Spirotramer may develop mto an Important and enJoy-
able mode of exerctse for many mdtvtduals 
Furthermore, given the lack of published studies exammmg non-traditiOnal exercise modes, the Ini-
tial expenmentatwn undertaken was an Important step m further explormg the physiOlogical effects of 
dtfferent hmb movements Prehmmary evtdence m th1s study mdtcated that dtscrete sequenced move-
ments have potential to produce greater rates of energy expenditure than those currently achteved m 
conventiOnal arm crank ergometry Results from thts study and more detailed future mvesttgatwns may 
have stgmficant Imphcatwns m both exercise mode development and exercise prescnptwn 
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Appendix A 
List of terms 
In the followmg sectiOn, defimtwns and explanatwns are found for some of the more common terms used 
Defimtwns are extracted from Astrand & Rodahl (1 986) 
acidosis a situatiOn m which the acid-base balance m the artenal blood shifts to the acid state (pH<7 40) 
aerobic m the presence of oxygen 
anaerobic m the absence of oxygen 
a-v02 difference artenovenous oxygen difference, expresses the dtfference m oxygen content between 
the blood entermg and leavmg the pulmonary cap1llanes 
BMI Body Mass Index, a value determmed by dlVIdmg a person's mass m kilograms by their height 
squared, those with a 25 0 kgfm2 < BMI < 30 0 kgfm2 are classified as overweight while chmcally 
obese subjects have BMI > 30 kgfm2 
cardiac output the volume of blood ejected mto the mam artery by each ventncle, usually expressed 
as litres per mmute (Q) 
concentric a contractiOn of the muscle reducmg tts length 
dyspnea laboured breathmg or breathlessness 
eccentric a contractiOn of the muscle which IS lower than the resistance Imposed, so that the length of 
the muscle mcreases under load 
EMG electromyogram, a test used to record the electncal actiVIty of muscles When muscles are active, 
they produce an electncal current This current IS usually proportiOnal to the level of the muscle 
actiVIty 
erythrocythemia a surplus of red blood cells 
glycogen a polymer of glucose and the storage compound of carbohydrate m the body, predommantly 
m the hver and skeletal muscles 
heart rate the number of ventncular beats per mmute 
hyperpnea marked mcrease m pulmonary ventilatiOn 
hyperoxia an abnormal mcrease m the amount of oxygen m the tissues and organs 
hypoxia a reductiOn m the amount of oxygen passmg mto the blood 
isokinetic contraction wtth the speed of movement mamtamed constant 
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isometric contract tOn m wh1ch tenswn 1s developed, but there IS no change m the length of the muscle 
(static muscle contractwn) 
isotonic havmg the same tenston 
kinetic pertammg to or producmg motiOn 
oxygen uptake the volume of oxygen at STPD extracted from the mspued a1r, usually expressed as 
htres per mmute (V02 ) 
perfusion pumpmg a hqmd mto an organ or tissue (especmlly by way of blood vessels) 
power the rate of domg work, the rate of transfer of energy Defined m watts (W) where 1 watt = 1 
Joule per second 
RER respiratory exchange rat1o, the rat10 of the amount of carbon d1ox1de produced to the amount of 
oxygen consumed ( VC02jvo2) 
RPE ratmg of perce1ved exertion, a subjective ratmg that accounts for a multitude of sensations ansmg 
from the body durmg phys1cal exerc1se 
STPD standard temperature, pressure, dry au at 0°C, 760 mm Hg (101 3 kPa) 
stroke volume (SV) the volume of blood eJected mto the mam artery by each ventncular beat. The 
stroke volume 1s usually calculated by dlVldmg the cardmc output by the heart rate ( Q /HR) 
tidal volume (Vr) the volume of gas moved durmg each respiratory cycle 
Vasalva manoeuvre the act of makmg an expiratory effort w1th the glottis closed 
vasoconstriction a decrease m the d1ameter of a. blood vessel (usually an artenole) resultmg m a 
reductwn of blood flow to the area supphed by the vessel 
vasodilation an mcrease m the d1ameter of a blood vessel (usually an artenole) resultmg m an m creased 
blood flow to the area supphed by the vessel 
V C02 rate of carbon diOXIde productiOn 
Ve exp1red gas volume per umt t1me (usually htres per mmute) 
Vr msp1red gas volume per umt t1me ( usua.lly htres per mmute) 
vo2 rate of oxygen consumptiOn (uptake) 
work apphcatwn of a force through a d1stance, usually measured m JOUles ( J, kJ, MJ) 
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Anatomical figures and limb 
movement schematics 
.. • • flex•on 
Hex1on 
\ 
• , extension 
M ~ !!JJ jjl 
flex1on extension abduction 
~boo~ ~ lr • ~ J-r\~ •upm•oo~, ;p 
mtemal (med•al) external ~ateral) 
lt. ~~~ 
extemal mternal 
rotation rotation adduction 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure B.l: RotatiOns of the (a) shoulder JOint, (b) elbow JOint, (c) hip JOint, and (d) knee JOint 
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Deltoid m. 
Triceps brachil 
Brachioradialis m. 
Trapezius m. 
Pronator teres m. 
Bicipital aponeurosis 
Aexor carpi radialis m. 
Palmaris longus m. 
Tnpez.ius m. 
Acromion procus 
~:lli-lliJ!t("' of scapulo 
Ulnar nerve 
Extensor 
retinaculum 
Deltoid m. 
Figure B.2: Muscles of the upper extremity 
Biceps femoris (to"' he~d) 
Iliotibial tn(( 
Figure B.3: Muscles of the lower extremity 
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Biceps brachii, 
long head 
Flexor digitorum 
superficialis 
Coracobrachialis 
Biceps brachii, short head 
Triceps brachii, long head 
Triceps brachii, medial head 
Pronator teres 
Flexor carpi radialis 
Palmaris longus 
Flexor carpi ulnaris 
Pronator quadratus 
ANTERIOR VIEVY, 
SUPERFICIAL LAYER 
Figure B.4: Deta iled muscles of the upper limb and forearm 
FRONT VIEW 
:..t l 
Infraspinatus 
Supraspinatus 
BACK VIEW 
Figure B.5: Muscles of the rotator cuff 
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Appendix C 
Standard notations for workspace 
calculations 
A, homogeneous transformatiOn matriX that expres.ses the positiOn and onentatlon of O,x1y1z1 wtth 
respect to Dt-IXt-IYt-IZt-1 
Ar transformation matriX where Ar = A,+IA,+2 A 1 _ 1A1 for'< J for a system compnsed of J JOmts 
o, lmk twist, the angle between Z1 _ 1 and Z1 measured about x1 
a, lmk length, dtstance along x, from 0, to the mtersectwn of x, and z,_l axes 
d, lmk offset, distance along z,_ 1 from 0,_ 1 to the mtersectwn of the x, and z,_ 1 axes ( vanable If 
pnsmat1c JOint) 
DH Denavit-Hartenberg lmk parameters 
J matriX whose columns are the umt screws along each JOlllt 
0, ongm of a coordmate system correspondmg to the mtersectwn of axes x, and Z1 
p0 1mtial reference position of the wnst endpomt completely specified by (p0 .,poy,p0 ,) 
p, target position of the wnst endpomt completely specified by (Px, Py,p,) 
q, screw axis position completely speCified by (q.,qy,q,) 
RRP a mampulator composed of a revolute JOint (R), a revolute JOint (R), and a pnsmatic JOint (P) 
s, screw axiS directiOn completely specified by (sx, s11 , s,) 
Sm tmtml screw aXIs locatiOn completely speClfied by (s0x, S0y, Soz) 
J v0 lmear velocity of the end effector 
J Wn angular velocity of the end effector 
xt axts along the common normal between z, and Z-t-l through 0 1, or m the directiOn normal to the 
Z1-t - Z1 plane tf Z1-t and Zt mtersect 
z, axis of actuatiOn of JOint 1-l 
$l umt screw along the .,th Jomt 
8, JOint angle, the angle between x,_ 1 and x, measured about z,_, (vanable If JOint i IS revolute) 
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Appendix D 
Workspace calculations 
Methods of progressive screw d1splacements are used to analyse sphencal displacement of the test ng 
Screw displacement refers to the combmat10n of translatiOn and rotatiOn of JOmts to determme the final 
position of the end effector In screw axiS representatiOn, onentation IS established through the d1rectwn 
of the screw axiS (sx,sy,s,), the position of the screw ruos (qx,Qy,q,), the associated angle of rotatwn 
(0), and the translated distance (t) In FigureD 1 , only the first 3 degrees of freedom are depicted (the 
wnst JOint IS not pictured exphc1tly) 
p. 
V 
\ I 
' ' !1--- .... "' 
handle at endpomt 
Figure D.l: Schematic of test ng architecture and JOint axes 
Determination of endpoint position 
To begm, a reference positiOn must first be established for all JOint pomts The Initial end effector 
directiOn and locatiOn IS given m EquatiOn D 1 
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U 0 = [1, 0, O]T 
V 0 = [0,0,-1]T 
W 0 = [0, 1,0( 
Qo = [0, h, d2]T 
Wnst centre 'P' IS retraced to be comcident to pomt B such that 
Po = [0, 0, d2]T 
The screw axis directiOns and locatiOn of each JOmt can be found m Table D 1 
Table D.l: Screw ax1s duectwns and locations 
1 (0,0,1) 
2 (1,0,0) 
3 (0,1,0) 
(0,0,0) 
(0, 0, 0) 
(0, 0, d2) 
The target position of the wnst and end pomt are also established 
p=q-h w 
U = [ux, Uy, Uz]T 
V= [vx, Vy 1 Vz]T 
W = [wx, Wy 1 Wz]T 
q = [qx. qy, qz( 
The target positiOn of the wnst endpomt IS related to the Imtml reference pos1t1on by 
p= ArPo 
Ar = A1A2A3 
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(D 1) 
(D 2) 
(D 3) 
(D 4) 
MatriX A IS a 4 x 4 transformatiOn matriX m which the upper left 3 x 3 elements descnbe the rotation 
of the ngid body and the upper nght 1 x 3 elements represent the translatiOn of the JOmt ongin 
A= 
a31 a32 a33 a34 
a41 a42 a43 a44 
where elements of the matriX can be calculated by EquatiOn D 6 
(D 5) 
all= (s~-1)(1-c8)+1 
a12 = SxSy(1 -eO) - SxSO 
a13 = Sxsz(1- c8) + SyS0 
a21 = Sysx(1- eO)+ SzSO 
a22 = cs;- 1)(1- c8) + 1 
a23 = SySz(1- eO)- SxsB 
a31 = SzSx(1- c8)- Sxs0 
a32 = SzSy(1- eO)+ Sxs0 
a,,= (s; -1)(1-c0)+1 
a14 = tSx- Sox(au- 1)- Soya12- Sozal3 
a24 = tsy- S0 xa21 - S0 y(a22- 1)- Soza23 
a34 = tSz- Saxa31 - Soya32- Soz(a33- 1) 
a41 = 0 
a42 = 0 
a43 = 0 
a44 = 1 
Thus the followmg transformatiOns matnces are found for JOint rotatiOns a!, 02, and a, 
c01 -se1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
se! eel 0 0 0 c82 -se2 0 
A,= 
0 1 0 d, 
AJ= A2 = 
0 0 1 0 0 se2 ce2 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
eel -se1ce2 sel.e2 -d,s01c02 
A1A2A, = 
se! ce2ce2 -c01s02 d,ce1ce2 
0 se2 ce2 d,se2 
0 0 0 1 
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(D 6) 
(D 7) 
(D 8) 
Usmg the above transformation matriX (Equatton D 8), the target posttlon of the wnst endpomt 1s 
found 
p = [A1A2Aa] Po 
[ 
ce, 
se, 
0 
[ 
o -d3s8, c82 
0 d3cll1c82 
0 d3 s82 
The forward kmemattc eq uat10ns are denved 
d2s8,s82] 
-d2c8,s82 
d2c82 
Px = -das8,c82 - d2s8,s82 
Py = dsc8, c82 + d2c8, s82 
p, = dss82 - d2c82 
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(D 9) 
(D 10) 
The pos1t10n of the wnst endpomt can also be expressed mdependent of the JOmt angle rotatwns 
p; +p~ + p~ = g2 + d5 
da = ±jp; + p~ + p~- g~ 
p~ + p~ + p; - g2 > 0, there are 2 real roots 
p~ + p~ + p; - g2 = 0, there 1s 1 double root 
p; + p~ + p2 - g2 < 0, there are 0 real roots 
Thus smgular positiOn occur when d3 = 0, there are no real roots, or d3 > dmax 
(D 11) 
(D 12) 
G1ven the end pos1t1on of the wnst centre and d1stance da, JO!llt angles e, and 82 may be calculated 
e -1 p, 2 = sm d3 
Determination of endpoint velocities 
(D 13) 
(D 14) 
Jomt veloc1t1es (0,) can be related to endpomt hnear veloc1t1es (x,) and angular veloc1t1es (w) through 
Jacob1an analys1s of the test ng Denav1t-Hartenberg lmk parameters are estabhshed for each Jomt (van-
able parameters are denoted by*) m order to fac1htate denvatwn of the forward kmematlcs (TableD 2) 
The parameters are apphcable to revolute-revolute-pnsmatlC (RRP) mechamsms w1th an offset pnsmatlc 
Jomt from the vert1cal aXIs 
The Denav1t-Hartenberg transformatwn matr!X 1s g1ven by 
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Table D.2: Denavtt-Hartenberg lmk parameters 
Jomt(1) a, a, d, e, 
1 -90 0 0 * 
2 90 d2 0 * 
3 0 0 * -90 
ea, -ea, sO, sex, se, a tee, 
1-1 A,= se, co:,cB, -sa1cB1 a1sB, (D 15) 
0 sa, ea, d, 
0 0 0 1 
The followmg transformatiOn matnces are found between Jomts 
eel 0 -sa1 0 ca2 0 sa2 d2ca2 
OA] = 
sa] 0 ea, 0 1A2 = sa2 0 -ca2 d2sa2 
0 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
(D 16) 
0 1 0 0 
2As = 
-1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 ds 
0 0 0 1 
The Jacobmn directiOn and locatiOn of each JOint IS determmed through the EquatiOn D 17, descnbmg 
a umt vector along the zth JOlllt axis 
'' ~ "R,, [: l (D 17) 
The umt vectors are computed along each ax1s 
(D 18) 
Usmg the ongm as a fixed frame reference pomt, columns of the Jacob1an are computed as the 
coordmates of the umt Jomt screw 8.XlS 
(D 19) 
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The duectton and locatiOn of JOmt axes relat1ve to the reference frame must be found first The 
d1rect10n and locatwn of JOmt axes can be defined as follows 
0 [ ··;' l =JA, 0 1 
0 
(D 20) 
0 
[ So,~+! ] 0 
0 
1 
For ease of calculatiOns, we set the Imtial counter at J 
associated JOmts are defined as 
3 The dnectwn and locatiOn of the 
(D 21) 
(D 22) 
(D 23) 
g1ven 'z, = [ ~ I and 'r, = [ d,:~, ] 
1 dtcat 
(D 24) 
The followmg JOmt d1recttons and locatwns are calculated 
(D 25) 
The columns of the Jacob1an are defined as follows 
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$revolute = [ S ] 
SQ X S 
(D 26) 
The Jacob1an matnx correspondmg to the test ng 1s descnbed by Equat10n D 27 
0 -1 0 
-siJ2 0 0 
c82 0 0 
[ 
1
wn ] J= where Jvo = 1 Jq (D 27) 
-d2c82 + das82 0 0 
0 a, 0 
0 -d2 1 
G!Ven the JOmt angles and rate of change, the correspondmg lmear and angular veloe1ty of the 
endpomt can be determmed 
3V 0x = ( -d2cB2 + dasiJ2)1J1 
3
voy = daiJ2 
3 Voz = -d282 + da 
3wx = -82 
3
wy = -s821J1 
3 w, = ciJ281 
The mverse translat10n can be calculated from Equat10n D 28 
' IJ -~ 2
- ds 
e _ 3WxC04 +3WyS84+8tS82s84+82C84 
6 - c284s8s+c84s84s8s 
(D 28) 
(D 29) 
Appendix E 
Determination of energy 
expenditure rate 
In order to express oxygen uptake m terms of calonc expenditure (kJ h-1), correctiOns for differential 
substrate utilisatiOn are needed The methodology for this transformatiOn Is descnbed m detml below. 
Haldane transformation for inequality of inspired and expired 
volumes 
The Haldane transformatiOn utilises the pnnc1ple that there IS no net uptake or productiOn of mtrogen 
m the lungs The concentratiOn of mtrogen IS not determmed through direct means, but by subtractmg 
oxygen and carbon dioXIde concentratiOns from 100% (Equation E 1-E 2) Smce the compositiOn of 
msp1red air IS very stable, F102% can be assumed to be 20 93% and F1C02% to be 0 03% FE02%, 
FEC02%, and VE are measured m the expired mr sample 
% N2 exptred = 100%- (FE02% + FEC02%) 
Concentration IS dependent on both mass and volume, where 
mass 
concentratwn = 1 voume 
F N 
,., mass N 2 wsrnred 
1 2/0 = 
VI 
F N "' mass N2 exptred E 210 = 
VE 
(E 1) 
(E 2) 
(E 3) 
(E 4) 
(E 5) 
Smce the mass of 1nspued mtrogen equals the mass of expired mtrogen, there must be a volumetnc 
difference between VE and V1 G1ven a known VE and concentratiOn of mtrogen m msptred and expired 
mr, Vr can be determmed 
(E 6) 
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Calculating oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production 
All gas volumes below are STPD (see sectwn E) Oxygen uptake and carbon dwXIde productwn are 
defined as follows 
volume of Oz uptake = volume Oz mspzred - volume Oz expzred (E 7) 
Volume Oz ms~red = V: x FIOz% 
r· 1 lOO (E 8) 
FEOz% Volume Oz expzred = VE x 
100 
(E 9) 
volume of COz produced = volume COz expzred - volume COz znspzred (E 10) 
(E 11) 
Agam, F10z% can be assumed to be 20 93% and F1COz% to be 0 03% FEOz%, FECOz%, and VE 
are measured m the expued a1r sample 
Estimating energy expenditure by indirect calorimetry 
Estimates of energy expenditure can be md1rectly obtamed from measurements of oxygen uptake and 
carbon dwXJde productwn Methods of calculations are based on chemical prmciples that substrates m 
a chemical reaction always rPact m the same proportiOns For mstance, the metabohsm of glucose and 
fat are represented by the followmg equatwns 
CsH120s + 60z = 6C0z + 6H20 + ENERGY 
C1sH3202 + 2302 = 16C02 + 16H20 + ENERGY 
Smce one gram of gas at standard pressure and temperature occupies a fixed volume, the volume of 
oxygen reqmred and the volume of carbon produced m the oxidatwn of one gram of energy substrate 
can be determmed Oxidlsmg 1 gram of carbohydrate uses 0 828 Oz, producmg 0 828 C02 and 17 kJ 
energy OXIdismg 1 gram of fat uses 1 989 Oz, producmg 1 419 C02 and 39 kJ energy 
G1ven the measurement of oxygen uptake and carbon d10x1de production, simultaneous equatiOns are 
used to determme the mass of carbohydrate ('x' grams) and mass of fat ('y' grams) utilised per mmute 
VOz = 0 828x + 1 989y (E 12) 
VOz = 0 828x + 1 419y (E 13) 
Energy dens1ty values for fat and carbohydrate are then applied to obtam an estimate of the total 
energy expenditure 
energy expendzture rate =(x 17) + (y 39) x 60 kJ hr-1 (E 14) 
The calculatwns are only valid 1f the followmg assumptions are met 
1 All the carbon dioxide measured m the exp1red a1r must be attnbuted to ox1dative metabolism 
rather than a reductwn m the body stores of carbon dJoxJde Body stores of carbon dioxide of 
commonly reduced m hyperventilatwn and reductwn of bicarbonate reserve 
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2 Fat and caibohydrates are the sole energy substrates The presence of a third substrate, protem, 
renders calculatiOns of oxygen consumptiOn and carbon diOXIde productiOn Impossible In additiOn, 
the metabolism of protem results m the excretiOn of mtrogen from the body Thus the rate of 
protem oxtdatwn can be measured as the rate of unnary mtrogen excretiOn 
The ratiO of caibon diOXIde produced to oxygen consumed (R) differs for carbohydrate metabolism 
and fat metabolism An equal contnbut10n to energy metabolism from both fat and carbohydrate IS 
md1cated by an R value of 0 85 
R= vco2 
vo2 
Additional notes: standardising gas volumes 
(E 15) 
Over the course of an expenment, gas volumes are typically collected from a range of environmental 
conditiOns Smce gas volumes vary with temperature and pressure, compansons between gas samples 
are only vahd when volumes are corrected to standaid conditions Standard conditions aie umversally 
defined at a pressure of 760 mm Hg and temperature of 273 K (0°C) Thus any measurements of gas 
volumes taken under ambient conditiOns (those at the time of expenmentat10n) must be corrected to 
standard temperature and pressure for a dry gas (STPD), usmg the known gas laws 
Boyle's Law (PV = constant) and Chailes' Law (V /T = constant) can be combmed to form an 
expressiOn that relates the volume change resultmg from changes m pressure (P) and temperature (T) 
for a g~ven mass of gas (Equation E 16) 
(E 16) 
where P IS pressure, T IS temperature, and V IS volume 
An additiOnal correctiOn IS needed when adjustmg expired air volumes to standard conditiOns be-
cause expired rur IS saturated wtth water vapour Water vapour mcreases the total gas pressure by an 
amount proportiOnal to temperature The gas pressure due to water vapour (SWVP) IS subtracted from 
barometnc pressure (EquatiOn E 17) 
(BP- SWV P) 273 
VE,STPD = VE,ATPS X 760 X ::c27:;';3:--+:...,T;;; (E 17) 
where BP IS barometnc pressure m mm Hg, S'WVP IS saturated water vapour pressure m mm Hg at 
ambient temperature, T IS ambient temperature m degrees Celsms, ATPS IS ambient temperature and 
pressure, saturated with water vapour 

